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ABSTRACT
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS AND MEDIA:
ISSUES SURROUNDING THE OPEN COLLEGES OF KOREA
MAY 1986
KYUNG JAE PARK, B. A., SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
M. P. A., PUSAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
M. Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor George E. Urch
The development of an open learning system as an alternative to
formal, full-time study enables a broad cross-section of the adult
population to compensate for missed educational opportunities and to
acquire new skills and qualifications for career changes. Through the
use of modern communications technology, the open learning system can
reach more people more effectively. One of the most important tasks
facing an open learning institution, therefore, is to develop an
appropriate instructional system which employs such modern
communications technology.
This study examines issues surrounding the development of
instructional methods and media in the open colleges of Korea. The
study focuses mainly on identifying: (1) the problems and constraints
vi
working people perceive in continuing
college; and (2) the needs of Korea’s
appropriate instructional methods and
their education at an open
open college staff for developing
media.
methodology of the study consists of a comprehensive review of
literature, two case studies, a survey of students, and a needs
assessment. The review of literature explores the nature of open
learning, its strengths, weaknesses, and potentials as an alternative to
formal, full-time study at the post-secondary level. Also examined are
the didactic possibilities and limitations of major instructional
methods and media currently or soon to be used in open learning. The
case studies inquire into the practical issues and implications for
developing an appropriate instructional system.
The survey of open college students explores those problems and
constraints they encounter in continuing their education, which should
be considered in developing instructional methods and media. The needs
assessment identifies the needs of open college staffs for resources
which are necessary for the development of instructional methods and
media that would be appropriate for their students. The study concludes
by addressing several recommendations for the development of open
colleges in Korea, especially the development of their instructional
system.
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chapter I
ISSUES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Statement of the Problem
hundreds of years education has been basically a face-to-face
relationship between teacher and students. Schools, where one educated
person can teach thirty, fifty, or more, have been the most convenient
way of providing education to children. Parents throughout the world
have viewed formal education of this type as a route to socio-economic
advancement and mastery of twentieth-century technology, even though
only a few students successfully work their way through the educational
system.
Today the demand for school places is beginning to outstrip the
capacity of many economies to supply them. A growing egalitarianism has
created demands for more educational opportunities for all people, no
matter what their situation. At the same time, technical changes in
every field of human life mean that increasing numbers of people in this
complex and ever-changing world has a need and right to learn throughout
one’s life. The idea of schooling, which has been linked to the
discrete time-place education, is being supplemented by the concept of
lifelong learning with fewer place-time barriers, motivated by the
changing and maturing needs of more responsible and self-directed
learners. These demands put a strain on the more traditional
educational systems and have led to a search for alternative ways of
1
2education that can reach more people more effectively.
oj, CD oners some possibilitie
to address this problem. As an alternative to formal, full-time study
It enables wide sections of adult populations to compensate for lost
University in the United Kingdom has given a substantial impetus to the
development of open learning systems throughout the world. Many
need of additional training and education. Although there is great
diversity among these institutions, one common element is the use of
communications technology to deliver instruction to their students.
between developments in communications technology and education. These
developments have been one of the major catalyzing influences on
education. Communications media are fast leveling what were formerly
insuperable barriers to adult participation in organized study programs:
space, time, and methodology. They promise to individualize the
exchange of information and instruction for people who cannot interact
countries in both the developed and developing world have established
open and distance learning institutions since the inception of the
British Open University in 1969. For the most part, they provide
educational opportunities to those excluded from conventional education
various reasons. Those institutions have experimented with open
admission and other open administrative policies, and devised new
methods of reaching more learners and of satisfying special groups in
There has been a continuous, extensive, and growing relationship
3with teachers or others on a person-to-person basis. At the present
time, by networking video, telephone, interactive audio, and computer,
educators can design systems that deliver education and training to
adults at a distance while simultaneously meeting Individual needs.
They hold great promise of markedly expanded access to educational and
training opportunities for all adults, whether they are in search of
basic literacy and coping skills, occupational Improvement, or formal
higher education.
While there are many ways of designing Instruction with the use of
new communications technology, the processes and promises of these
technologies can also be confounding. Different methods and techniques
have differing capabilities and constraints in accomplishing specific
educational objectives. The use of communications technology in the
education of adults depends on the suitability of the instructional
methods and materials designed by an institution. Research is needed in
order to understand the reciprocal relationship between the
communications technology and the shape and delivery of instruction as
well as to develop appropriate instructional methods and media.
The concept of open learning was introduced into Korean society in
1972 when the Korea Air and Correspondence College was established for
the purpose of providing the opportunity for higher education to those
denied it in their youth. The Korea Air and Correspondence College
offers courses mainly in the social science fields. It employs
correspondence education and radio broadcast as its major instructional
methods. In spite of the conservative attitude of those Koreans who
14
prefer formal education, the College has established itself as an
important provider of higher and continuing education to the Korean
people.
Because of the success of this College, since 1982 the Korean
Government has replaced a number of junior colleges with open colleges.
The main purpose of these colleges is to provide technical and
vocational higher education to the working people, most of whom perceive
distance and time as major obstacles to their participation in
conventional study programs. To date, however, open colleges manifest
few differences from traditional colleges and universities. No
instructional method other than face-to-face teaching has been
developed. This situation poses serious problems for the development
and spread of open colleges in Korea. To reach large numbers of working
people through the extension of education and training, there is a need
to develop various and appropriate instructional methods and media. In
other words, one of the most urgent tasks for Korean open colleges is to
remove long-standing barriers against the efforts of working people to
continue their education. To do otherwise by duplicating their heavy
dependence on face-to-face on campus teaching methods, these colleges
would become similar to conventional colleges for the young and
privileged. In short, these open colleges cannot successfully perform
their function without developing alternative instructional methods and
media appropriate for their students.
5Purpose of the Study
The study proposed here seeks to describe the reciprocal
relationship between the communications technology and the shape and
delivery of Instruction, and to Identify those issues that should be
considered In developing Instructional methods and media to meet the
needs of Korea’s new open colleges. In addressing this purpose, the
Study will examine the following primary question:
What are the issues, problems, and possible approaches which
surround the open learning context that should be considered in
developing instructional methods and media appropriate for Korean open
colleges?
To answer this question the study will investigate the following
implementing questions:
1 . What is the nature of open learning as an alternative to
formal, full-time study at the post-secondary level?
2. What are the didactic potentials and limitations of the major
instructional methods and media currently or soon to be used in
open learning?
3. What implications can be derived from the experiences of
selected open learning institutions as to the practical issues
involved in developing instructional methods and media?
Why have the open colleges been developed in Korea and what is
their current status?
65. What are the central problems and constraints perceived by the
students that should be considered in developing instructional
methods and media for Korean open colleges?
6. What resources are needed by the staffs of Korea's open
colleges in order to develop appropriate instructional methods
and media as defined by the academic and administrative staff
of those colleges?
7. What recommendations can be made to assist the development of
open colleges in Korea?
Significance of the Study
This study deals with how the shape and delivery of instruction for
Korean open colleges can be improved so as to extend educational
opportunities to more working people. The study focuses mainly on
identifying: (1) the problems and constraints working adults have in
continuing their education at an open college; and (2) the needs of
Korean open colleges for developing instructional methods and media
appropriate for their students. The primary significance of the study
lies in the fact that the recommendations suggested will be based on a
very pragmatic and need-oriented consideration. The approach outlined
in this study, while not in the form of a ready-made tool, is intended
to have significant impact on the development of open learning in Korea.
The findings and conclusions of this study will be useful in
several ways. They will shed new light on the factors which affect the
choice and development of instructional methods and media of an open
learning institution. They may also provoke discussions of potential
relevance to future research among educators and planners involved in
7open leannlng. Although see of its findings would not he nelevant to
many other settings, the study's philosophic base, rationale, and
methodology will be useful in guiding further research in this field.
Review of Literature
The review of literature provides the theoretical framework for
this study. The review has been done in two phases. In the first
Phase, the study explores the nature of open learning in order to
understand more about its strengths, weaknesses, and potential as an
alternative to formal, full-time study at the post-secondary level. The
role of adult education and open learning in society is also examined.
This theoretical foundation acquaints the reader with Important concepts
which are essential to the understanding of the nature of open learning.
This examination leads to the second phase of the literature review,
an investigation of the didactic potentials and limitations of the major
instructional methods and media currently or soon to be used in open
learning. Their didactic potentials and limitations are examined both
in terms of their learning effects and educational objectives. This
phase also includes two case studies: the Open University in the United
Kingdom and Holyoke Community College in the United States of America.
Both are examined with a view to study substantive issues related to the
development of instructional methods and media.
A bibliography of the sources which have been used for this study
is attached.
8Design of the Study - Methodology
This study is designed to explore ways to develop instruotional
methods and media appropriate for Korean open colleges. Toward this
end, the study has been organized in several sequential stages. First,
a conceptual analysis of the major themes which surround open learning
13 presented in the form of a theoretical framework. This seems
important as this framework provides the theoretical and analytical
basis for the study. Second, an extensive survey of the literature
examines the didactic potentials of major instructional methods and
media in open learning. Third, the study examines two case studies:
the Open University in the United Kingdom and Holyoke Community College
in the United States of America. The focus of the examination is on
their overall administrative structures and instructional delivery
systems. The next phase involves the analysis of the specific case
chosen for this study - the open colleges in Korea. The analysis is
done through a systematic examination of the available documentation,
published books, research reports, and the personal experience of the
researcher with these colleges.
The next step of the study involves the identification of the
problems and constraints encountered by the students of Korea’s open
colleges in continuing their education and the needs of the colleges'
staffs for developing instructional methods and media appropriate for
their students. This is an important phase of the study since it
provides an empirical knowledge and data base for developing useful
recommendations in designing instructional modes for the open colleges.
9The base has been developed through the
questionnaire and the application of the
Analysis Methodology.
administration of a
Coff ing/Hutchinson Needs
The concluding chapte
conclusions of the study,
r weaves together the main themes and
and addresses recommendations useful for
Korean open colleges in developing instructional methods and media.
taking the study's prior analyses as the frame of reference.
Field Investigation
increasingly, questions are being raised concerning traditional
experimental research models in educational research. Those research
designs are prediction-oriented. They attempt to control certain
variables which operate freely In learning environments. It, therefore
can be argued that their findings are not generallzable to the real
world In which the experiment occurs. Thus, many educators are now
using a more decision-oriented research model. A decision-oriented
research model Is descriptive, delimited, and attempts to find out what
and how. rather than why. This study focuses on data gathering for
dec is ion-making.
The field investigation of this study was conducted in two major
phases. The first phase is the identification of the problems of the
open colleges’ instructional systems as perceived by the students of six
Korean open colleges and the identification of the constraints they have
in participating and continuing their education in these colleges. A
comprehensive questionnaire was developed to obtain information on
problems and constraints the students perceive in the instructional
10
™etho.s an. „e.Ie employe, by t.eln ooUegea. It Is base, on the the„e
gleaned fro™ the previous literature review and fro™ the researcher's
own experience with those colleges. Efforts have been made to design
the questionnaire in a manner that is clear, unambiguous, and
unthreatening so as to yield accurate and useful Information in an
easily recorded form. Since it would be impractical to seeh input from
every student of six Korean open colleges, fifty students were selected
at random from each college.
Two instruments were employed in the pilot study to develop the
categories for the multiple-choice items which are included in the final
form of the questionnaire. One instrument is a questionnaire composed
of a number of open questions, which was administered to a number of
students (see Appendix A). Their responses were used to determine the
Itiple choice categories necessary to make the questionnaire content
more salient to the respondents. Salience of the questionnaire content
to the respondents is not only necessary to obtain accurate information,
but also to encourage a more positive response rate (Borg & Gall, 1983).
The other instrument is a semi-structured group interview with some open
questions included in the above questionnaire (see Appendix B). The
semi-structured interview with its open questions encourages spontaneity
and at the same time circumscribes the topic more than the completely
open interview. The group interview minimizes the influence of the
interviewer, establishes group dynamics, and thus is more likely to
generate new ideas. The final questionnaire is a closed questionnaire
( see Appendix C)
.
The next phase of the field investigation Is the assessment of the
staff needs of Korean open colleges for the resources which are
necessary to develop appropriate instructional methods and media. The
Short version of the Coff ing/Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology (see
Appendix D) was used to conduct the needs assessment after adapting it
to Korean situation. Participants in the needs assessment were the
presidents and a selected sample of the academic and administrative
staffs of the six Korean open colleges. The needs statement which was
used throughout the assessment is as follows;
"The needs of Korea's open college staffs for resources necessary
to develop instructional methods and media appropriate for their
students as defined by presidents, professors, and administrative
Staffs of Korean open colleges."
The hypothetical situation used as appropriate for stimulating
greater involvement of the participants as recommended by the
Methodology is as follows:
"Imagine that your college is developing various instructional
methods and media which are most appropriate for the students of
your college and can meet their individual needs, and that in this
situation your college staffs’ needs for resources necessary for
developing those instructional methods and media are being
fulfilled. As you observe this situation in your mind, what are
all the things you see that indicate to you that your college
staffs’ needs for resources are being fully met?"
12
Data Analysis
The data from the questionnaire, which are categorical, are
summarized by creating frequency distributions. The frequency counts
are then converted to percentages which readily show the most frequently
occurring category. Chi square(/). a nonparametric statistical test, is
used to examine whether there is any significant difference between. ’for
instance, sex or occupation groups.
As for the needs assessment, a survey Instrument was designed to
prioritize the needs based on the responses from the participants in
this assessment. The researcher has taken the top-ranklhg fourteen
needs components as those which should be given due consideration in
developing Instructional methods and media appropriate for Korea's open
colleges.
Assumptions of the Study
Four basic assumptions underlie this study:
1 . Providing and suggesting some effective recommendations for
developing instructional methods and media can be an Important
step towards the development of open learning.
2. Instructional methods and media are one of the most important
components of an open learning institution.
3. It is possible for Korean open colleges to develop varied kinds
of instructional methods and media.
The Korean Government is going to replace more junior colleges
with open colleges in the future.
13
Limitations of the Study
'• This is an analytical study which produces information needed
to make recommendations for developing instructional methods
and media for an open learning institution. This study neither
attempts to design an entire developmental model, nor
elaborates the details of developing an instructional system.
2. The usefulness of the study depends significantly on the
individual needs assessment carried out at selected sites and
with selected clients. The fact that participants in other
environments would be different from those of this study could
modify the recommendations.
3. The particular cultural setting of the study might possibly
impose constraints with respect to the generalizability of this
study
,
Definition of Terms
To facilitate the reader's clarity, the terms used throughout the
study are defined as follows:
Open learning: Understood here as a philosophical rather than an
administrative position, describing, for instance, colleges which
have adopted open admission and other open administrative policies,
and have devised new methods for reaching more learners and
satisfying special groups in need of additional training and
education.
Instructional method : A way of organizing a learning situation in
order to achieve a particular learning objective.
I^tructlonal medliM: j system of oommunioation to deliver
instruction to learners.
CHAPTER II
OPEN LEARNING: ALTERNATIVE ACCESS TO EDUCATION
Introduction
One Of the most important functions of open learning is to provide
educational opportunities for those denied conventional education for
various reasons. Open learning aims to help redress social or
educational inequality by providing alternative access to education. If
the human condition can be improved through learning, then access to
education at all levels must be open to all people.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the nature of open
learning in order to understand more about its strengths, its
weaknesses, and its potential as an alternative' to formal, full-time
study in post-secondary education. Open learning is examined in a
historical perspective. The meaning of open learning and other related
terms is discussed. Characteristics of open learning are analyzed in
terms of a number of delivery variables. The role of open learning in
society is discussed. Finally, some of the general problems of open
learning are pointed out in order to clearly understand the nature of
open learning.
Origins of Open Learning
The adjective open was not formally applied to any school or
university until 1969, when Queen Elizabeth II granted a charter to the
British Open University (Wedemeyer, 1981). Open learning, however, is
15
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not a new phenomenon, nesting as It does on a long history of learning
Uedemeyer (,98,) stated the sucoess and recognition of open learning in
our times is "a belated recognition of the need for and validity of the
non-tradltional means of learning that have been in existence for
generations" (p. 6l )
.
Kaye (1981a) found the origins of open learning in England in the
"historical distinction between teaching and accreditation which was one
Of the key features of the Oxford and Cambridge system - the colleges
taught, the University examined" (p. 15). For example, London
university was created in 1836 as a body to conduct examinations and
award degrees without having teaching functions, and by 1858 its degrees
were open to any candidate from any part of the world who could pass the
tests (Kaye, 1981a; MacKenzie et al., 1975; Rumble & Keegan, 1982).
In the United States of America (U. S. A.), open learning dates
back to the I860s, during which the Morrill Act was passed and the
university extension movement began with the foundation of the land
grant universities (Rumble & Keegan, 1982; Wedemeyer, 1982, 1983).
These universities institutionalized the various programs which
libraries, churches, informal study groups, and other adult education
centers formerly had provided millions of back door learners by opening
the door of higher education to them.
Open learning, therefore, is clearly grafted onto the British and
American concepts of external degrees and university extension. This
may be one of the reasons the open learning phenomenon has won a
remarkable degree of acceptance and spread so rapidly despite initial
17
hostility and contemptuous disregard from many educational Institutions
and educators.
The open Unlyerslty in the United Kingdom began teaching students
in 1971. Within a few years of the Unlversltys establishment in the
United Kingdom, a number of open or distance universities have been
founded in both developed and developing countries. The spread of these
universities stemmed as much from an increased concern for greater
equality of opportunity for higher education, as it did from the success
of the British Open University. This concern led not only to the
expansion of conventional universities to provide more places for school
leavers, but also to the notion that higher education should be made
available to those people who had missed the opportunity to attend a
university in the past. Coupled with this concern was an increasing
belief, particularly in the 1970s, in the need for people to have access
to educational opportunities throughout their lives in order to renew or
update their knowledge and skills.
Concepts and Definitions
The Concept of Openness
The term open has many meanings. To be open is not to be closed,
restricted, prejudiced, or clogged; but to be free, above board,
flexible, or future-oriented. MacKenzie et al. (1975) described well
the meaning of the term open:
'Open' as contrasted with 'closed* carried such suggestions of the
lessening or removal of restrictions, of exclusions and of
privilege; of demolishing or lowering established barriers between
subject areas; of enlarging and enriching the areas of activity and
experience graded as educational. (p. 15)
18
Walker (1973, 1975) developed the concept of openness by inverting
the traits and characteristics of conventional higher education:
restrictive access to education which is highly selective and, thus,
leading to social inequalities; restrictive structures which grade and
direct learning by uniform pacing, allowing limited room for individual
needs and expression of abilities; and restrictive learning environments
employ only face-to-face teaching in classrooms and lecture halls.
Inversion of these traditional traits results in an approach to
education which is open to all people, including those without formal
entry qualifications; is based on the individual student's needs and
expectations; and employs various instructional methods utilizing the
wide range of resources existing within the community (Walker, 1973,
1975).
The idea of openness was more clearly expressed in the inaugural
address of the first Chancellor of the British Open University, Lord
Crowther, when he received the Royal Charter in 1969. He stated that
the University would be open "as to people" (open entry); "as to places"
(no campus); "as to methods" (the use of any communication medium that
promoted its educational purposes); and "as to ideas" (in that it would
be concerned not only with necessary skills and experience, but with all
that human understanding can encompass) (MacKenzie et al.
, 1975
, p. 16 ;
Tunstall, 197^, p. x).
Generally, the concept of openness is understood as open access to
educational opportunities. It implies the rights of individual people
to education and the responsibilities of societies to provide
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appropr-iate opportunities to their people. Distance and other
geographical constraints, ability to have access to delivery media, and
lac. of money are all the factors which should be considered in this
context (Neil, 1981).
Towards a Definition of Open Learning
open learning lends Itself to a variety of interpretations. The
term open has been given to so many educational programs that It is
difficult to find a common definition that will describe all the
different enterprises that use the term. MacKenzie et al. ( 1975 )
described well the difficulty of defining open learning by saying that
"open learning Is an imprecise phrase to which a range of meanings can
be, and is, attached. It eludes definition" (p. 15 ). They adopted the
following working criteria in their work, Open Learning: Systems and
Problems in Post-Secondary Education, for identifying institutions
relevant to their purpose:
—
adequately catered for at the present time for some
reason or other (e.g., remoteness, disadvantage).
outside full-time formal education, but related to someimportant national purpose and having a substantial following.
Learning systems having some element of 'newness' whether in
curriculum, organization, course development and delivery,
assessment or support (as group study).
Attainment leading to some recognized qualification.
Efficacy
, attempting some form of assessment beyond the gaining of
a bachelor degree or certificate. ( 1975
, p. 18 )
They concluded that "open learning may properly be considered as a
new movement in educational ideas", akin to "the developing concern with
continuing education, variously expressed as education permanente or
'lifelong education'" (1975, p. 90).
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Wedemeyer (,981) gave a definition of open learning which Is
pertinent to the concept of openness discussed in the previous section:
part-time learning opportunities for learners at
direct ® autonomy and self-ion, but with open mediated access to learning withoutconventional prerequisites for acceptance or accreditation, {p.
He saw open learning as "a continuum of access and opportunities"
(1981, p. 61), which is not enclosed or encumbered by barriers, but is
accessible and available.
Many writers see open learning as a philosophical rather than an
administrative position (Ahmadi, 1976; Lord, 1976; Keegan, 1983),
Keegan (1983) stated that:
•Open learning* is a term that is not to be used in an
administrative context; rather its context is philosophical to
describe, for instance, colleges with *open* administration
policies (p. 2H)
Lord (1976) said that open learning represents three shifts: a
shift "from teacher based education to learner based education"; a shift
"from school based education to environment based education; and a shift
"from the passive learning process (I am taught) to a more active mode
(I learn, I teach, I teach myself)" (p. 13).
Open learning as a philosophical position is clearly expressed in a
paper by A. Ahmadi presented at the Latin-American and Caribbean Meeting
on New Forms of Post-Secondary Education in 1976:
I believe that what makes a university qualify as an open learning
system is its goals and philosophy towards education, and not the
mechanisms utilized for learning or delivering knowledge. So an
institution of learning qualifies as an open education system if
the goals of the institution are to democratize the process of
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In this study, open learning Is understood as a philosophical
position, describing, for Instance, colleges which have adopted open
admission and other open administrative policies, and employed various
instructional methods and media. However, this concept of open learning
oes not conflict with those suggested by MacKenzie et al. ( 1975 ) or
Wedemeyer (1981). There is a common thread running through all these
Views which emphasizes open access to education, puts a new faith In the
learners and their capacity for learning on their own, and is, to a
greater or lesser extent, related to the efforts to expand the freedom
of learners in admissions, selection of learning objectives, time and
place for study, and evaluation. In this sense, open learning can also
be seen as a composite of several variables, each of which is a
continuum of less formal to more formal.
Programs with Some Similarities to Open Learning
There are certain forms of education which have some similarities
to open learning but are not identical with it. Three of the most
important are presented here for consideration: non-traditional
learning, distance education, and independent learning. These terms are
often used interchangeably with open learning and thus need some
clarification.
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Non traditional learnini? Thi<^ -t-r-i-'mg- is term came into use in 1971 when the
Commission on Non-Tnadltional Study was created in the u. s. A.
Referred to more as an attitude toward learning than as a system by the
Commission 0973), it encompasses a broad and diverse range of
educational programs. At one end is learning undertaken with learners'
complete autonomy and independence; at the other is learning undertaken
under the auspices and supervision of a formally recognized educational
institution but significantly different from other formal educational
efforts (Harnett, 1972; Wedemeyer, 1981). Such learning employs non-
traditlonal methods that afford educational opportunity and access
irrespective of learner location and situation; concentrates on
students* own needs; and deemphasizes time, space, and even course
requirements in favor of competence and performance (Commission on Non-
Traditional Study, 1973). In this respect, Wedemeyer ( 1981 ) regarded
distance, correspondence and open learning as a form of non-tradi tional
learning. However, non-traditional learning is a vague, generalized
term which is more widely used in the U. S. A. than elsewhere, while
open learning is at present used worldwide.
^stance education . This term describes educational programs in
which learner and teacher are at a physical distance from each other.
In addition to the separation of learner and teacher, it has the
following characteristics
:
- the influence of an educational organization which distinguishes
it from private study;
the use of technical media, usually print, to unite teacher and
learner and carry the educational content;
the provision of two-way communication so that the student may
benefit from or even initiate dialogue;
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open learning has usually been associated with distance education.
Many open learning institutions employ primarily distance learning
methods. And many educational projects indiscriminately use the names
«£tan£S or op^ without consideration of their objectives, goals and
media. However, as a strategy open learning is opposed to traditional
education, and is particularly characterized by the removal of
restrictions, exclusions, and privileges; while the only difference
distance education has from conventional universities is the mode of
delivery of learning to those who might have been instructed in regular
universities.
^dependent learning
. Another kind of learning activities that has
many features common with open learning is called independent learning.
It is defined by Gleason (1967) as:
instructional systems that ... make it possible for the learner topursue the study of personally significant areas in an independent
manner freed of bonds of time, space, and prescription usuallyimposed by conventional instruction, (p. v)
Both open and independent learning stress self-directed learning
based on the learner's own needs and free of the time and place
variables of study. There are many common elements of a philosophy of
educational maturity in both terms. However, independent learning in
the U. S. A., where it is most preferred, usually means an individual
study program set up on a contract basis between a student and a faculty
member, which is only one mode of open learning.
Fjctors Leading to the RstabUshment of Open Learning .nvsta..
The trend towards open forms of learning cannot be separated from
the efforts of our times to provide educational opportunities for those
neglected by the traditional institutions. However, the open learning
trend is also related to a number of other phenomena - social, economic,
political, technological, demographic, and educational. The three most
important factors which have led to decisions by governments and public
education authorities to establish open learning institutions are
considered here.
Disillusionment about Formal Education
Most open learning institutions respond not only to needs arising
from social and economic change, but also reflect a prevalent
disillusionment about formal education. Kohl (1970) and Holt (1969),
while writing with some anguish about the constraints of conventional
education, also strove to reform the institution to make it more
interactive with its community. Goodman (1971) and Reimer (1971)
insisted that the school in itself is miseducative and must be replaced
by freer contexts for learning. Both Illich (1970) and Freire (1970)
imputed to the school the positive and anti-educational function of
maintaining the oppressive social stability of a class—structured
society and called for learning strategies that will liberate the
oppressed. Finally, those who speak of the Crisis in Education are
mostly concerned with the problem of financing the expansion of formal
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education to serve the educational needs of all people at all levels,
and With the problem of making formal education more responsive to the
social, economic, political, and technological changes in the world
(Coombs, 1968).
This kind Of concern and disillusionment about formal, full-time
study is not only at the primary and secondary levels. In post-
secondary education, vocal discontent and alienation among students are
commonly encountered, particularly in the western world (MacKenzie et
al.. 1975). Demands for relevance, for relaxation of authority, for
reform of curricula and examination systems are all too familiar to
traditional universities. Large numbers of adults have had to close
their minds to any further conventional education. It is to these
attitudes that many open learning institutions pay particular attention.
By offering part-time study, free of the place and time constraints of
conventional education, to adults with other responsibilities, these
institutions aim at enlarging access to learning. One important
objective of the British Open University is to provide the opportunity
of higher education to a pool of adults who are capable of higher
studies but have been denied for reasons of the highly selective system
of traditional universities or for other reasons (Perry, 1978).
The Changing Concept of Education
A changing concept of education has stimulated demand for open
learning. There has been a growing conviction that education is not
only meant for a privileged group in a society, or to be confined to
childhood and adolescence, but that all people should have the
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one's life (Darkenwald & Merrlam, 1982; Erdos, 1975).
Lifelong learning, as recommended by UNESCO (Faure et al., 1972),
la now the concept which guides educational policies for both developed
and developing countries, and the societal Imperative of lifespan access
to learning for all people repulres Institutions characterised by
openness. The concept of open learning Is surely based on the Idea that
education Is a lifelong process that is not confined to one's youth or
to classrooms and is equally access ihip fn rv i u.M j-x d iD e to all people who wish to learn
(Cross & Valley, 1975),
The Impact of Communications Technology
The relationship between developments in communications technology
and education has been extensive and continuous since the invention of
printing. These developments have been one of the major catalyzing
influences upon education (MacKenzie et al.
,
1975 ). Advances in the
equipment (hardware) and associated learning materials (software) have
transformed, and are continuing to transform, ways in which we
communicate with each other. All these advances in rapid and effective
communications have made it possible to communicate across distances and
overcome ancient restrictions to access derived from the space-time
perception of learning (Wedemeyer, 1981 ). Different ways of designing
instruction with the use of new technology enable educational
institutions to reach a greater number of students who are
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according to their own needs and situations.
Delivery Variables of open l.earni™
Every educational approach has a delivery syste. which consists of
a number of delivery variables. Variables to be considered Include the
nature of objectives, characteristics of learners, content and nature of
curricula, teaching and learning approaches. Instructional methods and
media, evaluation and rewards, organizational patterns, and various
resources available (Frith 4 Reed. 1982; Reed & Loughran. 1989). The
apeolfio characteristics of these variables serve to distinguish open
learning from other approaches, especially from conventional education,
and variation in any of these variables may substantially change the
total impact of an open learning system.
Objectives
The preceding discussions provide an indication of the nature of
the objectives of open learning. The objectives of open learning are
functional, learner-centered, and more directly related to the real life
of learners than those of conventional education, which is characterized
as symbolic, institution-centered, and not directly related to the daily
lives of students.
Open learning emphasizes the functional learning which is based
upon the needs and demands of learners. Through the provision of
learning closely related to their social and work situation, open
learning contributes to their individual development. It also
contributes to social mobility (McIntosh et al.
,
1976). By offering
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alternative opportunities for higher education to those who. for any
reason, have been or are being exoluded fro™ attending existing
institutions, it aims at bringing about
The objectives of many open learni
countries are also community, that is,
a change in the
ng institutions
nation, oriented
social order,
in developing
• They aim at
providing experienced manpower and professional expertise In areas where
there are acute shortages of personnel necessary for national
development (Harry, 1981).
Learners
Learners of open learning at the post
-secondary level vary
considerably in age. most being between 20 and Do. The majority are in
full-time work. Although there are large numbers of young students.
most learners are adults for whom education must take second or third
place behind home and work commitments (Sewart et al.. 1983).
Therefore, most study on a part-time basis primarily at home.
Many open learning systems are designed to serve previously under-
represented groups of people (Feasley, 1983). For most of them open
learning is the only form of education which enables them to earn while
studying. Therefore, a high level of motivation among them is the
general rule.
Curr iculum
The curriculum content of an open learning system is generally
determined by the needs and resources of a society, and more directly by
the type of learners and their needs, the educational media available,
and the financial constraints peculiar to open learning and to the
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in the Western World, open learning has been employed as an
alternative to reach people outside the conventional educational
structures through the media to which they have access in their home or
in easily accessible off-campus sites. In the Socialist Bloc, focus is
mproving industrial production, and, consequently, open learning is
Closely related to work. In the Third World, open learning is an
Junot of traditional education, and is aimed at people who were never
part of the educational mainstream. The emphasis is on helping them
catch up and learn skills for their everyday life.
Today, there is growing consensus among adult educators that adult
interest in discipline-based cm-rlcula is lessening in favor of stronger
interest in professional and vocational training (Zigerell, 198H). Even
the Open University in the United Kingdom, which, since its inception,
has been primarily concerned with degree-oriented and general education
curricula, is beginning to concentrate more on vocational courses.
The design of curricula for mature students should take account of
their life experience and their personal situation. The courses should
also be suitable for both part-time and intermittent students.
Open learning systems offer arts subjects more commonly than they
do science subjects. Many open learning institutions are opposed to the
teaching of science by correspondence. The institutions that include
science in their curriculum have had to use such special resources as
compulsory vacation courses, local laboratories, study groups, audio or
video tapes, and home kits for experiments (MacKenzie et al., 1975).
Teaching and Learning Approaohp.q
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oharaotenstics of learners and the curricula of open learning
discussed in the preceding sections obviously demand teaching-learning
approaches different from those of conventional education. Learners
take a more active role In diagnosing their learning needs, formulating
learning goals, Identifying learning resources, and evaluating learning
outcomes. The teacher becomes a facilitator and co-participant In
planning and designing students' learning experience.
Learning takes place In a highly individualized form and tends to
be task or problem-centered rather than subject-centered. Knowles
(1975) called this kind of learning process andragoglcal or self-
directed learning as opposed to pedagogical or teacher-directed
learning. Open learning is one of the areas of education where Knowles'
amlragogy
,
the art of science of helping adults learn (Knowles, 1970),
shoul(d be and is applied.
Instructional Methods and Media
There is a very wide range of instructional methods and media
available in open learning. Broadly classified, they fall into the
following groupings:
Printed material: Specially written correspondence texts andtextbook; reading guides and bibliographies; notes on broadcasts;
assignments; instructions for the use of scientific kits.
- Audio-visual material other than print: Slides, filmstrips, filmloops, and film; audio and video tapes; radio and television
broadcasts.
Practical activities: The use of home science kits; directed
work in local laboratories
; research activities or fieldwork in
students' locality; use of computer facilities.
- Face-to-face teaching and other interpersonal activities:
Counselling on the choice of courses and methods of study, etc.;
study by correspondence including communication by telephone; l(Dcal
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tutorial classes, seminars, and lecture^^ hvdiscussion groups; attendance at shLt residentlarcrinternships, directed travel (Kavr
et al., 1975
, pp. 56-57 )
^ PP- 51-55; MacKenzie
In most open learning projects of distance learning,
prime medium in terms of the proportion of course materia]
print is the
and students'
study time. Broadcast and other audio-v isual media are generally used
to support print. Practical work is essential for certain science and
technology courses. Interpersonal activities need to be carefully
thought out to cover the objectives for which they are best suited.
Each medium has its own advantages and disadvantages. There is no
standard or ideal combination. Some systems make no use of radio or
television broadcasts. Some dispense with face-to-face teaching.
Pedagogical quality of each medium, students' access to the medium,
resources available, learning goals, characteristics of students, and
the role and ability of faculty and staff in the use of the medium, all
these factors should be carefully considered in the choice of
appropriate instructional methods and media.
Evaluation and Rewards
There is a strong tendency for open learning institutions to adopt
a conventional final examination at the end of a course. Even when the
examination is intended solely for distant, part-time students, it is
usually designed to be comparable to that of similar full-time students.
Conners (1981) explained the reason in relation to the credibility
problem:
Teachers, students, future employers and the nation in general all
need to be reassured to some extent that the end product of a
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(p. 164 )
^ rfect) that are used elsewhere.
Open learning students, most of whom are not used to or have
previously been unsuccessful In the traditional education system, are
likely to be particularly troubled by this kind of evaluation. They
will see It as a threat to their legitimate goals. The pursuit of their
own special Interests will be inhibited by the fear of examinations. To
solve this problem, many open learning systems make use of Informal
self-assessment techniques that are contained In the students’ learning
materials and a number of Intermittent assessments by local tutors. All
these assessments compose a part of final grading and provide useful
information about studont progross.
Most students pursue a formal qualification such as a degree in
order to seek advancement or a better job, while others want to gain new
skills created by a technological advance or the skills associated with
home or public affairs.
Organization and Decision Making
The organization and decision making process in open learning
universities is very different from those of conventional universities.
In conventional universities decision making takes place within the
departmental structure. The individual faculty member has almost
complete autonomy regarding what he does in the classroom. Decisions
rarely affect the system as a whole.
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In open learning Institutions, however, the process of course
design, production, distribution, and tuition require the Integration of
various specialists, all of whose work contribute towards the teaching
Of students who are widely dispersed. Various strategies for enabling
the cross-functional integration of the work of various persons, both
academic and nonacademic, are suggested, such as project teams, working
groups, special committees with responsibility for coordinating
activities across organizational boundaries, etc. (Rumble, 1981 a).
Decision making In open learning universities, therefore, tends to be
more centralized and bureaucratic than in conventional universities.
Staff
The staff of an open learning institution is much more diverse than
that of a conventional university. In addition to the academic and
usual administrative staff, there is a particular need for a number of
specialists in curriculum development, production of course materials,
test and measurement, audio-visuals, and sometimes in the production of
broadcasts. There are also many part-time tutorial and counselling
staff, most of whom are full-time staff members of other universities
and educational institutions.
There is a growing interest in developing staff training programs
to prepare and upgrade professional competencies in open learning. This
interest comes in part from the recognition that open learning is
distinct from conventional face-to-face education, and that most faculty
members and tutors think of themselves as teachers trained for classroom
teaching and are thus less comfortable seeing themselves as facilitators
3 ^
or resource persons who try to stimulate the learner to solve his own
problems (Cochran & Meech, 1982).
Finance and Cnsi-.s
Host open learning systems are primarily financed by national
governments. Students fees are usually much cheaper than In traditional
schools.
The cost-effectiveness of open learning has been attested to In the
atudles by Ansere (1982), Perraton (1982), Laldlaw and Layard ( 1979 ).
Rumble (1981b). and Wagner (1972, 1977). The common factor pointed out
in these studies is the economies of scale which can be reaped by
substituting capital for labor. In general, the oost-effIclency of open
learning compared to conventional education depends on the number of
students in the system, the number of courses offered, and the media
selected by the institution (Rumble, 1981 b).
Several questions, however, have been raised about the cost-
effectiveness of open learning. Carnoy and Levin (1975) argued that the
cost savings of an open learning system might be ''obliterated by a
smaller educational product" (p. 396). Mace (1978) suggested that the
economic value of an open university degree to a student will be less
than is the case for a conventional university student because of the
existence of such powerful institutional forces as internal labor
markets, which inhibit the mobility of open university students.
Some of these issues are rightly raised and have yet to be
adequately investigated. There seems no doubt, however, that open
learning is cost-efficient. That is, it is economical in the use of
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resources relative to the output produced
remembered that open learning is designed
And it must be also
to serve a wholly different
group of students and to achieve purposes which would not be achieved at
all without it.
Summary
The foregoing descriptions of delivery variables of open learning
highlight several characteristics that distinguish open forms of
learning from conventional education. The most pervasive are such
qualities as flexible, functional, learner-centered, multi-media based
accessible, and cost-effective.
The Role of Open Learning
Discussion of the roles of open learning will necessarily be a part
Of the larger discussion of the roles of adult education since, as seen
before, most of the learners are adults who have left the role of full-
time student and assumed the role of worker, spouse, and/or parent. The
roles of open learning, therefore, are almost identical with those of
adult education. The problem is the degree of implementation in the
field of open learning. This section examines the roles of open
learning in a society by discussing adult education.
Adult education is a diverse and comprehensive field. It includes
a wide variety of educational methods, clientele, and content which are
not easily integrated into a single statement that covers the whole
enterprise. The goals of adult education also include a wide variety of
programs and philosophy. Darkenwald and Merriam (1982) have attempted
to analyze the goals of adult education. They concluded that there are
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at leaat five different emphases: the cultivation of the intellect;
individual aelr-actuallzation; personal and social Improvement; social
transformation; and organizational effectiveness. These goals include
virtually an of what we hnow as adult education. Using these goals as
the basis for examination, the roles of arii.if« i i dult education are discussed in
the following pages.
Transmission of Knowl edge and the Reproduction of rmi,,..
Those who view the purpose of adult education primarily as
cultivation of the Intellect say that the role of adult education is the
transmission of knowledge which is both worthwhile and morally,
aocially. and politically neutral. They insist that education should be
valued for its own sake and considered apart from social goals and
social action. Paterson (1979) said that adult education should neither
"vindicate the status quo" nor "advocate social change, whether gentle
and piecemeal or radical and sweeping" (p. 258). Lawson (1975) also
rejected social change as a function of adult education and proposed
justifying education as education.
However, the view held by Paterson and Lawson has not been widely
accepted, partly because of its claim of neutrality, and partly because
of Its liberal arts bias. Many writers raise those troubling questions
of whether any knowledge can be neutral or value-free, and what is
worthwhile and who determines its worthwhileness. Kerr et al. (1973)
for instance, argued that industrialization requires an educational
system functionally related to the skills and professions imperative to
its technology, and that this will result in a technologically oriented
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corrloulu™. The phUoeopher John Stuart „ni (oiteh in hesten-s^ith,
1966, p. 9) Claimed that the content of education is to be found in the
culture Which each generation p^posely gives to those who are to be
their successors. Education, then, was regarded as no more than the
selection of culture that one generation sought to transmit to the next.
In this context, adult education. Including open learning,
transmits the dominant culture rather than a neutral one. and in the
process it reproduces the cultural system which, in Itself, is a force
for the retention of the status quo rather than social change.
Individual Advancement and Selection
It has frequently been claimed that education is a vehicle of
upward social mobility, but this usually refers to formal education
only. However, Goldthorpe (1980) showed that adult vocational education
has facilitated the social advancement of those with the motivation
during their work life. He reported a number of life histories in which
the respondents recorded how they have become more socially mobile as a
result of day release and evening studies. Such mobility suggests that
there is an openness in the structures of society that allows
individuals to penetrate class barriers more easily so long as they have
the necessary motivation.
However, Jarvis (1985) pointed out that those who are socially
mobile upwards may experience a degree of isolation within their new
position in the social structure because they have not necessarily
acquired the culture of the class that they have entered. Education, he
said, may well be the vehicle of mobility, but unless the people are
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al31 e to experience other aspects of tho „e culture, they win not feel
integrated Into their new position In th<=P . this sense, education may be an
individuating experience for some people.
While some who have been c-noiaii,, u-,lly mobile upwards may feel that they
have actively utilized the educational system to theib u r own advantage, it
-y be recognized that the system Itself Is a part of a selection
.echanlsm Uarvls, ,985). Indeed, this Is a traditional function of
education. In this way. Individual advancement through adult
Education may be viewed In some Instances as a form of co-optation.
Maintenance of the Social System
Hansons (,971) said that there are certain functional preredulsltes
for the maintenance of the social system: Integration, pattern
maintenance, goal attainment, and adaptation. Parsons was concerned
with how the social system remained an integrated entity. He recognized
that formal education has a part to play In this, since It acts as a
major socializing agency through which Individuals learn how to play the
roles that they do in society.
This is even more significant In vocational education, according to
Jarvis (1985), because in vocational education some social roles of
adulthood are prescribed and taught. Therefore, he said, adult
vocational education has an Integrating function within the wider
society and it helps to maintain the social system.
Yet the social system is not static but dynamic. In other words,
society is continually evolving and changing, so that the social system
always seeks to establish dynamic equilibrium. Education plays an
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emerging social needs so that it continues to fulfill its function of
socializing individuals into the social syst™. This is especially
apparent in the field of adult education. According to the changing
conditions of society, new for^s of adult education emerge and help
individuals perform new roles. In short, adult education is assisting
the maintenance of the soolal system in the process of adaptation to
changing conditions.
Provision of Second Chance Education
Adult eduoation, especially open learning, provides second chance
opportunities for education to many different people in a variety of
ways. In higher education, the opportunity to study for an external
degree or to study on a part-time basis is provided through the
oohtinuing or further education division of a university or oollege.
When the Open University was established in the United Kingdom, it was
widely regarded as the university of the second chance
. After that,
many countries went on to establish open or distance learning
universities to provide second chance higher education to those denied
It in the past. This second chance education has enabled adults to
acquire the minimum qualifications necessary for attaining an occupation
which demands such academic certification.
Another important area of the second chance that adult education
provides is adult basic education, wherein many disadvantaged adults are
provided with the opportunity to gain skills in literacy and numeracy
later in life. For a variety of reasons, this program is one of the
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"Ost foouaed and highly organized adult education efforts In the U. s.
A. (Reed, 198A), and In the third world as well.
By offering a second chance, adult education provides Individuals
with the opportunity to play a role In society different fro™ that for
Which their initial education prepared them. Even so. It Is still a
function that reinforces the status quo, and the structures of the
aoclal system remain unquestioned. Although the existence of second
Chance education actually produces more equality of educational
opportunity, most adult education programs are not utilized by those who
are most in need and, thus, reinforce the existing social structures.
Transformation of the Social System
central concern of the radical philosophers and educators is
the relationship of adult educatloh to society. Their emphasis Is on
using education to bring about a new social order.
Thomas and Harris-Jenkins (1975) provided a framework for
conceptualizing the different philosophical stances with regard to adult
education s role in social change: at one extreme is the view that
education "must ... challenge established economic, political, and
social assumptions" (p. 3 ); at the other extreme is the desire to
preserve inherited cultural traditions and protect the status quo. They
labeled these two positions as revolution and conservation
. Between
these two positions are the less extreme views of reform and
—
intenance
. Writers such as Freire, Illich, and Reimer, who advocate
radical social change as the aim of education, fall into Thomas and
Harris-Jenkins
' category of revolution.
with the exception of Frelre, the main concern of radicals has been
with public schooling. Many of their criticisms and proposals are
applicable to adult education, however, especially given the ever-
increasing institutionalization of adult education (Darkenwald &
Merriam, 1982).
Freire*s (1970. 1973) idea of conscientization refers to the
deepening awareness that learners comprehend the soc io-cultural reality
Which shapes their lives and that they have the capacity to change that
reality. Through discussion, reflection, and action, individual
learning can result in them becoming their own change agents, able to
contend with the constraints of the social structure by changing them.
For Freire, true education is a liberating process. And whenever
education liberates, it results in developing agents who are able to
Identify and act on opportunities for structural reform. Liberation
thus can occur either within the current socio-political context such as
in vocational and community educational institutions or outside the
context. The ends of the liberation process, however, remain the same:
the development of individuals who understand and act on those
constraints.
Indeed, it is possible to consider certain forms of learning that
result in individuals becoming critically aware thinkers. The more
adult education encourages learners to think in a critical manner, the
more the potentiality of producing agents for change is increased.
Wherever agents who seek structural reform are produced, it might be
claimed that education is disfunctional to the existing social system.
^2
In this sense, it
existence nor the
Conclusion
is not surprising that in some societies neither
growth of this kind of education is encouraged.
the
The previous section has examined the roles of open learning in
society by discussing those of adult education. The differing aims of
adult education provide a basis for examining the diverse roles of adult
education. Five roles were discussed with their respective views on the
relationship between adult education and society.
Clearly, open learning is usually understood as second chance
education, and much of the emphasis in open learning is on individual
development. While it is possible to consider a form of development
that results in the individual being critical of the constraints which
the structures of the system impose and in attempts to alter those
constraints, there is little that is designed explicitly to encourage
learners’ attention to addressing the social ills of either the
community or the nation.
^ and Problems of Open Learning
Open learning has attracted increasing interest and support from
educators and potential learners, especially since the inception of the
British Open University. Many countries established open learning
institutions to meet the needs and demands for the continuing and higher
education of their citizens, based on or copying the British model.
However, open learning is by no means a panacea for the national
educational problems that some of its supporters would like to believe.
It has also encountered much opposition and criticisms, particularly
^3
fro. the academic staff, planners, and administrators of traditional
institutions. The grounds cited most often are:
sHS3H£r"‘“™ =.
In higher education, open access learning systems wnnia
over-production of people with degrees.
Open learning systems are possibly cost-ineffective, largelyowing to massive drop-out of students. (Neil, 1981. p. HO)
Most of these attitudes towards open learning were also faced by
the founders of the British Open University. The whole idea of such an
institution was subjected to persistent scepticism and ridicule from
many quarters, even from the Labor Cabinet whose role was decisive in
the creation of the University, especially because it was proposed that
the University's entrants need not have any prior educational
qualifications (Scupham, 1975; Perry, 1977). Ten years on, little or no
opposition remains, owing to the successful establishment of the
institutional reliability, validity, and credibility of the University
(Perry, 1981).
However, people in many other countries still tend to be prejudiced
against open leaning, largely because of a general mistrust of
innovative nontraditional modes of learning and of a kind of cultural
reverence and high regard for the traditional teacher (Im, 1978; Neil,
1981). Im (1978) said that although the initial establishment of an
open lean„.„,
,„3Utut.o„
.e aooep.en P. 30Ce... Us
..PaaPes
ane not negated aa pualified as those fno. traditional Institutions.
Another critiols™ oonoerns the imprudent introduotion of open
learning Institutions by „any developing countries. Vahidi (, 978 )
hat while an open learning system is primarily technology-based,
»any developing countries do not have a necessary technological base.
Beardsley 0975) and Escotet 0983) also warned that the establishment
Of an open learning system, without a concrete theoretical framework or
without considering relevant educational and communications facilities,
results in high drop-out rates or limitations of initial size and scope,
generating Irreparable damage in the target population and making future
educational innovation more difficult.
Finally, a number of value Issues have been raised concerning the
expansion and development of open learning, especially with distance
learning methods. Kaye and Rumble (1981) Insisted that distance
learning methods can deprive the student of the opportunity to develop a
true personal understanding of the ideas and concepts contained in the
standardized learning materials, and lend themselves more rapidly to
totalitarian control than do conventional methods. They pointed to two
major elements:
The first is that distance education tends to . . . standardize
educational experience and thought at the expense of diversityLinked with powerful media,
... it can be used to teach peop^^whatto think, rather than how to think. As such, it can be used tosupport a particular view of society which may not reflect the
views and interests of the majority in that society. The second
and related, element is that the home-based nature of much of thelearning process makes distance education particularly attractive
as a means of dispersing and, potentially, depoliticizing the
student body. (1981, p. 28?) ®
^5
y further said that, in this respect, there is little difference
hetueen the learning ™ethcd with the standardized materials at hc^e and
the passive reception of the dicta of a classroom teacher. Freire
(1970) has referred to the latter as banking concept of education m
Which "knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves
knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing," wherein
"the scope Of action allowed to the students extends only as far as
receiving, filing, and storing the deposits" (p. 58). Some aspects of
open learning imply a new approach to pedagogy which would
counterbalance tendencies towards the banking concept by expanding the
freedom of learners in the selection of goals, evaluation, etc. Other
aspects of open learning, however, remain as conventional in logic and
as dehumanizeij as traiditional eiducation.
Admittedly, open learning is not a perfect solution to all
educational problems. However, open learning does hold much more
promise than fads which often degenerate into superficiality and result
in eventual disillusionment. Therefore, if open learning is to
contribute to improved human condition, its true nature - its potentials
and problems - must be clearly understood.
Conclusion
Open learning, as it has been conceived since the inception of the
British Open University in 1969, is a new concept in education different
from traditional correspondence studies. This new theoretical
development was presented in this chapter with a view to understanding
its strengths, its weaknesses, and its potentials.
The concept of open learning has been considered to be a
Philosophical rather than an administrative position, m the former
sense Its meaning Is related, to a greater or lesser extent, to the
efforts to expand the freedom of learners In admission, selection of
courses, pace of study, time and place of study, goal selection, and
evaluation methods.
It has also been pointed out that several underlying factors have
ooalesoed Into a clear sense of direction about the need of open forms
arning in both developed and developing countries. These factors
are mutually reinforcing. On the one hand, the growing demand for more
education among those who have had unequal access to conventional
eduoation. and the societal imperative of access to lifelong learning
for all people require educational institutions that are characterized
by openness. On the other hand, the development of communications
technology has made It possible to offer alternative ways of eduoation
to formal, full-time study, which can reach more people more
effectively
.
In this study, open learning is presented as a process
characterized by a set of interrelated educational variables. As a set
of educational variables, the focus is on developing and implementing
ways of learning that are congruent with the target populations and
their unique environmental-social settings (Reed, 1981). These open
ways of learning have been viewed as contrasting in varying degrees
those of conventional education, by being more flexible, more
^7
accessible, inexpensive, and by having functional and Immediate
obj ectives.
While some criticisms and problems with It remain, open learning is
having a clear and positive Impact on educational equity both in terms
of making quality education more widely available and in making access
to post-secondary education possible for previously excluded groups. In
this sense. It Is a social change that Is contributing to Increasing
social mobility. Further, it represents a change In educational
assumptions, depending as It does on new styles of curriculum
development, student learning, and assessment. It also constitute a
Change In the methods of teaching by using modern methods of
communloatioh either to overcome the problems of distance or to satisfy
the need for part-time study. The oomblhation of these factors lends
substance to the belief that opeh learning is a substantial and soundly
based innovation which will have enduring and far-reaching effects on
current systems of higher education.
Having examined the nature of open learning in general, it is now
important to analyze the instructional methods and media utilized in
open learning in more detail, which is the primary concern.
chapter III
instructional methods and media in open learning
Introduction
The relationship between co^unioations technology anU open
learning is a reciprocal one. That is. whenever a new technology with
distinctive properties and potential appears, open learning educators
ane challenged to make use of that tArvhnv^itechnology m reaching new audiences
in new ways.
Recent developments in communications technology have put new and
flexible delivery methods at the disposal of an open learning
institution. Such media as microcomputers. Interactive audio, and
telephone are giving old-fashioned correspondence study a new dimension.
There IS every likelihood that open learning will soon be made
interactive through the use of these new technologies. Therefore, it is
necessary for an institution to know their instructional advantages and
disadvantages before choosing educational methods and media appropriate
for their brand of education.
This chapter examines the didactic potential of the major
instructional methods currently or soon to be used in open learning both
in terms of their probable learning effects and the educational
Objectives. The chapter starts with a discussion of the educational
Objectives, representing the kinds of learning outcomes considered to be
desirable from the start. Such a discussion seems necessary because the
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^9
comparative effectiveness of different .•instructional methods and media
depends on their particular didactic results ThP a • f. e distinction between
an. „etno.
.3 tHen an.nesae. as
.nese ten„s ane o«en use.
interchangeably
. albeit they in fact refer to
.Ifferent aspects of
instruction. Pinally,
„aJor instructional ™etho.s an.
.e.ia in open
learning are analyzed in terms of thoir. iuc r their learning effects.
Cl assifi cat ion of Educational OhiPoti...
There are several taxonomies of educational nh
•
a objectives, among which
those
.evelope. by Bloo™ (,956) an. Gagne (,977) are the most
comprehensive. As these taxonomies are too detailed for the purpose of
this study, the system selected here is less detailed, while it still
follows the existing comprehensive taxonomies. Educational taxonomies
are classified into three main categories for this study: the cognitive
domain, the affective domain, and the psychomotor domain.
The Cognitive Domain
The cognitive domain is concerned with the understanding and
learning of facts and procedures, the learning outcomes of which are
represented as knowledge (Bloom. ,956). Knowledge is usually acquired
through relatively simple skills such as reading, interpretation, and
memorization, which are taken for granted at the post
-secondary level.
Nonetheless, the acquisition of knowledge by no means implies that the
student is able to utilize it. It is indeed possible to gain
understanding without developing such higher cognitive skills as
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. In general, however, cognitive
skills have to be intermixed with understanding to be of any use. Bloom
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(1956) said that cognitive development fo,m
,,
llows a sequence from knowledge
through oomprehension of knowledge, its application to particular
Situations, and progressing to the higher cognitive skills.
The Affective Domain
The affective domain is concerned with values, heliefs, attitudes
predispositions, and prejudices which affect one's tehavior towards
things, events, or people (Krathwohl et al„
, 96,). Host people have
fuhdamental heliefs which they are prepared to cling to even if certain
items Of evidence seem to contradict them. People are usually more
concerned to explain or Justify their own behavior than to change it.
Sparkes (, 983 ) pointed out that because these beliefs and attitudes are
so deep-seated and effectively protected, affective education is the
most difficult to achieve. He concluded that social pressures are
usually more effective than any formal teaching technique. In dealing
with the teaching of attitudes, Gagne (1977) also recommended deliberate
arrangement of the proper cohdltions for social learning to take place.
Those who speak of liberal or general education stress the primacy
of affective and emotive development over the cognitive and motor
aspects of behavior (Dressel, Mayhew, & McGrath, 1959; Mayhew, I 960 ;
Valett. 1977). They emphasize attitudes and values that result from
understanding and critical thinking more than specifics, techniques, and
skills. Education of this type is perceived here as a lifelong process
of developing the whole person who is able to control change and guide
his own evolution.
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The Psychomotor Domain
The psychomotor domain is concerned wifht those physical skills
which usually call for relatively lii-Mo ,y ttle knowledge, understanding, or
intellectual skills. However, Gagng ( 1972
, 1977) included in this
domain sue. „oton activities as those which ace necessacy to co^hine
wUh ioteuectaai shiUs, e.,.. when speahin,, wnitin,.
.. ,
musical instrument.
For a long time, educators have tended to look down upon the
Physical skills domain as unworthy of their attention. Training in most
Of these skills has tended to remain outside the mainstream of the
formal educational system (Romiszowski
,
198>l). Even today, universities
rarely teach these skills. However, the Increasing need for skilled
workers in highly mechanized industries is now demanding more skill
training at the college level Thoioc.f'rvg . Therefore, it appears this domain should
be given more attention.
The Instructional Method and Medium
An instructional method is a way of organizing the learning
situation in order to achieve a particular learning objective.
Lectures, practical demonstrations, and programmed instruction are
examples of an instructional method. An instructional medium, on the
other hand, is a system of communication to deliver instruction to
learners (Sleeman et al., 1979). Textbooks, radio, television, audio-
visuals, and computers are examples of instructional media.
There is no one medium that goes with a particular instructional
method. Programmed instruction, for example, can be delivered by
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textbook, radio, or computer. Similarlv . •y, an instructional medium is not
automatically tied to one particular method. Television fotelevi , r example,
can be used for lectures, practical demonstration, os, r programmed
instruction. The two, however arp, e not completely independent. The
choice Of medium can also restrict tbe possible arrangement of tbe
learning situation; that Is to say. tbe medium Itself mlgbt well act as
a constraint on tbe different Instructional methods that mlgbt be
Utilized (Evans, 1976).
The constraints of open learning, particularly those Involving
distance teaching, e.g., accessibility of instruci-inn ^y ctio , heterogeneous
student population, etc., apply more to the selection of the
instructional medium and less to tbe instructional method, since one and
the same medium can be applied for different purposes (Chang et al.,
1983). However, learning outcomes are usually characterised In terms of
instructional methods. Therefore, some assessment of their
interdependences is necessary.
^lysls of instructional Methods and Me dia In Onen
Three major instructional methods are analyzed in this study:
written Instruction, audio-visual Instruction, and computerized
instruction. Their educational advantages and disadvantages are
discussed In terms of the educational objectives outlined previously.
Whenever possible, the pedagogical value of relevant instructional media
is also examined.
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Written Instruction
”°=‘ opsn learning projects,
wri ten instrnetlon, that Is. correspondence education 1 „ its pure lor™
- tPe core of the Instructional system, other for^s of Instruction -
'
broadcasting, audio-visuals, face-to-faop k-ce teaching, etc. - are usually
employed to support written instruction.
written instruction usually consists of printed materials,
assignments and questions, and a system of feedback. Printed materials
-elude specially written correspondence texts or lessons, textbooks and
readers specially written or already published, reading guides and
bibliographies, and supplementary Items such as study guides and special
assignments (Kaye, 1981).
A review of the literature exhibits two basic opinions about
correspondence texts. Rothkopf (,976). emphasizing the promotion of
students, own learning activities (mathemagenic activities), recommended
utilizing those available textbooks which most closely correspond to the
purpose and target group for teaching rather than developing
sophisticated instructional materials. Holmberg (1980). on the other
hand, suggested that correspondence texts should be different from
conventional university textbooks which normally have to be supplemented
by the exposition of a teacher. Holmberg concluded that a true
correspondence text should be adequate to substitute for both a
conventional textbook and the exposition of a teacher. The
correspondence textbook serves to guide and teach students by giving
complete explanations, providing various kinds of exercises, and
=onat.„tly
.ererMng to wHat t.e stuOent has aloeaOy teasneO. Host
instuutlons develop as basic study material thelc own texts appoopnlate
for both their individual purposes and their own students.
Assignments and questions are usually contained in a study guide.
The study guide also includes instructions about overall and specific
Objectives for the study and use of its texts. Assignments and
questions indicate the hind of learning behavior students are expected
to acquire. Assignments have a controlling effect on the student's
oholce of a particular unit of study. Questions to evaluate the
student's learning usually control the learning process and shape
learning activities (Rothkopf,
,971). Therefore, it is Important that
the assignments and questions cover all the essential objectives of the
study unit and require the student to function at a sufficiently high
cognitive level, and correct answers cannot be found directly by quick
perusal of the text (Baath, 1979 ).
Solutions to the assignments and responses to the questions are
sent to the students' tutors, who review, explain, comment, and return
them to the respective students. Although Rothkopf ( 1971 ) attached
little importance to feedback, and Kulhavy (1977) showed that questions
without it do not automatically result in performance inferior to that
where it is provided, feedback, nonetheless, plays an important role in
written Instruction. Baath (,979) pointed out the major functions of
feedback as follows:
to diagnose each student’s previous knowledge and to take
appropriate measures on the basis of the results.
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approp"!a“:1e:ru^ef P™-- and to ta.e
to the established objectives. levements do not correspond
to provide some other individual Wot-
•
student's aptitudes and previous relnfj.ro "'’"J aaohways of thinking, etc.). (p^°“j'^ai o'’Pement patterns (Interests,
Feedback may not only be limit-pa i-uy ited to the simple message that the
student's solution is right or wrong but aiao, ls may be elaborated by
pointers to previous references as wen as „ore detailed explanations.
e latter case, feedback functions as remedial teaching (Chang et
al., 1983).
v^antages of written lnstructio_n
. The advantages and
disadvantages of written instruction are mainly derived from its
principal medium
- printed material. Printed material has been the most
Important simple element of most educational experiences. Books have
traditionally been the easiest and cheapest way to deliver a large
amount of educational message to a large audience.
compared with other instructional media, printed material has many
advantages: it is usually familiar to most people; it is relatively
inexpensive; it is easy to oarry around; and it works well in
conjunction with most educational teohnologles (Munchl, 1980). Probably
the most important advantage of printed material is that it is the only
vehicle Of communication which is not restricted to particular times and
Places (Chang et al., 1983). Thus, written instruction, for the most
part, is independent of the time and place of its delivery. It affords
the possibility of exposing students to learning experiences at most any
moment and place. It is presented In an appropriate sequence, focusing
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only on those aspects of reality Important to the instructional
Objectives, and bypassing others.
DLsadvantaKes of written instruc^.
„ot all aspects of reality
can he easily captured by words or other symbols. Written materials do
not contain moving images, sounds, smells, feelings, or tastes. Sensory
data must Instead be described by employing that Jargon which has been
specially designed for dlfficult-to-express parts of reality as it is
defined within certain disciplines and professions. While employing
comparisons may be an alternative method to convey meaning about sensory
data, there are obvious limits.
Another disadvantage of written Instruction Is that its effect Is
largely dependent on the experience and literacy of the student (Chang
et al., 1983). By definition, every vicarious symbolization of
experience is Imperfect. This imperfection becomes all the more
problematic to students who lack direct experience with the data.
Similarly, the necessity for the student to Interpret and decipher the
aymbollc constructs of written material directly Influences the impact
of written instruction.
Finally, written instruction by itself does not contain sufficient
incentive for many students to continue their study without some form of
additional external motivation provided (Munchi, 1980). By contrast,
open learning students are usually considered to have higher intrinsic
motivation to pursue study than younger students. However, they may
still lack confidence while at the same time personal experience may
cause them to be more critical towards, and less patient, with
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scholastic forms of knowledge fCh^na ^( a g et al.
, 1983 ). Therefore,
decisions on Instructional means should take into ac ^^^ count the effects
ey may have on the motivation of students.
wcitten instruct.^.
This study understands written instruction to he a pure form of
correspondence education that consists of printed materials, puestions
and assignments, and a system of feedback il cD . It is also assumed that
feedback is not conveyed through some form of oral lessons or computer
^"tended distinction between pure
struction and both traditional classroom teaching and
computer
-ass is ted instruction.
What. then, are the didactic potentials and limitations of written
instruction as defined above in terms of educational objectives?
First, cognitive study objectives can generally be achieved by
written instruction. Variations in print can be used to activate and
»alntaln the attention of students by providing relevant Information.
Print can also be used to learn higher cognitive skills. Written
-terlals can convey verbal descriptions and meaning contexts that are
useful for this kind of skill learning. It Is also possible to organize
the presentation of new and varied problems through questions.
assignments, and the feedback system with the Intent to provide students
with the opportunity to experience those skills.
Second, the promotion of the learning in the affective domain by
means of written instruction, on the other hand, seems problematic.
Gagne (1975) distinguished two principal forms of attitude learning: a
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'directed fo™.. baaed on
-experience of own aucceas or failure" and an
"indlrected form- that refera to
-modeling" (p. 93). For each of the
two forms of attitude learning, Gagne (1975) gave three critical
external learning conditions:
1. Reminding learners of success experience following choice of
admJ^ed ‘'’““““‘Ion with an
the h™frm”od!i:'’^ P-f°™-ce by
The first of these conditions, he said, constitutes
-a particularly
critical feature in the learning of attitudes" (Gagne, 1975, p. 88).
However, It appears difficult to fulfill this condition by means of pure
correspondence education. It is difficult for the course writer or the
correspondence tutor to remind learners of previous experiences of
success or to allow them to select human models with whom they could
Identify. A more feasible solution may be to provide all materials
necessary for facilitating the learning of the cognitive and affective
aspects of the attitude in question. The materials could be designed so
as to stimulate learners to allow the new ideas and their corresponding
emotions to lead to action or discussion of the action with their
friends or family members (Baath, 1979).
Third, the possibility of teaching psychomotor skills by means of
written instruction alone also seems very limited. While it is possible
that a number and sequence of actions that make up a performance can be
taught with texts and pictures, the opportunity for the performance and
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feedback phases cannot be provided within the context of pure
correspondence education. In those cases where the new skin is closely
connected with primarily such inteUectual skills as writin,, pieyin,
»ustc. etc, the performance of combined motor and inteUectual skills
could lead to results on which the correspondence tutor can provide
feedback (Baath, 1979).
In summary, the attainment of learning goals in the cognitive
domain would seem to be possible by means of written 1
However, difficulties in controlling external learning
sufficiently appear to inhibit the learning of certain
nstruction.
conditions
attitudes and
psychomotor skills.
Audiovisual Instruction
Audiovisual instruction refers to various technological aids that
are designed to improve instruction. While their introduction was
partly due to the needs to accommodate larger classes than those that
could be served by traditional methods, a more compelling reason for
their present use is the need to reach nontraditlonal, housebound, or
handicapped learners (Cole, Jr., 1982).
Two types of audiovisual means of instruction are examined in this
study; those which only record and reproduce sound; and those which
record and reproduce a combination of sound and moving Images.
Techniques that employ static images such as slide projection and slide
tape are not examined in this study because static Images are possible
to carry through the pictures, maps, and diagrams of written components.
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Three ™a,or re h
.
t c niques of
registration are considered here* nhr,
’ Ptionograph records, audio
cassettes, and radio broadcasting.
Phonograph reoorhs produce better puality of sound than audio
cassettes, but at a higher cost. They require a machine with a
torntable, needle, and loudspeaker to play back the sound. Special
Odulp^ent and so™e for™ of production studio are also required to ™ake
-cords. Although the acoustic fidelity of records Is better than that
Of cassettes, such fidelity Is hardly necessary In the context of
education, and this advantage is negligible in comparison with the
greater possibilities of duplication that cassettes can afford (Chang et
al., 1983). Therefore, phonograph records are rarely used in open
learning (Bates, 1982a; Chang et al., 1983).
Audio cassettes, on the other hand, are now widely used in open
learning. Bates (,982b) pointed out that for the British Open
university,
..pp, development during Its ,2 years of
existence has been the humble audio cassette" (p. gates (,982b)
also reported that administrators prefer audio cassettes because they
are inexpensive, while academics feel they are easier to control and
integrate Into course design. Students also like audio cassettes
because of their convenience. Informality, and ease of control.
Furthermore, cassettes can be used In a variety of ways - "for master
learning,
... for backing up or commenting on other media, ... as
resource material.
... or for specialist lectures that explore the wider
Significance of the course subject" (Bates, 1982b, p. ii).
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frequently cited disadvantages of audio cassettes are:
they require a nigh degree of learner's concentration: in most
-struotional areas they require supplemental visual support (Hancoc.
77), it is difficult to record and deliver a lar*cr(=rge amount of materials
through cassette alone (Sleeman et al.,
,977); and it is often more
student to find his place in a cassette than in a text
(Daniel, 1983).
Finally. Since the first educational broadcast in 19,7 at the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, radio has been used for many decades
in various ways (Purdv 1 QRni .oy. ,980). The use of radio in a multi-media based
open learning system has been well demonstrated by the British Open
university, where it has been used for discussing student problems,
assigning tasks, shifting students to other broadcasts, and reinforcing
-terlal in the course text (Long.
, 983 ). The greatest advantage of
radio is its Wide coverage. Since it can be received anywhere without
electrification, it is accessible to hard-to-reaoh learners in rural
areas (Ingle, ,974). This is critically Important for an institution
which alms at serving learners dispersed over a large geographic area.
The disadvantages of radio are three-fold. First, it also requires
a relatively high degree of concentration from the students and needs
Visual support in most oases. Second, students are bound to the
predetermined times of broadcasting. Repeated broadcasts of the same
lesson may reduce this problem, but will increase expenditures. Third,
related to the second, it is difficult for an institution to secure
enough broadcast without its own radio station. Most current
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transmission tends to be earlv in i-v.y the morning on late at night, which
particularly disadvantageous to the working people.
The technology of registratinn tS-_ o n. Two major technologies of
v-ual registration are examined in this study: instructional
television (ITV, and video cassette. Although there are other
PoselPilities or visual registration such as ni™ and videodisc, their
didactic effects are not very different fro™ those of video cassette or
ITV (ca^peau. fhere see™s to he little possihility of these
technologies being used in open learning.
Television may be the most widespread and nr> • •utitjpreaa promising of all
technologies in education. It can be used for various purposes. The
development of a low-power broadcast system (instructional television
fixed service), communications satellite, and cable television makes it
a much easier and more convenient way of serving learners over a large
geographic area (Curtis & Biedenbach, 1979).
Television has already been used as an Important course component
in many open learning institutions. The British Open University, for
example, has used television as a major instructional medium from its
inception (Durbrldge.
, 981 ). It was found to be most appropriate in the
effort
:
par‘?ic“y‘r‘® experimental situations,
(a) where equipment or phenomena to be observed are larse
eTuipmenti
to observe withou/s^ecial
(b) where the experimental design is complex....
- to record special events, experiments, species, places oeoDlebuildings, etc.. Which are crucial to the conten; of unUs bSJ ^aylikely to disappear, die or be destroyed in the near futureto change student attitudes:
IS
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unfamiliar vlewpolnt^^^^^ ^ °'^ fnom an
^ enanung
partloipantsr ^ ''iewpoints of the main
the 7roTrT2l Ter:TsTro^Llr^^^J -"-"e in
attitudes as a resuiro? eS^a» “’’'^"Ses his
televised exercise. (HaoKenziret'’al!!'’?9?5;"p“%S™®5'®” °'’
Television education, however, is also limited hy available
broadcast time, as is radio, and transmissions tend to occur either in
very early morning or late at night. These limitations have led many
open learning institutions to use alternative technologies such as video
on audio cassettes. Another important limitation of television is that
it provides only one-way communication, which has been shown to be a
less effective educational medium for adult learners than two-way
communication between the instructor and learners.
One of the more recent uses of technology in open learning which
has received much attention is video cassette. Because television does
not allow for student questions or adjust to individual differences, and
because of limited transmission time and inflexible broadcast schedules,
the use of video cassette as a means of storing television programs for
later viewing is of particular Interest to many open learning
institutions. Once video cassette recorders become more widespread,
those television programs could be broadcast at night or during working
hours, and be recorded by students for later viewing at their
convenience. The television broadcast itself might even be replaced by
video cassettes.
An open leannlng InetUut.on can also pnoOuce Us own vUeo
Pnogna^s. «Uoogn Ue InsUncUonal Unuions og Ue nOeo pnogna.
o not been well defined, producers
"use the medium to its fullest
capacity, providing illustration orof processes and places, engaging a
sPudenfs attention, and speaPing to the affective domain" (Hunchi
1980, p. 3). Video programs are able to pace the study of distance
learners, as they can derive the fullest benefit from a program only by
preparing for it,
audiovisual med,.
,3
t8e audiovisual means of instruction examined in this study have been
Classified into those of auditory and visual registration, their
didactic possibilities are also examined separately. And since these
audiovisual aids are geherally used in open learning to support written
instruction, their possibilities are discussed here as compared with
those of written instruction.
With respect to auditory registration, recordings of speech can
extend the didactic possibilities of written instruction in the
cognitive domain. The Instructor can maintain student attention and
provide additional clues for comprehension that are difficult to realize
Ih the case of text only. Although speech recordings added to written
text may not make much difference for the acquisition of knowledge
overall, they can make new essential points or reinforce those already
made in the text (Meed, ,976). Speech recordings significantly extend
the possibilities of written instruction in the study of language. They
afford the possibility of practicing listening and speaking, while
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written Instruction is limited to the elahonation of reading and writing
speech recordings can hardly extend the didactic possiMlities of
instruction outside the cognitive domain. Although some
writers, e.g., MacKenzie et al. (, 975 ). said that radio broadcasting
-ght Change the attitudes of studehts by presenting material in a novel
-nner or dramatized form, it appears difficult to sufficiently control
those external conditions which Gagne (1975) identified as critical for
attitude learning by auditory reeistrai- i ongistrat alone. Because whatever
cannot be written also cannot be voiced and recorded, auditory
registration alone barely affords didactic possibilities not already
Offered by written instruction.
With respect to the visual registration, the addition of moving
images can greatly enhance the effects of written instruction. This is
particularly true when it is necessary for students to witness things
Which cannot be described in written words or are too exotic for them to
visualize on the basis of a written description alone. Visual
registration can assist in the transference of more abstract and
analytical textual ideas covered to the more concrete and complex real
world. It can also provide models or bridges to understanding by giving
concrete examples or visual models of abstract ideas (Bates, 1982b).
Visual support can also be of great help to those who either have
not succeeded in conventional education or who have left formal
eduoatioh a long time ago. Because moving images require different
mental skills from those developed exclusively by reading and writing
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because they deliver information differentlv fr>nu ri y om written materials,
video cassette programs have the potential to serve
greater nu^ePs of aOuUs „Ho ot.eowlae would not continue them
education (Eyster, 1976).
TO ao^e extent visual neglstnatlon can extend the posslMlltlea of
written Instruction In the affective domain as well. As seen before
television programs were found to he appropriate ™echanls™s for changing
student attitudes In the British Open University. Action and sound
effects are sl.ply superior attention-getters and ™ore powerful than
written words or dialogue (Greenfield, 1984). The psychological
distance between the Instructor or other Informants In the program and
students can be reduced by adding visual Images. In this way, students
™lght be encouraged to Identify more readily with a model and to thus
interact vicariously with the real world. Greenfield (1984) stated that
television Is so powerful that with careful planning It can be used to
either reinforce social stereotypes or to break them down.
Visual support is also appropriate for teaching psychomotor skills.
While it may be possible to describe sequences or operations in words,
these descriptions are usually so unwieldy that they hardly form a basis
for learning to perform the skill. A practical demonstration of
performance can have more effect than a whole textbook of instructions.
However, this advantage does not guarantee that students who have
watched the performance can perform the skill. As Chang et al. (1983)
pointed out, just watching a skill being performed will barely suffice
to gain proficiency in it.
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in conclusion, audiovisual aids can extend the didactic
possibilities Of wnitten Instruction, to a significant extent In so™e
areas. When or whether such audiovisual support Is necessarv depends
largely on the Wind of physical, cognitive, and emotional reality
involved in that subject area. However aswith.,.-^e •^ , with written instruction,
the audiovisual means of Instruction only affords vicarious
representations of reality, students can neither use their acpuired
knowledge to operate on reality nor observe the results of their own
performance. This IS possible only through direct interaction with
reality.
Computerized Instruction
Computers in education
. The use of computers for education Is
ely new and, until recently, has been limited chiefly to data-
analysis and record-keeping. However, new developments in the computer
field have made the computer potentially the most Important of all
technologies In adult continuing education, including open learning,
because it can provide highly flexible and Individualized instruction.
Moreover, the development of the personal computer makes it possible for
many people to either have their own computer at home or to have easy
access to one. Personal computers can be used for a variety of
educational applications in any subject area. As more new kinds of
software for educational applications become available at a reasonable
price, people can learn what they want at home.
Two major categories of computer use for open learning are examined
in this study: computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and computer-managed
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instruction (CMI) m cat -
with a oo^putep,
« 1 e ,n CMI, students do not oo^unioate dineotly „Uh a computer.
computer-assisted Instruction
ce ers to those programs In which a computer Is used to Interact
tutorially with a student as he moves through a self „a a6 p ced program or
course of Instruction.
. student sits at a computer terminal In
"oontinuous dialogue with the computer.. (Cole, dr.,
, 98g, p. 35, The
student mahes entries In response to Instruction and the computer,
programmed to varvy subsequent instructions In accordance with the
inputs, provides instant responses.
One Of the best known systems of CAI is PLATO (Programmed Logic for
Automated Teaching Operation) developed at the University of Illinois
PUTO IS a control computer facility which serves nearly
, ,000 distant
learners through a network of widely distrihnt-oH t-u i ributed terminals linked by
telephone lines (Cole, dr., ,982). it has wide graphic capabilities and
Its terminals can trigger random access audio and video In response to a
touch (Feasley,
,983). Subject areas being taught include foreign
language, physics, biology, political science, veterinary medicine.
economics, accounting, music, and engineering (Harrison & Stolurow.
1975 ).
The potential of CAI for instruction Is extensive. Its greatest
advantage is in the reduction of the time required for learning.
Students who participate In CAI generally do at least as well as those
in conventional classrooms In significantly less time (Cross, 1976).
CAI is particularly effective for subjects In which much drill and
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practice are required. Since it is essent-i^^nslly a question-and-answer
program in „Moh the oo^puten poses a proble™, gives the student a
Chance to nespond. and then teUs the student if the ansuen is night on
wrong, it can be used effectivelv t-n uir y o teach certain types of knowledge.
Another important advantage of CAI is ifc, ^ -K-n-B r O i IS Its flexibility and variety.
Goodlad (1971) described the flexibilitv ana • «.x i y and variety of CAI as follows:
A properly programmed computer is ahio
spelled, sounds to be mado
^ Present words to be
It is able to present images followed, and so on.
touch. It is L!rto Z?“atrLpr°'%‘° the
student backwands forwards siS
^ ^ Penfonmance and to direct the
activity, (p. 9 ®)
'^°™'“h . sideways, for appropriate learning
However. CAI has not been used in many institutions. Even in the
United States, only 16 percent of community colleges have used CAI in
197A (Cross. ,976). The reasons for this are both educational and
administrative. The primary reason seems to be the cost for developing
CAI. Although costs have been reduced markedly in recent years, and
acme researchers, e.g. Bork (1980). said it is economical if we consider
the time of student as an Important faotor of cost, many institutions
still perceive cost as the deterrent to the adoption of CAI.
Another reason Is the attitude of faculty towards technology and
education. They look upon education "more as a process and as
interaction between human beings rather than between a human and a
machine" (Cole, Jr., 1978
,
p. ilO). It is difficult to get faculty to
accept materials developed by others unless they understand the
technology well enough to do it themselves. The study by Sax ( 1972 )
revealed many subject-matter specialists resist learning computer
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language and resent being forced im-nnto computer-logical ways of thinking
about their subject.
Although hoth CAI ano cm assign
heavy educational responsibilities to a computer, the two systems are
very different. In CMI, students do not Interact on line with a
computer. The ocputer is used to manage Individualization of
instruction through diagnostic testing and prescribing assignments based
on individual performance levels and needs (Cross. ,976).
Brief descriptions of two cm systems used at the college level
Will Illustrate the method. Mlaml-Dade Community College In Florida
developed a CMI system called Response System with Variable
Prescriptions (RSVP) in 1972 (Cross 1 Q 7 fi 1 rac , 9 6). Both on and off-campus
students are served by the computer, which serves tests, diagnoses
learning problems, gives assignments, and reports results. The student
then learns which concepts he failed to understand and is directed to
certain portions of a television program, pages in a textbook, or
sections of a learning module. This system was a great success In
Dade s completely self-paced Open College, which enrolls largely
Older, off-campus students.
The students rated the RSVP feature more useful than any of the
other components of Open College, including texts, study guides,
telecasts, and broadcasts. The RSVP program received especially high
ratings on items related to the reduction of anxiety and the building of
self-oonfidenoe. Seventy-three percent of the students felt strongly
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that RSVP had helped them stav wii-h"> y t the course and they could not have
performed as well m the course without RSVP (Cross, 1976).
A Similar system has recently heen put into effect at TV Ontario, a
television network operated by the Ontario Educational Catmunlcations
Authority (Wanlewlcz,
,981). TV Ontario Introduced a two-way
communication computer managed learning (CML) system In 1980. CML
system has been used to write individualized letters to learners In
e to the answers which learners send in to the carefully designed
"ultlple-cholce questions. The response letter clarifies particular
concepts, stimulates learners into further Inquiry, gives an advice on
related activities, and helps them contact each other for possible group
meeting and discussions on problems they have in common.
CM! has been proved more effective than traditional correspondence
education in many Institutions. Baath (1982) reported that students
tutored through the CADE (Computer-Assisted Distance Education) system
at Hermods m Sweden submitted their assignments earlier, completed the
course to a greater extent In a shorter time, and had more favorable
attitudes towards education than those receiving education In the
traditional manner. Basser and Allen (1977) and Phillips and Young
(1982) reported similar results.
Cooley and Glaser (cited in Feaslev iQfi^ n oc; 'ir d i y, p. 25) summarized the
advantages of CMI as follows:
CMI has the ability to (1) present alternative goals that studentsselect to determine their learning paths; (2) continuously monitorand assess how much practice a student requires, how wellinformation is retained, and what methods of study work well- (7)
use previous performance data to prescribe specific methods of
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Indi^id^rstaSlt^cs
iKvision of course materials.
CHI 13 „uoh less costly than c«. and thus has gceaten poetise fon
widespread adoption In the near future. The proble™ Is to specify
learning onjectlves so that learning proWe^s can he diagnosed tnrough
student responses to ohjective puestions and useful prescription can he
prepared for groups of students having common diagnoses.
.nstr„c e,r.
AS for the learning of the cognitive domain, computerized Instruction
can surely enhance the effects oflt written instruction. By the use of
CAI
,
it would be oossible 31- i-hqp P at the beginning of the course to analyze
systematically each student’s previous knowledge and cognitive structure
and to provide appropriate learning materials according to the analysis
Furthermore, during the course, it would be able to assist in the
teaching situation by directing the student's learning efforts in an
effective way.
computerized instruction has some possibilities for learning in the
affective domain through computer simulation. Simulations are exercises
Which involve the abstracting of certain elements of a model to
approximate a social or physical reality in such a way that students can
interact with and become a part of what is being simulated. Some
simulation games can be computerized, and the computer can be programmed
to respond to manipulations of some elements of a model so as to yield
indications of what is happening, or will happen, as a result of the
manipulation (Cole. Jr., ,978). Through these simulation games.
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students get various feedback and vicarious a •''i^afi experiences of social
interaction which promote social and emotional growth.
The application of computerized instruction to the psychomotor
3.U1S seems to be limited, although it is possible to design practical
demonstrations of performance Thesa ao . e demonstrations can be done more
effectively through television or video cassette programs.
in summary, computerized instruction can be employed as a means for
-itoring students, learning activities and as a means for recreating
reality. The possibilities of employing computerized instruction,
therefore, depend on the extent to which the cognitive activities can be
described and prescribed, and the extent to which the reality involved
can be simulated.
Conclusion
New Ideals create new problems. From an educational point of view
the foremost problem of an open learning university is the choice of
appropriate instructional methods and media which compensate for the
face-to-face teaching that has traditionally provided the major part of
knowledge and skills in higher education.
In this Chapter, three major modes of instruction currently or soon
to be used in open learning - written, audiovisual, and computerized
instruction - have been examined in terms of their potentialities and
limitations in realizing three domains of learning objectives. In the
cognitive domain, written instruction can be as effective as, if not
better than, any other instructional method. Audiovisual and
computerized instruction also enhance the possibilities of written
instruction considerably. As to i-h^ ffective and psychomotor domain
-weve.
„.uten
.3 to ,ave U3 u™UatXo„3. even
w.en eo^OtneO
.t. auOtov.uat ot oo„pateot3e0 tnatouotton. u oannot
teach those skills which cannot adequately be described^ ^ c or prescribed in
t.e ror„ Of explicit procedures. Por those skills which „ust be
acquired at such levels of proficiency that practice by simulation or
other Vicarious means, written instruction alone proves inadequate. The
instruction of these skills then i c. k, . IS enhanced by face-to-face teaching
methods, or m some combination with the above.
There are many ways of designing instruction with the use of modern
technology. Each one has its own strengths and weaknesses. However.
the choice Of instructional methods and media by an institution does not
solely depend on their instructional advantages. Many other factors.
as the role of faculty, the development level of those
technologies, and other socio-economic and political constraints, should
all be carefully considered in developing appropriate instructional
systems. The final issue is how to develop a system which provides as
much convenience as possible for students who. for whatever reason, are
limited in their ability to attend instruction at arbitrary times and
plaoes. This will be explored in the next chapter by examining two case
studies: the Open University in the United Kingdom and Holyoke
Community College in the U. S. A. The foon^ nrm r cus of the examination will be
on the overall administrative structure and the Instructional delivery
system of each.
CHAPTER IV
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR
developing instructional SYSTEMS: TWO CASE STUDIES
Introduction
open learning Has begun to ™aRe a successful impact as a principle.
It has been demonstrated that it is needed and that institutions based
upon this principle can operate effectively. What an open learning
institution now needs for its further development is more information
and research. The next tasR for such an institution is to design and
implement development strategies that .n are appropriate for its own
social context.
The diversity of purpose and structure of open learning systems,
however, makes the collection and classification of Information useful
for development and planning similar projects quite difficult.
Generalization from one context into another is thus neither easy nor
probably very helpful. For this very reason, case studies may provide
some guidance in deciding which aspects of open learning systems should
be studied in detail for further implementation in different
environmental and national contexts.
The purpose of the case studies in this chapter is to derive useful
implications for developing instructional methods and media for Korean
open colleges. The Open University (OU) in the United Kingdom is chosen
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for st.dy because it utilizes a „aJor well developed «lti-„edia based
-te™ ubiob bas ,ive„ a substantial impetus to si.ilar pnoleots in
Afferent countries around tbe uorld including Korea,
.be second caseOf an American community colleRe Holvni^o pg , yoke Community College (HCC), is
examined because it reDreo^pnfQp ese ts a possible prototype for other regional
colleges Of open learning and is in „any ways similar to Korean open
colleges.
The following outline bas been used as a guide for tbe „aJor
discussions examined in the cases:
1
• Origins and history.
2. Major purposes of the project.
3. Organization and decision making structure.
Staff.
5. Finance and costs.
6. Student characteristics.
7. Course structure and curriculum.
8. Instructional methods and media.
The Open University i n the United fcin.dnt.
Higher Education in the United Kingdom
The educational system of the United Kingdom is predominantly
publicly controlled and financed at all levels. Ninety-five percent of
all children attend state schools. There is no university and
institution of higher education outside the orbit of the state-financed
system (The Central Office of Information, 198D). Universities,
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enjoy a very high degree of academic and administrative
independence.
Higher education in thp iinit-Q/H vited Kingdom dates back to the twelfth
century when the Universitv nf nvP/^ ^y o Oxford was established. Advancement to
university study, however, has been a very restrictivey process, in
1939
, there were only 50 non fni i 4-,->i bU,U00 full-time students at 2H British
It was only after the Second World War that the United
Kingdom became involved in a significant effort to expand the capacity
Of Its conventional universities. A landmark development in this
expansion was release of a Government Committee report on Higher
Education (the Robbins Report) in , 963
.
which enunciated the principle
that
..courses of higher education should be available to all who are
qualified by ability and attainment to pursue them, and who wish to do
30.. (cited in Scupham.
,975, p. 323). The report called for the
provision of enough new places by ,980 to raise the enrollment of the
age group entering full-time higher education from 7 to ,7 percent.
Currently, there are 47 universities in Britain, including the Open
University, which enroll about 308,000 full-time students. Of the
entire population of eighteen-year-olds, about ,3.5 percent enter full-
time higher education courses annually (The Central Office of
Information, 198^^).
The size of the expansion has not only transformed the
universities, but has also led to the redesignation of thirty technical
colleges (polytechnics) as centers of advanced study. These
polytechnics offer full-time, part-time, and sandwich courses where
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substantial periods of full-time study alternate withy cixLern periods of
supervised experience on a relevant Job. More tban 637,000 students
""
- these polytecbnlcs and other eolle,es of further and
Mgher education which are maintained by local education authorities
Ih addition, nearly all British universities have extramural
departments which offer courses and organize classes of a non-vocational
nature. They worg in partnership with local education authorities and
various voluntary bodies which are Rrant-aid^a h j-v,g ed by the central
government. In 1983. there were more than 3 min-3 llion part-time students,
nearly 500,000 of whom were relea<3pa hit •sed by their employers for further
education during work hours.
AS can be seen from the above, very relevant and favorable
conditions existed in Britain for the creation of a nationwide open
learning institution, not only because of the existence of clients, but
also because of the nation's prior experience with similar educational
activities. Both the geographical conditions of the British Isles and
the communications services at the national level were among the other
Important factors for the development of a national open university.
The most important, however, was, strong political and government
support from the very inception of the Open University, which is
described in the following section.
Origins of the Open University
The Open University in the United Kingdom is an independent
university that is endowed with clear political, financial, and academic
autonomy. The Open University offers general university education to
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over 90,000 students by
The vast majority of its
further their education,
using various instructional methods and media,
students are fully employed adults who want to
but are either not interested in or unable to
pursue a regular university course of study. The OU, however, is "not
an educational emergency service for t-hp nnnhe underprivileged nor a diploma
factory, but a modern
continuing education"
university,
... for adults in search of a
(Vanderheyden & Brunei, 1977, p. il5). It is the
nation's largest university, presently educating about one quarter of
all undergraduate students.
Lord waiter Perry (1977), OU vice-chancellor for many years, has
written an anecdotal history of the University. In it, he described the
political climate in which the OU was born. The idea was conceived in a
1963 Glasgow speech by then Labour Party opposition leader. Harold
Wilson, which led to a 1966 White Paper proposing a "University of the
Air." Wilson was determined to harness "technological advances in the
media of mass communication to the service of education" (Perry, 1977
,
P. 9). The idea, however, was immediately denounced as a pipe dream by
such conservative and influential spokespersons as the editors of the
Times Educational Supplement
.
The flashpoint of the story, in Perry's words, was the appointment
of Jennie Lee as Minister responsible for the Arts in the Labour
Government. In 1965, Prime Minister Wilson, asked her to assume
responsibility for the University of the Air. It was under her strong
and persistent leadership that the idea of the OU evolved, in the 1966
White Paper, she insisted that a special television channel be reserved
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one additional paragraph of the White Paper stated.
moreover, that
no question of offering to students a ™aPeahift project inferior in
quauty to other universities.. (Perry.
,977. p. , 7 ,. Thus, the two „ost
portant issues relating to distance or open learning that were to
Pneoooupy planners were raised from the heginning, quality and equality
Of opportunity.
The name of the prospective university was changed to Open
“Oil-Sity in ,966. in recognition of its commitment to openness for
all. In 1967, a government-appointed planning committee was charged
With mawng a comprehensive plan for the Open University as outlined in
the White Paper. The Planning Committee's report published in early
1969. By July of that year, the University's royal charter was granted
and the Open University became a fact. With the first students admitted
began to offer four foundation undergraduate courses:
arts, mathematics, science, and social science.
Major purposes of the OU
The primary purpose of the OU is to open the door of higher
education to millions of people for the first time. The final report of
the Planning Committee (cited in Rumble 1982 nnuiiju±fc!, p. 10) summarized the
aims of the OU as being:
to provide opportunities at both undergraduate and postgraduate
been nr T’’-
those who, for any reason, have
o are being precluded from achieving their alms through anexisting institution of higher education. ^
”
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To realize these aims, the OU requires no fo i
auaiif,-
academic entry
q ications and employs a variety of
instruct- . .
eommunications media to deliver
ion to its students. The latter nni
•
policy enables people to have
access to higher education no matter
.hat their location.
The OU, however, in practice is not open to all wh
are imposed. Some are prevented from enrolling due to financial
constraints that restrict the number of places available, other
21
.
fo. example, was
.ecMed in addition to vaMous exte.na:
occupational and geographical quotea (MacKenzie et al., , 975 ).
termittent study opportunities are permitted so that an enrolled
Student can withdraw temporarily and reioin Thoy dfiu j . e idea of openness for
the most part, however ct-iii
.
IS still primary in the OU.
Organization and Decision Making
A3 noted in chapter II. the organizational structure and decision
making process in an open learning institution tend to be more
centralized than in conventional universities. The British Open
university is no exception. The University Administration has overall
control over the design, production, and distribution of multi-media
instructional materials, and over the admission, registration, tutoring,
assessment, and accreditation of the students, instead of vesting this
control in the academic departments (Rumble, 1982).
The University is governed by a council which Includes among its
membership representatives of the academic staff, part-time counselling
and tutorial staff of students, and representatives of external
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organizations such as Pnlvy Council, the British Broadcasting
corporation (BBC,, the Hoyal Society (the leading British scientific
^ody). and local educational authorities. Suhject to the academic
powers Of the Sehate, the Council exercises general control over the
iversity s affairs, particularly those concerned with finances,
property, and staff matters.
The academic authority of the University resides In its Senate.
The senate Is composed of over 800 members. Including all central and
regional academic staff and other senior central staff, elected
epresentatives of part-time tutorial and counselling staff, and BBC
producers. The Senate controls the University's teaching and research,
regulates Its examinations, and is concerned with the Institution of
courses of study and degrees.
The remaining statutory body of the University is the Academic
Advisory Committee, which consists of distinguished academic staff from
other universities. The Academic Advisory Committee Is charged with the
task of ensuring that the academic standards of the OU, particularly
with respect to the examination and assessment process, conform with
those of other institutions.
According to Scupham (1975), the existence of three distinct bodies
with the above stated functions is vital to the conduct of any similar
enterprise. He recommended a lay governing body, academic autonomy
exercised through a democratic structure, and "an outside tribunal of
unimpeachable academic authority to validate the university's procedures
and degrees until it is firmly established" (Scupham, 1975, p. 331).
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Staff
staff of the OU is much more diverse than that of a traditional
university, since Us beginning the University has had to recruit the
academic members of Its central and regional staff, librarians, and
usual administrative sunnnri- rt- upport. It has also developed special needs for
systems analysts, computer programmers, typographers de. i^ypogra n , signers, graphic
artists, photographers, and experts In suoh various fields as oopyright.
publishing, the management of correspondence services, and the worldwide
marketing of printed and audio-visual materials (Scupham, 1975). In
addition to the full-time staff, more than 5.000 part-time tutors and
counsellors, most of whom are teachers in other universities and
colleges, are located in study centers.
Finance and Costs
As is the case with the other universities of the United Kingdom,
the OU is financed principally from public funds. The University
receives approximately 80 percent of Its funding from government grants
and 20 percent from student fees. Including summer school fees. The
average cost per student is about one third that of the conventional
universities, while the cost per graduate Is about one half that spent
by conventional universities owing to the higher drop-out rate (Rumble.
1981 b).
A number of other studies also suggested the cost-effectiveness of
the OU. Laidlaw and Layard (197^), examining the relationship between
fixed and variable course costs, showed that the variable cost per
student-course was lower in the OU than in conventional British
unlve. 3Ule3
, wHUe tHe Hxe. costa «ece ™uoH
xHe,
,that:
^
‘ concluded
fron,'’us soolaf‘LpeoS!?rt\rpo?rjr,‘"“'’'"®
can be neaped by substituting capltS J^n
°f scale which
major part of the costs of the coursew th respect to student numbers. (LaidlawTf invariant7) ^taidlaw & Layard, 197 ^, pp. 2^ 56 -
Laidlaw and Layard fiQVh)
' the bnea.-even point
at Which the OU becomes as equally oost-effi.- .cient as a conventional
university was 21,691 students as of 1972 jncn» . I rease in student numbers
above this level would result In a decrease In average student costs.
-13 finding constituted the economic case for the Unlversltys rapid
expansion.
mu,
...
....
the OU makes a convincing case for Its expansion.
Although some questions about validity of the the cost-
effectiveness Of the OU have been raised by Carney and Levin (1975) and
Hace (1978). there seems to be little doubt about the Open Unlverslty-s
overall economic efficiency.
Student Characteristics
The student body of the OU, especially its first entering class of
1971, has been studied extensively. In examining the data on the
student body, one must keep the OU's open admissions policy In mind.
Applicants are admitted on a first-come, first-served basis, subject
only to specific coursp. ppcn’r.rToTe, regional, sex, and other quotas.
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From the standpoint of the OU founders thps, e really important
question Is the extent to which the University la eh, vIS able to reach those
;
-— P^evionsly exolnUeO
- higher eonoation. particularly wording class people. There is nodoubt that the extent of diversitv in t-hy the composition of the student
body is somewhat disappointing. Workina ni.oS g class occupations have been
consistently unherrepresenteC. While manual workers increased their
portion of applications from 5 to 10 percent between 1971 and 1975,
the increase since then has not only leveled off, but it may even be
’
declining (McIntosh, Woodley, s Morrison, 1983). Such groups as
teachers and technicians have been consistently overrepresented, but
Since 1978 their relative percentages have been declining.
About 45 percent of the applicants in ,980 were female, 61 percent
between the ages of 26 and 40 (Rumble, ,982). For many students, the
primary motive for undertaking such an arduous course of study was
vocational (Scupham, 1975).
The completion rate thus far has been comparatively high. By the
end of 1978, 54 percent of the ,971 entry group obtained degrees. While
the percentage of those earning course credits in the first two years of
study Is in the 80 percent range, it declines in subsequent years
(McIntosh, Woodley, & Morrison, 1983).
Since the OU adopts an open admission policy, another area of
Interest is that of formal education qualifications. Did the OU provide
a real opportunity for those who did not possess the entry requirements
for a conventional degree course? McIntosh, Woodley, and Morrison
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ed that those m the qualified group graduated more quickly
in the first fe„ years hut theh the rate began to level off. By the end
Of 1978, 62 percent of the q Ilf led group among the 1971 entrants had
graduated, while
.0 percent of the unqualified group also had obtained a
degree. These findings indicate that the OU has indeed provided a real
second Chance for higher education to those who have been educationally
underprivileged.
Course Structure and Curriculum
The Open University offers three programs of study: undergraduate,
higher degree, and continuing education courses.
—
“ndergraduate program
. The undergraduate program leads to a
Bachelor of Arts (B.A., degree which is equivalent to that granted by
other British universities. As Is previously noted, no formal
educational qualifications are required for admission to this program.
The only requirement is that the applicant be at least 21 years of age
and resident In the United Kingdom. The OU Is thus not in direct
competition for students with conventional universities.
The objectives of the undergraduate program are:
Students with a range of multi-disciplinaryioundation courses;
(b) to provide students with courses of a range which allows thosewho do not want to center their studies on one particular area trplan a coherent degree programme;
to) to provide students with an opportunity to 'major' In a numberOf areas of study. (Scupham, 1975
, pp. 337- 338 )
Towards these objectives, the University has adopted a credits
sys^ similar to that found In the United States. It also provides
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about a quarter of then lull time courses as Kenerai nnf ^nerai or open courses
Which ape hpoac In subject
.atten anC span even Clffenent academic
divisions (Scupham, 1975 ).
A typical full-time course is a 7 ? nr ,3 week one year course. The
one-year courses are grouped In six main lines of study: arts,
educational studies, mathematics, science, social sciences, and
technology. They are offered at four academic levels. Many half-credit
courses are offered at the advanced level fnto allow wide student choice
in the structure of degree and to encourage breadth of study.
A B.A. degree is awarded to a student who obtains six credits, two
in foundation courses and four at second or subsequent levels.
One topic of interest here is the course team approach to
curriculum development. Each course team consists of three groups of
staff: academics, educational technologists, and the BBC production
staff. The underlying rationale Is that a team brings together
academics from a number of disciplines, which is of key Importance in
multidisciplinary curricula. Perry (1977) said that a team "would
provide the expert knowledge that was needed to make the course suitable
for adults working in isolation through correspondence texts and radio
and television broadcasts" (p. 84).
The course team approach has been adopted by other multi-media
distance and open learning projects. In recent years, however, doubts
have been raised as to whether the course team is crucial to success and
to whether open learning should "warrant so obsessive an attention to
instructional perfection" (Griew, 1982, p. 191 ). Developers of Japan's
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new U„ive.3Uy of tne have hecMeh „ot ho ahcph fhe eouose tea„
approach hecauae they feel It ™ay waste tl.e ano become InorhlnarUy
expensive (Zigerell, 198^).
Fr« Its inception, the OU has had a
significant proportion of postgraduate students undertaking research
degrees. Three higher degrees - Bachelor, Master, and Doctor of
Philosophy
- are awarded when a student satlsfaotorily completes a
program of research or advanced study and submits a dissertation or
thesis. The purpose of this program Is to provide opportunities to
attain higher degrees for those who are unable to satisfy the
residential requirements of conventional universities. A student's
progress Is assessed by means of research credit which is defined as "a
period of study equivalent to three months of full-time study and
research" (Rumble.
,982. p. 25 ). At the same time, it Is necessary to
fulfill a required number of research credits before submitting written
work for a degree. The award of the degree Is based on the successful
examination of the completed dissertation or thesis.
C^tinuing education program
. The continuing education program is
designed for adults who wish to extend their knowledge of their own
career or who aspire to acquire knowledge in a new field without
embarking on a full degree program. A number of non-credit courses
created especially by the Center for Continuing Education are available
together with individual courses from the undergraduate program. The
latter courses carry credit which may count towards a B.A. degree if the
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.03 a
.e.3ee p3o.3a. s.a.ea. oo^p.e.
.a
eou33e an. paaa a r.nal examination neoeive a oounae eentirioate
S-ce its inception, the oa Haa teen eonoenne. pnimanil, with
degnee-oniente. general education. However, it in now moving into the
area of continuing edur'si-ion tg cation, m recognition of the fact that there haa
not been as much demand from blue-coil ap itpo^ Di coll r groups for degree-oriented
study that the OU founders had orisin^^iiv h tginally believed, the OU has become
more concerned to offer short vocational courses (Zigerell, 198^0.
instructional Methods and Media
The OU was primarily eatabliahed to ta.e advantage of innovative
technipuea in correapondence study that were linked with new educational
-dia. in this respect, it has amply demonstrated that a system of
higher education based on distance learning is entirely feasible and
that courses can be developed which equal and often surpass most
classroom offerings (Gross. 1976). This accomplishment has resulted
fhom speolflo adaptations of written instructional methods: on the one
hand, by supplementing them with audio-visual and computerized
instruction, while on the other, by making optimal use of a limited, but
highly effective system of face-to-face instruction.
— tten instruction. Written instruction conveys the central
message of the course through correspondence texts which are
complemented by required readings in the form of set books and other
reading materials. To these are added a system of questions and
assignments, a system of correction and remediation of student responses
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to the questions and assignments v,
’ ^ experimental kits for
students enrolled in science and technology courses.
The correspondence texts comprise the core of the instructional
system. They are specially written hy tne central academic staff and
™axl at three or four-weeh Intervals. Students in most courses are also
given a list of set hoohs, which they are advised to purchase. Some of
these boohs are written either by ou academicians or by special
consultants for the course, students are also provided with a list of
books recommended for optional extra reading. These course books are
further supplemented by notes on special television and radio
broadcasts, individual Instructions for carrying out home experiments,
nd self assessment questions {Soupham. 1975 ).
The system of questions and assignments, together with the
associated feedback system, primary promotes the development of
ognitive skills. This is particularly the case with tutor-marked
aaslgnments (THAs). in which detailed comments are given on the work
submitted by students. These comments not only focus on the subject
matter in question, but also deal with such aspects as general approach,
and study and reading techniques (Clennell. Peters. & Stewart. 1977).
Such individualized and intensive guidance Is rarely found at
conventional universities. Chang et al. (1983) pointed out that the
personalized character of tutor comments also positively reinforces
Student motivation for continued study.
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^
t-ohi„g Of science and
eo nology adequately to ho^e-based students who have little or no
opportunity to conduot praotloal experiments on their own. The
Unlversltrs response to this problem has been both to demonstrate suoh
iniBnts in sdboipi t-ciiirM * jpec al televized proRramsK , and to provide students with
home experiment hits whloh can be used to oonduot their own experiments
at home In aooordanoe with the detailed Instructions that are provided
experiment guidance notes (Rumble, 1982). The various
exponents oT the
.its are classiTied as durable or consumable. The
lent to students for the duration of the course under the
condition they be returned uviiIq i-v. u.lie the home experiments undoubtedly have
had some didactic effects, primarily m the psyohomotor domain
Oallagher (, 9 Ty) reported that students generally did not consider them
very useful.
B^adcasts and other audlo-vi.snal
^he majority of
courses have a number of corresponding radio and television broadcasts.
Scupham (,975) Indicated the primary advantage of these broadcasts lie
in their ability to disseminate quality instruction to a large audience.
The programs enhance the didactic potential of written instruction,
particularly In the affective and psychomotor domains. The science and
technology faculties of the OU say that the teaching of their subjects
at a distance Is simply Infeasible without the use of televised
laboratory demonstration (Scupham, 1975).
Both the radio and television programs are broadcast in the early
morning or late at night for 20 and 25-minute durations respectively.
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e total poogta^eo toana^taston tt„e pen oee. In „82 „aa 38 .outa Too
televtaton and ,9 honra for radio. Growth In the number of couraea,
however, now „a.ea tt dimenlt to broadcast those programs properly
Because of the shortage of transmission time and the Inflexibility of
the total transmission schedule, the average overall viewing rate for
an courses declined from 63.7 percent during ,97^-78 to 55.5 percent In
1979. Unless the Univprm’t'v lo -,ki i. ^u versity is able to find additional transmission
time or make use of other appropriate media, this trend la likely to
continue (Rumble, 1982).
It was this competing pressure on transmission time that led the OU
to examine the use of alternative media technologies. Some courses have
already made use of such appropriate ancillary materials as records or
tapes, film strips, and slides. In 1977, an audio cassette library
service was introduced, by which students could repuest taped copies of
radio programs for their own use. In 1981, a limited video cassette
library service also became available, whereby students could borrow a
video copy of a television program. By substituting audio or video
cassettes for those radio or television programs whose intended audience
IS relatively small, the OU might be able to ameliorate some of Its
transmission problems and reverse the decline In its listening and
Viewing rates by repeated transmission of some programs.
^puterized instruction . From its earliest days, the OU has
employed computer-marked assignments (CMAs) as part of the ongoing
assessment of its students. The CMAs are believed to be capable of
promoting the development of cognitive skills as well as serving an
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orientation function. As a rnir= o<- ^le, students complete their CMAs
-SUlanly. helps the™ schedule thele stu.y and pnovlde inPo^atlon
as to possible gaps In their knowledge abont the subject matter in
question. Hawgridge 0 972) concluded the reason why so™e faculty
can be multiple-choice.
While CMAs are used generally by the OUy y cn uu, computer-assisted
instruction has been introduced only for mathematics courses. About ,70
out Of 260 local study centers now have computer terminals, enabling
those students who take courses fhsi-t at include computing to gain practical
experience.
FLCe-to-face instrucMoj
. i„ addition to the media-based
instruction, the OU provides .P face to face instruction through summer
schools and local study centers. This method, however, is very limited
in that it is only a bacg-up service designed to support the predominant
mode of instruction: media-based (Rumble, 1982).
Of the available facilities for face-to-face instruction, the
summer school is most Important. Other facilities are available only on
incidental, and usually optional basis. The rationale underlying the
provision of summer schools is to condense as much face-to-face
instruction as possible in a relatively short period of time. Summer
schools are offered for one week during the conventional university
vaoatlon period. They make use of such local college and school
faollities as lodging place and laboratory equipment, students are thus
r-ovi ed with the opportunity to immerse themselves in their studies and
to meet memhers of the central academic staff and other students.
McIntosh, calder. and Swift (,976) remarked that teachers and
students alike are usually rather apprehensive of the prospect of
attending summer schools: teachers hecause they must he prepared for a
highly concentrated work; and students for similar reasons as well as
the problem of having to disengage themselves from other conflicting
work and family damands Affpr*ha . ter the experience, however, most students
seem to agree that all the trouble was worthwhile.
While summer schools are held only once a year, the study centers
that are based at local schools and colleges are open on weekday
evenings and some Saturdays throughout the year. There, students are
able to meet for tutorials, counselling, mutual help, and individual and
group discussions with tutor-counsellors and course tutors, study
centers also provide a range of resources. Students can watch
television or listen to radio programs and gain practical experience on
computer terminals. Many of the institutions housing a study center
allow OU students to use the library for reference and private study.
Another Important function of study centers found by Keegan (1980) has
been a reduction in the student drop-out rate, primarily due to their
continuing concern for students. He concluded the OU has been able to
minimize drop-out rates by providing students with tutorial and
counselling services through its study centers.
Summary of the Basic Features
The major components of the OU can be summarized as follows:
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"
- an. 3tnn. or
e e.ucatlona: needs or the adult population non m neaponae to
extennal pneasunea non rno™ puPlle demand. Put Instead aee™a to Pave
-en eataPllaPed Inltlall. aa a neaponae to tPe political
^otlvatlona.
oonvlctiona. and political phlloaophy or the Bnltlah Laboun Panty.
p imany punpose or the OU la to pnovlde highen education
oPPontunltlea to those uho have been pnecluded rno™ attending
conventional institutions. To accomplish this punpose the OU rollowa
the principle of open access.
3- The onganlzatlonal stnuctune or the OU was developed fnom the
erront to adapt the tnadltlonal academic model to complexities or
applying a distance learning system Tho ^ •e decision making process in the
OU thus tends to be more centralized than in conventional universities.
-t. The Starr or the OU is much mono divense than the atarr or
traditional universities.
5. Most or OU’s runding comes morn public souncea. The OU has
been able to keep the average cost pen student low pnlmanily through
economies of scale.
6 . While It has been quite succeaarul In providing alternative
higher education to the disadvantaged people, the OU has nevertheless
beeh criticized for Its failure to attract applicants from lower aoclo-
economic groups, especially manual workers.
7 . Since its Inception, the OU has been primarily concerned with
degree-oriented programs. In more recent years, however. It is becoming
increasingly concerned with offering short vocational courses.
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The instructional system of the OU is Hoc
•
IS designed to make full
--“ educational media. system draws heavily on those
ex^sting educational and communications facilities which have proved
essential to its system.
use
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I!lg_C2!2!™lty College Movement in th. n . .
Higher education In the United States Is characterized by an
extenslye and diversified pattern. Each year over half of the nation's
three million high school graduates go on to so™e for™ of higher
education. There are approximately seven million full-time students in
universities and colleges, another six million enrolled part-time, four
million engaged in some form of correspondence education, and
unspecified millions more engaged in various forms of professional and
ocational training. To serve this size student population, there are
over 1,700 universities and colleges, 1,200 Junior and community
colleges, and 1,000 technical and vocational institutions. While the
universities and other institutions are both publicly supported and
privately endowed, there is general acceptance and interchangeability of
their academic degrees and awards they offer. The concept of
accumulating and transferable credits lies at the heart of the American
higher education system. The concept in practice allows students to
move, suspend study temporarily, and re-enter the system at a later
time.
Typically, the American community college is a comprehensive
institution that offers associate degrees and occupational certificates,
and a variety of other services to the community in which it is located.
The community college developed within the American democratic tradition
and land grant college philosophy, which is based on the effort to reach
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^ atratu™ or Too „.o. on even Intense., a.e
.na.n.or
wo.n. not othenwlse Have been available (Vaughan,
, 983 ,.
The rinst co™.unUv college was eababllsheh at Collet, liimoia ,n
there were 207 community colleges in thirty-seven out of
-e rontv-elght
.enloan atatea.
„rten the Pnealhenfa Co^.aalon on
Higher Education for Amerinanraerlo Democracy hah expneaaed aentlmenta Tor
universal higher education in 19 A 7 fho1 . the popularity of the community
college increaaec rapidly throughout the ,950a and
,960a. State
legislators in virtmiiu the atatea were found willing to support
the inexpensive community college system with their politically
appealing open door policy. ,t the national level, various student aid
grant programs enabled people to attend state-supported community
colleges at little or no coat (Cohen S Brawer,
, 98 „). By keeping
expenses low through state and federal aid programs and by providing a
ety of socially valuable services, community colleges have
contributed much to the democratization of higher education In the U. S.
A.
_^
lef Histor y of Holyoke Community College
The Introduction of a community college system Into Massachusetts
started relatively late. Mas.sachusetts has s strong tradition of
private, independent colleges that has Inhibited the development of a
state supported higher education system. Massachusetts did not open Its
first state community college, Pittsfield's Berkshire Community College,
until I 960 .
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Holyoke Community College ('hop'iy o ii (HCC) was established in 1946 as a
municipal junior college by the Citv nf h i .y y o Holyoke to meet the educational
needs of Western Massachusetts World War 11 veterans. Under the direct
supervision of the Holyoke School Committee until 1964. The college has
had to fight for its very survival wiih t-h tax-conscious mayors and city
councils, who have demanded that it operate at litfiu c tle or no expense to
the local taxpayer (Taylor, 1969) in th^ he. •J- I e beginning, the College
Offered primarily liberal arts transfer courses t. Studen s commuted from
over fifty communities in the vicinity of Holyo.e. The majority of its
faculty rnoonllght^ from full-time Jobs at surrounding four-year
colleges and the University of Massachusetts.
Holyoke Junior College became Holyoke Community College in 1960.
Since then state support and control has allowed a significant decrease
in the cost of tuition. It has also allowed for a great expansion of
urriculum offerings, especially in occupational areas. Specific
federal and state grants that were introduced in the 1960s have also
encouraged the broadening of curriculum offerings and the support of
many other aspects of HCC.
The College built its extensive present campus after a disastrous
fire in 1968. The modern and commodious facilities have allowed greater
curriculum offerings, especially, again, in occupational and career-
oriented fields, and have attracted a larger student body, flt present.
HCC is a comprehensive, community-centered institution, that serves over
5,000 students through more than HOO full and part-time employees. It
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also offers its resources and facilities tuiti to individuals and community
-CUPS as a center for cultural, professional, and community activities
HCC IS open in the sense that it has no formal entry repuirements
;
1 Offers higher education at low cost- and ifS , It employs a number of
nontraditional methods of instruction.
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of HCC
the secondary level for
and vocational pursuits
College [HCC], 1985a, p.
designated the following
Is "to provide educational opportunities above
students whose backgrounds, academic endeavors,
are diverse in nature" (Holyoke Community
5)' To implement this purpose, the College has
institutional objectives:
conegiaSfstSS^br^^'^" students who wish only
-Tp-M^e-f- ---
de«irr?Lerff"L'lU L“no“T"J the opportunity to
effectively in their choservooatlonr
“
stu%’’[rfpart-umi°basir?^^^ "‘“dents who wish to
^ ^du^Son^rinr-
-
0?l7c\‘ some
industry. (HCC. 1985a. p. 5 )
outside agencies, business, and
Commitment to these objectives is evident both in recent
developments in its instructional program and in its support for student
activities, in addition to the liberal arts and science courses that
are designed primarily for those who plan to transfer to four-year
colleges and universities after graduation, many career-oriented
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varied duration have been developed in each academic
Currently, more than 65 percent of students are enrolled in
career-oriented curriculum.
The college also offers a range of services to help hoth day and
evening students enter the College and achieve their academic and
personal goals, and to assist them in making appropriate plans and
decisions upon graduation. The Learnino- r^orning Resource Center provides
additional help with college wor. such as free tutoring service for
Students experiencing academic difficulties.
People in the Holyoke community are also served in many other ways.
The Division of Continuing Education endeavors to organize whatever
courses are desired hy the community, including television courses and
special programs for seniors or youngsters. The College also works with
the total community on civic and educational projects, m all these
ways, HCC fulfills its objectives as a comprehensive community college.
Of^ganization and Decision Making
Massachusetts was the first state to embark on a fully state-
financed system of community college with a single policy making board
(Dwyer, 1969). All public higher education institutions in
Massachusetts are under the authority of the Board of Regents of Higher
Education, whose major function is to develop and foster a comprehensive
public higher education system of high quality, flexibility,
responsiveness, and accountability (Massachusetts Acts of 1980, Ch. 15A,
Sec. 1).
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However, most policy dpp^=^ir^K^oeeisions concerning community colleges
actually originate from the Presidents' Council which IS made up of thefifteen community college presidents. The Council meerc ts every month
with the President of the State Board serving as chairman. Ideas for
policy originating with the Board are referred to the Council for
consideration and recommendation, or even disapproval.
As with other state colleges, HCC Is governed by the Board of
Which represents the people of the community. The Board acts
33 a bridge between the colleKe and fho nr,a tne community. trano?i af i nrrivransiat g community
needs for education into college policies (Cohen S Brawer, 198*0. The
of Trustees consists of eleven members from the Holyoke
community who are each appointed to five year terms by the Governor.
The Board establishes policies that concern the administrative
management of personnel, staff services, and other general business of
HCC. In all major academic programs and budgetary matters, HCC Is
required to follow the guidelines and receive the consent of the Board.
Another related statutory body, mandated by the Education
Amendments of ,976 to each local educational Institution which receives
federal assistance under the Education Act (HCC, 1982), is the
Vocational Education Advisory Council. The Council is composed of
representatives from the community, including at least one each from
business. Industry, and labor. It advises all vocational programs at
the College, particularly with reference to the establishment of new
programs. In addition to this Council, HCC encourages individual
vocational programs to organize their own program or craft committee to
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advise on specnc pnogna^s on sevenal nelate. pncgna.s In PHe
oupational cluster. These committees enable HCC to offer curricula
-levant to what Is actually needed in the work place.
All issues of college-wide Importance are considered in the monthly
meetings of the Board of Tm^t-pocs mrustee . More specific Issues, for the most
part, are left to the discretion of the divisions.
lie the College's organization and decision making structure Is
relatively centralized, the representative nature of its community based
committee helps to keep the College responsive to the educational needs
of its community.
Staff
The staff composition of HCC is much more diverse than that of
conventional four-year colleges in the U. S. A. In addition to the
full-time teaching staff for day students, there are equally as many
P t time instructors in the continuing education programs. The many
volunteer part-time staff from the community allow some programs,
particularly for senior citizens, to be run very cheaply.
The College provides a wide variety of counselling services to its
students. Areas covered are personal, crisis intervention, stress
management, assertiveness, pre-admissions, career planning and
placement, academic, transfer, test anxiety, and many others (HCC,
1983a). Since most HCC students are nontraditional, many have needs for
specific kinds of psychological, pedagogical, and financial support not
usually offered at ordinary colleges (Kinsey, 1975). Such counselling
for the diversity represented in HCC
services are especially important
students.
other regular staff include telecourse producers and technologists,
computer laboratory instructors, and staff for cooperative education and
the Learning Resource Center. Because of specific needs and gaps in HCC
staff preparation In several of these areas, a number of in-service
training programs offered by central ^u staff or outside consultants have
been developed and played an important part in overall staff
preparation.
Finance and Costs
As is the case with all public higher education institutions, HCC
is mainly financed through public funds. Almost 90 percent of Its
funding comes from the state, while the remaining 8-10 percent from the
federal government. While all student tuitions return directly to the
state's coffers, their total Is only about one fourth of what HCC
receives for Its operation. Student fees make up a very small
proportion of total funding, about 1 percent. The average cost per
full-time student is about half that of the public four-year colleges
and universities and less than 10 percent of private colleges.
Many community college leaders advocate a no-tuition or a low-
tuition policy for their institutions, which they argue are natural
extensions of free public schools. However, their views are not usually
shared outside their own institutions. The pressure for increasing
tuition usually comes from state legislators, who are constantly seeking
ways of holding down appropriations. Their argument has been that
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students who benpfii-enem go.ng to ooUege be the ones who pay an, that
they wui he InoUned to tahe thein eOucatlon ™one senlously them
own „oney Is Invested. The countenargu^ents advanced by others are
based on the Idea that the entire population benefits when ™ore of its
^e^bers have been properly educated, and that It Is Inequitable If low-
inoorae students are forced to pay the same tuition as wealthier ones,
such Charges represent a higher percentage of family income for the
former. In any event, state policy almost invariably fixes community
college tuition at a lower rate than that for the public senior
institutions, because most legislators subscribe to the argument that
community colleges serve as a low-cost alternative to higher education
(Cohen & Brawer, 19811).
Student Characteristics
Holyoke community College follows the principle of open access, by
g no formal entry requirements. However, those students who intend
to enter a transfer program are supposed to have satisfactorily
completed high school or its equivalent. The target student population,
however, consists of those who are denied access to further education
because of their level of prior educational attainment or poverty.
In the fall of 1985, there were 3,253 students enrolled in the Day
Division of HCC, about two thirds of whom were full-time taking twelve
credit hours or more. Younger students continue to predominate the
total enrollment: 38 percent of the students were under 20 years of
age, the overall average age being 2H years. Whether due to greater
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avaUabUity of ti„e or other factors, wo^en stuCenta outnumbered men by
a ratio of 1
.7 to 1 .
With respect to their socio-economic background, roughly 50 percent
Of HCC students come from families in the lower middle Income range, and
approximately ,2 percent come from families whose income is below the
poverty level. Minority groups have been consistently underrepresented
at HCC, although their proportion has increased from ,.9 percent in ,98,
to 6.6 percent in ,985 (HCC, ,985d). This figure is far below the
average percentage of all two-year colleges in the nation and that of
all two year colleges in Massachusetts, which were 22.4 and 7.6 percent
nespectively in 1978 (Gilbert 19791 thoxu , T e College acknowledges this
statistic as reflecting several contextual factors: the demographic
Characteristics of the community, the barrier of language for Hlspanlcs
In Holyoke, and the social pattern that has established Springfield
Technical Community College as a desirable campus for Black students
(HCC, 1985d).
As noted earlier, disadvantaged people face numerous barriers in
their effort to continue education: isolation, previous educational
failure, and/or poverty. Considering this, HCC makes specific efforts
to attract those disadvantaged students. The College holds a number of
area and regional college fairs where prospective students learn about
the College. Admission Office staff visit high schools in the
surrounding communities. Faculty and members of the Cooperative
Education staff also visit high schools and other community service
agencies. Once a potential student has expressed interest, an
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educational counsellor help the student Individually or in a group
identify personal goals and ™atch the student's needs with what HCC can
offer.
The average rate of graduation, fro™ ,981 to ,98^, of full-tl™e
students entering two years prior to the date of graduation was ^7
percent. A^ong the graduates, ™ore than a third transferred to senior
institutions. A follow-up survey of the 1983 graduates Indicates that
37 percent of the 6,6 graduates who responded were continuing their
education at four-year colleges and universities, while 53.7 percent had
found employment on a paraprofessional level (HCC. ,985d). These
statistics indicate that the HCC program has experienced some success in
providing a second chance gateway to occupational advancement or a
complete college education.
Course Structure and Currir'rnnm
The College offers two kinds of programs: one for students who
intend to transfer to the upper division of a baccalaureate degree
program, and one for preparing students for a variety of career
positions for which an Associate Degree is necessary or desirable. Both
of these programs include studies in the Humanities; Business; Social
Science; Biological Science; Health Science; and Mathematics, Physical
Science, and Technology. A minimum of 60 semester hours are required
for an Associate Degree.
Transfer programs. The transfer curricula are designed for
students who plan to transfer with full credit to a senior college or
university after completion of one or two years of study at HCC. The
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couPses Offered In t.ese curricula are generally these required tc
provide a broad educational background before beginning specialization
in a .ajor field of study. These courses are specifically designed to
fulfill the requirements of the Commonwealth Transfer Compact to
facilitate successful transfer.
career programs are designed for those who intend
to complete a program of college education in two years, or who have
decided to enter one of the many semi-professional careers now available
in business and Industry for which two years of college education
provide sufficient preparation. They offer a general education to
provide students with a better understanding of the world in which they
live and specific preparation for a particular occupation.
Continuing education and community services
. These activities are
concerned with identifying current and potential community needs,
organizing appropriate resources from the College and community, and
creating appropriate educational programs. With its broad ranged
curriculum, the Division of Continuing Education offers the basic
courses required for associate degree programs as well as other courses
for personal and professional enrichment. Various credit and non-credit
courses are offered during the day and evening hours in the Fall,
Spring, and Summer sessions. A wide range of non-credit community
service workshops, lectures, conferences, community forums, and other
special programs are also offered by the Division of Continuing
Education. In addition, the Division of Continuing Education has
offered a number of television courses since 1976 through a public
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teleneion station In Spnlngflelo. MassaoHusetts. Counses pao.ageO as
telecounses Include PsycPclogy, Sociology, Hanage^ent, Finance, anC
History Of Vietnam and U.S. Government (HCC, 1983a).
In recent years, HCC has offered more non-oredlt community service
courses through the Division of Continuing Education. There has also
been a major Increase In the day-long workshop format for professional
Cevelopment courses (HCC, ,989). The College has been trying to meet
the educational needs of its community through such courses.
Instructional Methods and Media
Holyoke community College has developed a student-oriented approach
hich tries to adapt the institution to the student rather than assume
the student should adapt to the Institution. In attempting to Implement
such an approach, there has developed an inevitable tension between the
need for some outer direction and institutional control on the one hand,
and the objective of maintaining a responsiveness to student desires and
initiative on the other. Accepting the necessity and desirability of
this tension, the design and methods of HCC programs as a whole
represent an effort to assure that the latter objective will not be
submerged by the usual forces of institutionalization.
In principal, HCC assumes that the relevance and motivation for
study will be greater if the student plays a significant role in
determining the design and objectives of his career plan or degree
program. It is also believed that learning will be more effective and
continuous if a student can learn how to learn and be his own
educational programmer. However the m=„, manner in which such concepts are
applied differs between courses and degree programs.
W-me the principal method of Instruction Is face-to-face teaching
a number of television courses are organized and cooperative
available for students who want to develop appropriate work
Skills needed for success In their chosen fields. A multi-year program
Of activities to utilize computer-assisted Instruction has been recently
developed, and up to thirty credits can be awarded for prior learning.
Face-to-face Instructi o_n
. Paoe-to-faoe instruction is the
principal method of instruction of HCC. All candidates for the
associate degree must earn at least thirty semester hours at the College
(HCC, 1985a). While occasionally individual or small group projects are
undertaken, the more typical mode of instruction involves lectures,
demonstrations, discussions, and laboratory works on campus. Recently,
audlo-vlsual materials have seen increased use as supplementary aids for
courses.
Television courses
. Since 1976. the Division of Continuing
Education has offered courses on a public television. The courses
consist of weekly televised lessons, reading and other assignments, and
three or four on-oampus meetings for orientation and examinations (HCC,
1985b). Each lesson is aired twice for the convenience of the viewer.
The Audiovisual Center of HCC maintains a review file of lessons for
viewing or review by students at a later date. Students can call or
Visit the instructor if extra help or additional Information is needed.
Two or three 3-oredit courses are offered each semester In the fields of
Psychology, Sociology. Management, Finance and h- ., History. Because of
h.gh production costs. HOC mostly uses programs that have been produced
external organisations. Only one course. Home Oardening. has been
produced by HOC thus far. Grants to fnna ufund a half-hour pilot for a new
telecourse are now being sought.
CggPuterlzed Inetruotion
. HCC has recently be^n to develop
-puterlzed Instruction as a part of the Long-Range Plan which has been
in effect since 1983. Its goal is to provide access to a oollegewide
ayste™ that facilitates computer familiarity, computer-assisted
instruction and training (HCC. ,983b). A College Computer Committee was
organized to develop and Implement a multi-year program of activities
designed to enable faculty to utilize computer-assisted Instruction and
ining. A number of seminars and workshops, including a week-long
workshop on computer-assisted instruction, have been developed to
introduce computer concepts and applications to faculty and staff. A
microcomputer laboratory was opened in 1983.
Since then, the nursing faculty has integrated computer-assisted
instruction as a model program into the majority of courses in the
nursing curriculum. Students can review concepts presented in the
classroom, respond to simulated clinical situations, and practice such
clinical skills as blood pressure monitoring in the nursing computer
laboratory. The potential use of computers for testing purposes is also
being explored (HCC, 1985d).
However, there have been many problems in this process. The most
critical is that the present amount of equipment and facilities
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avaua.le can euppo.. p.eaent levels or usa.e. „Pee exa„l„i„,
t.e compute. PaPP^aPe an, softwane needs of the College, the Co^puten
outtee concluded it would be inapppoppiate to develop additional
training pnogna^s which encouPage ™oPe faculty to i„pie™ent co^puteP-
assisted instruction (HCC IQRrh'i o). The Committee suggested that if HCC
is to encouPage the development and implementation of mone computePized
instpuotlon, then new facilities be cheated and additional
microcomputers and computer terminals be acquired.
—
oPePatlve <^ducation
. Anothep impoptant mode of Instpuction at
HCC is called cooperative educai-inn t •tion. Cooperative education simply means
leapning by doing, it ppovides an oppoptunlty fop students to apply
what they learn in the olasspoom, gain valuable work expeplenoe in their
chosen field, or explore an alternative career. Begun in 1906 on an
experimental basis for engineering students at the University of
Cincinnati, cooperative education has been recognized as an efficient
way to bridge the gap between school and work, and to prepare young
students for future career and adult responsibilities (Stadt S. Gooch,
1977). Variously called experiential learning or work-experience
education, cooperative education has the value of making higher
education and training possible and attractive to many people who would
not otherwise go to college (Heermann, 1973). Co-op employment
opportunities enable many to attend college who could not otherwise
finance their education and obtain academic credits in cooperative
education programs without having to attend class regularly.
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cooperative education has grown steadily at HCC over the past
elve years. All six academic divisions currently offer cooperative
Students Of an but three of the 28 degree programs who have
completed a year of education on campus can participate in the program
(HCC.
,985c). During the ,989-85 academic year. 57, students.
representing more than 50 percent of all students classified as
eophomores. and more than 300 employers have participated in the
program.
In addition to the above benefits to students, the cooperative
ducation program provides a strong linl< between HCC and the local
business communitv. ii- ic. an •t IS an effective means of gathering timely data
on employer needs and student preparedness. It also increases faculty
awareness of career ladders and the specific shills employers are
seeking. Cooperative education employers provide valuable feedback
can help the College maintain a contemporary assortment of
curricula. Furthermore, the relationship with area employers developed
through cooperative education can lead to other opportunities for HCC to
develop training programs for a company or industry.
cooperative education has become an Integral part of the academic
offerings of HCC and an Important aspect of the College's mission. This
program distinguishes HCC from the other colleges in the service area.
Since It IS the largest program in terms of enrollment in the public
sector in Massachusetts, cooperative education makes HCC unique within
the Commonwealth's system of higher education.
1U
Cooperative education, however, requires many ongoing efforts, if
continue as an institutional program. Curriculum-related
P acements. appropriate supervision by qualified faculty, and seminars
that link theory to practice are the essential elements which determine
program quality and attract students and employers. A sufficient numher
of suitable Job placements should be developed within the college's
oervice area so that participating students can be placed in appropriate
positions Which reflect their interests and needs. Intensive student
recruitment efforts are needed to increase enrollment so that low-
enrollment courses can become cost-effective. In addition, while
adjustments in the organizational structure, staffing level, and
operating procedures may be warranted as a college makes the transition
from the program growth to the maintenance stage, it is important that
the standards which have shaped the program not be compromised.
Credit for prior learning
. Another mode of nontradltlonal access
available at HCC is the granting of academic credit for prior learning
through the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) and Challenge
Examination. The very concept of prior learning recognizes the changing
learning needs of an adult population, which represents the accumulation
Of a far more diverse learning experience than higher education has had
to deal with in the past. As Heeger ( 1983 ) pointed out. the development
of the prior learning concept represents one of the most important
decisions that higher education has ever made.
The CLEP is a national examination system administered by the
College Entrance Examination Board located in Princeton, New Jersey.
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ThGp© ar© two tvop'^ nr pt mCLEP examnatlona: the General Examinations and
the Subj©ct Examinations. The examlna i nn«n i tio s are based on typical courses
- a variety of oolleges throughoot the U. s. .. Both measure faotual
knowledge and understanding, as well as the aMlity to see relationships
apply basic principles to new problems. HCC students, whose
education has been interrupted for at least three years since the time
Of their attendance at or graduation from high school, may earn up to
thirty semester hours toward an associate degree through the CLEP (HCC,
1985a). The CLEP examination, however, cannot substitute for a
laboratory science course at HCC. although CLEP examinations in science
are available. This policy seems rather rigid for students who may
possess considerable knowledge of sciencp fr-nm tpi e o lif© experience, since
two science courses are required of every student regardless of a
Student's individual curriculum.
In addition to granting credit for satisfactory performance on CLEP
examinations, HCC grants transfer credit for satisfactory performance on
Challenge Examinations produced and administered by HCC. These
examinations are not offered for courses already tested by CLEP Subject
Examinations or for such courses as studio art and music performance
which seek to Improve skills rather than Impart a body of knowledge
(HCC, 1985a).
Summary of the Basic Features
The distinctive features of the community college system as seen
from the perspective of HCC can be summarized as follows:
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’• Hclyoke Co™»u„Uy College was originally established to „eet
the educational needs of veterans returning fro™ the Second World War.
Ab such, it has received strohg political support fro™ state
legislative, which has been wil linerng to support the concept of
inexpensive oo™™unity colleges with their politically appealing open
door policy.
2. The prl™ary purpose of the co™™unlty college is to provide
higher educatlohal opportunities to its co™™unlty population through
noth co™prehensive career-oriented as well as liberal arts and science
programs.
3. In addition to the usual organlzatiohal structure found in any
U. S. institutions of public higher education institution, HCC has a
nu™ber of advisory co™™ittees in its occupational cluster which serve to
represent the needs and interests of the community.
A. The staff oo™posltion of HCC is characterized by its strong
counselling orientation that has proven necessary to serve
nontraditional students in many diverse areas.
5. As most of its funding comes from state and federal government
sources. HCC is able to offer a low-cost alternative to higher education
for Its community, while the research data is not complete.
6. Most HCC students seem to fall into the category of its
intended disadvantaged target population. Minority representation,
however, continues to fall short of community census data.
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7. As a response to community needs Hrr one
^ ^
various community-
lented continuing education programs in addition to theciuuici courses that
-Lead to an Associate's Degree.
ts principal method of instruction is through face-to-
a=e teaching.
„cc has developed a numher or such nontraditional methods
O learning as cooperative education and • •television courses. The
college also has Innovative policy of granting transfer credits to
atudents for prior learning experience through CLEP and Challenge
Examinations.
Lessons from the Case Studies
The open University of the United Kingdom and the Holyoke Community
College Of the U. S. A. each represent different approaches to open
learning, uhile they doth have adopted the same principle of open access
to higher education. The OU can be considered an innovative and full-
blown attempt to provide higher educational opportunities nationwide
through a multi-media based instructional system, while HCC demonstrates
how open learning can be promoted under more restricted conditions.
Acknowledging some limitations, these programs appear to have adapted to
the particular socio-economic contexts of their respective areas and
populations served, and have contributed much to the democratization of
higher education. Although each and every aspect of their programs
cannot automatically be adapted to different situations, they
nevertheless offer some useful lessons for the development of open
learning systems in such other countries as Korea.
I
. An Important force for shaping the development of both the OU
HCC has been the strong political support of government and the
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xnis oonCas.on
,3 panioula.l,
ou case
-ile its saeeess
.i,.t te attMtutatie to „any raetoos, unoouOteOty one
Of the most important has been the ooUtin.ip litical support shown for the
project from the very befflnnincr tv. •g- his consistent support permitted an
exceptionally long and helpful institution;,! mtutional planning and implementation
Penlod. Dunlng this Oevelop^ental peniod. piannens were able to build
strong foundations for the new university. As for HCC, with its
Philosophioal roots in the A^erioan democratic tradition - everybody
should have an access to higher eduoatfnn = • ...n c io a wide variety of academic
and community-oriented courses are offered at low cost.
Since open colleges were established primarily to serve working
youths and adults, the availability of a low-cost alternative to higher
education is critically important to disadvantaged people especially m
an age of rising tuition costs. This alternative is not possible
without the political support of government and the legislature.
2- The exemption from academic entry qualifications would also
appear to be relevant to the efforts of Korea's open colleges to serve
the needs of its adult population without a high school diploma, but
With the life experience required to pursue higher education. Such
comprehensive student support services as supplemental tutoring and
counselling should also be made available to those students. Otherwise,
many may become frustrated, fall, and leave because the system of such
an institution is oriented more for traditional students to succeed
rather than nontraditional.
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3. The organizational structure of the OU and HCC seems to provide
effective service to their respective students. The lay governing
bodies of both institutions are Important to their efforts to be
responsive to the needs and demands of the target population they are
supposed to serve. The advisory committee of HCC provides useful
information on iobs oarpprtjJ , c eers, and community needs, which helps in the
process of adapting the curriculum appropriately.
*<. Both the OU and HCC operate on a credit system. The system
allows for a wide range of choice to be experienced by students and thus
encourages breadth of study, students can elect to blend various
alternative courses into their own degree programs.
In addition to its degree programs, HCC offers a variety of short
vocational and community service courses through the Division of
Continuing Education. The OU, which since its inception has been
concerned primarily with degree-oriented and general education
curricula, has also begun to concentrate more on short vocational
courses. To serve more people, especially those with low-incomes, it
would be necessary for Korea's open colleges to offer various continuing
education programs without the prerequisite of a high school diploma.
5. The instructional system of the OU and HCC seems to be
appropriate for their respective educational and social contexts. The
OU has developed a multi-media based distance learning system to serve a
large population nationwide, while HCC has developed more campus-
oriented instructional system with a number of nontraditional modes of
instruction to serve a relatively small community.
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The ™o3t i„p.e3sive aspect of the OU is its iptegoai use of a ian,e
range Of oommunioations media and services. By making each of these
Play a precise and efficient role in a well-designed system, it has
tended to demystify university education and democratize higher
eduoatioh. In this vein, OU has found it neoessarv to move away from
the extensive use of radio and television broadcasts toward the
provision of audio and video cassettes because of the lack of
transmission time and the inflexibilitv of t-hz. <-xo D i y the transmission schedule.
At HOC, media-based instruction has not been developed
comparatively well. The primary method of instruction remains face-to-
face teaching on campus. Television courses are available only through
a Cohtlnuihg Education programs. Computerized instruction is now at the
Peginning stage. The College, however, has developed a strong
cooperative education program. Through this program, HCC can offer
practical ahd relevant education to the community and can attract more
economically disadvantaged students by lowering financial barriers.
Another Important aspect of HCC's instructional system is the granting
of academic credit for prior learning through CLEP and Challenge
Examinations. These examinations motivate many nontradltional students
to continue their eduoatioh towards oredentlallzlng, whether in the form
CGPtificat6S OP dGgPGGS.
It may also be possible for Korean open colleges to develop varied
kinds of instructional methods. However, it should be hoted that these
instructional methods heed to be suitable for their own educational and
social context in order to be used to their fullest capacity by their
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students. This issue will be discussed in the succeeding chapters of
this study. Before
development of Korea
that, however, the next chapter will examine the
current open colleges in order to understand
their rationales and current practice.
chapter V
THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPEN COLLEGES IN KOREA
incrodUGtlon
Since the introduction of a western educational eystem around the
end Of the nineteenth century, education has played an important role in
Korea.s twentieth-century transition. I„ recent years, the development
of education in Korea has been a notable aooompHshment. Primary
education has become universal, while a substantial proportion of the
relevant age groups attend middle and high school. The opportunity to
attend higher education has also been greatly expanded. But schooling
has come at a high cost; and there are many who have missed the chance
of pursuing formal education for socio-economic and other reasons, m
effort to combat this problem, Korean educators since the I960s have
turned to open forms of learning.
The concept of open learning was introduced into Korean society in
1972 with the establishment of the Korea Air and Correspondence College
(KACC) at Seoul National Qnlversity. Since then, KACC has been an
important institution of higher and continuing educational opportunity
for those who. for various reasons, have been unable to continue their
tertiary education. High school correspondence education was initiated
in 197^ with the establishment of two correspondence schools affiliated
with regular high schools. Besides the KACC, which offers courses
mainly in the field of social science, a technical open college was
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opene.
,982 a view to poovloins vocational an8 technical hlghen
education to working people, since that tl™e, a number of other open
colleges have been established due In part to rni the initial success of the
technical open college.
This Chapter explores the reason why open colleges have been
developed In Korea and examines their current practice. After a brief
description Of the country s national context, the development of
education In Korea Is examined In a historical perspective. The system
Of higher education will be examined In more detail, since the study Is
focused primarily on post-secondary education. The chapter then
discusses the rationale for Korea's open colleges and assesses their
current practice. Finally, a number of Issues and problems to be
addressed are Identified for their further development.
The National Context
The Korean people occupy a peninsula extending south from the
northeastern part of the Asian continent. About 80 percent of Its land
area is mountainous, and Its population of AO million (1985) lives
mainly in the densely populated urban areas. Korea has a democratic
form of government with a capitalistic economic system, adequate travel
and communication facilities, and ample public broadcasting services.
The national communication corporation, Korea Broadcasting System (KBS),
has three television and four radio networks with national coverage,
which are supplemented by 26 radio and 10 television companies around
the country (The Broadcasting Commission, ,983). Two complete channels
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a^e
.evo.e. to e.ooatton, one to tetevtston an. one to na.o. test.es
large volume, of quasi
-educational material i„ other pnogra. services.
The only and official national language is Korean, an Ural-Altaic
language written with 2 A Korean characters called Han-geul
. which was
invented early m the 15th century by a royal commission appointed by
King Sejong. The simplicity and practicality of the phonetic alphabet
has in part permitted Korea to achieve a literacy level of more than 90
in the short period of time since World War II (Hong, 1983 ).
In more recent times, vigorous growth and development has
chs r*3,c top i z 0cj KopPf^n 1 1 Po
• he gross national product (GNP) when
adjusted for inflation increased at an average rate of ,1 percent a year
during 1965-70. and at about 10 percent throughout the 1970s. Even
though the country has few natural resources, growth has been achieved
through rapid industrial expansion and the application of human
resources to manufacturing. Education and training have also come to
Play a more Important role in Korea’s economic development than in many
other countries. Indeed, the nation’s greatest asset today is its
literate, skilled, and highly motivated labor force.
Korea is one of the most educationally conscious and competitive
countries in the world. Over 20 nercpni- nf •p cent ot all public expenditure is
spent on education, and additional large amounts are contributed by
industry, charitable foundations, and informal groups. Private
institutions are numerous and very Important, particularly at the post-
secondary level. Although tuition fees are charged after six years of
primary education and there are virtually no educational grants to
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students, about 27 percent of the country's nooulattonuo p p i IS enrolled in
schools.
Education confers substantial benefits both directly in the for™ of
jobs and proniotion, and indirectly in social estee™. The efforts made
by individuals and their families to acquire educatioh are indicated by
the high proportion of private expenditure paid as fees to secondary and
higher educational institutions.
The roots of Korea's high social value for education lie far in the
past. In medieval times, the Influence of Chinese culture, especially
the guidelines for social ethics, education, and government of
Confucianism, led to a high public respect for the educated literati and
literacy, and the aptitude for elegant poetic composition. The ii
dynasty, Korea's last kingdom which endured over 500 years (1392-1910)
and established Confucianism as the state religion, helped cultivate the
educational aspirations of the people by instituting a Confuoian focus
in both the schools and the government’s olvll-service examination
system.
Development of Education in Korea
Education in the Pre-Modern Age
Korea's educational institutions date back to the three kingdoms -
Koguryo (37 B.C. - 668 A.D.), Paekche (18 B.C. - 668 A.D.), and Silla
(57 B.C. - 935 A.D.). The first was the Taehak in Koguryo, a state
preparatory school for aristocratic youth established in 372 A.D. who
were to assume prospective government offices (Han, 1971). The
curriculum consisted mainly of Chinese language and Confuoian classics.
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soon artenwands, private Institutions, called dyan^dan.
, were
eotablished In which youth, mainly aristocratic but some non-
anlstocratlc as well, learned archery as well as Chinese classics and
li terature.
An educational activity which was peculiar to the Sllla kingdom was
the training of Hw^, groups of aristocratic young men dedicated to
serve as statesmen and military leaders. Culture, history, philosophy,
literature, art, music, and military techniques were among the subjects
included in the curriculum (Han, 1971).
A momentous influence on Korean education was the Introduction of
the Civil service examination system from China in 957. The examination
was composed of a set of tests covering Confuolan literature. The test
was used to determine who would obtain valued posts In the government
bureaucracy. Those who passed the examinatloh Joined the ranks of the
yang^, the civil and military officialdom. Schools were organized to
serve the examination system.
The education system of the Koryo(935-1 392) and Yi dynasty was
similar except for the huge expansion in the number of private schools
called sodang during the Yi dynasty. Sons of yangban officials, and a
small number of those of lower rank and ordinary citizens at the age of
7 or 8 could enter a sodang, which can be described as a type of 8-year
elementary school found in almost every village or city. Here, young
boys began their study of Chinese language and literature, with their
emphasis on Confucian topics. At the age of 1 5 or 1 6 , they could enter
a state secondary school called hyanggyo
,
four of which were located in
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Seoul, with others in every dicii-r>ioi- v,ist ict, each enrolling about 200 students.
Graduation from a secondary school qualified a student to sit for the
lower Civil service examination. The national university in Seoul,
called Songgyun'gwan
, was the most prestigious of the nation’s
institutions, admitting 200 students annually to prepare for
the advanced civil service examination (Han, 1971).
This system of education lasted until 1894, when a new secular
achool system was set up and became the principal education system for
the country thereafter. Traditional schools, however, were not
converted into secular ones. Rather, the village primary schools
(sodang) and provincial secondary schools (hyanggyo) were left Intact.
The college for training officials (Songgyun’gwan) was renamed the
School Of Chinese Classics and allowed to continue teaching Confucian
topics (Thomas, 1983).
The education system of ancient Korea had several characteristics.
First, It was organized to prepare aristocratic youth for prospective
government offices. Hence it wac, oiinofn nctj, lu s an elitist educational system,
available only to a small segment of the population. The majority of
the people, the peasantry, remained illiterate and depended on their
participation in family and community life for the knowledge they
acquired. The system was also closely related to the civil service
examination system. The major purpose of study was to prepare students
for the examination.
Second, all educational institutions, ranging from the village
sodang to the Songgyun'gwan in Seoul, were open only to males. Females
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were completely excluded. Any puroosefi.i oh .n poseful education girls received was
either from their fathers or ottalned by reading the boogs their
brothers were using in their schools.
Third, the curriculum consisted mainly of Chinese language and
literature with emphasis on Confucian topics. All the texts were
written in Chinese characters, although Korea.s own written language had
been Invented early m the ,5th century. The ourrloulum was also highly
theoretical In orientation with little emphasis on practical or
technological components.
Advent of Modern Education
The advent of modern education In Korea began In ,886, when the
government-endowed Yugyeongkongwon, or the Royal English School as it
was also called, was established In Seoul (Jayasuriya, ,980). staffed
by American missionary teachers, it taught English, mathematics, natural
science, history, world geography, and political science. A number of
missionary schools and private schools were established following
Yugyeongkongwon.
However, further development of Korea's modern education was
interrupted by the Japanese occupation for 35 years. The Japanese
colonial government set up a new school system which was intended to
favor the Japanese who were then immigrating into Korea in ever-
increasing numbers. By 1919, there were ^12, 76? Japanese pupils
attending 379 schools, while 88,827 Korean students were enrolled in 531
schools. There were only 366,812 Japanese residents in Korea, compared
to 20 million Koreans (Han, 1971). In effect, 13 percent of the general
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Japanese population were in school, but less than half of. u i. n n - -one percent of
the Koreans were receiving formal education. Furthermore, few Koreans
were allowed to advance beyond the primary level, while secondary and
higher education were primarily available to the Japanese.
Thomas (1983) summarized the characteristics of the Korean
education system under Japanese rule as one with "strong centralization
of control, favored opportunities for Japanese children, and a reduction
in the extent of Christian missionary eciucation" (p. 1911 ).
The Current System of Education
Korea developed its current system of education after the end of
World War II. The system comprises the following levels:
Primary school (grades 1-6), compulsory for ages six to eleven.
Middle school (grades 7-9), for ages twelve to fourteen with open
entry for all primary school graduates.
- High school (grades 10-12), for ages fifteen to seventeen with
entry from middle school on a selective base. High schools are either
general, emphasizing arts and science; or vocational, emphasizing
technical, commercial, agriculture, or other vocational studies.
- Higher education on two levels, with competitive entry for high
school graduates. Junior college education offers two or three-year
courses in vocational subjects. University or college education is of
four to six years duration, including four-year primary teacher
training.
- Nonformal education of various kinds of organized educational
activities outside the basic ladder system of formal education.
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Institutions of nonformal eduoation Include civic, trade,
correspondence, and mscellaneous schools at primary or secondary level,
an air and correspondence college, and open colleges (Ministry of
Education, 1985a).
Figure 1 shows the current system of eduoation in Korea.
The current education system of Korea.
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Grade
19
18
17
13
10
14
Age
25-
24
23-
22
21 -
20 _
19-
18-
17 -
16-
15
14_
13-
12 -
Graduate
schools
*<5 ^
1- Teachers’ colleges
2. Junior vocational coUeges
3- Correspondence college
4. Open college
5- Miscellaneous schools
6. Trade high schools
7. Miscellaneous schools
8- Trade schools
9- Civic high schools s
10. Miscellaneous schools
11. Civic schools
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9-
8 -
7
6 -
5-
4
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High schools
prrespndence ] High school's
high schools ' attached to
!
industry
Special night
classes for
working students
I
Middle schools
Middle
schools
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Special night
classes for
working
students
Elementary Schools
10
11
Kindergartens
•G
^ource ; Ministry of Education. (1985a). p, 2?
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Korea has a experienced remarkable growth in education, especially
at the secondary and post-secondary levels, during the decades since
World War II. Table 1 shows the expansion of education In Korea.
Table 1
Expansion of Education in Korea, 19i^5-i98ij
Level
19115
Year
1 Q70
Schools
1 y 1 U 1 9o^
Primary school 2,834 5,691 6,528
Middle school 166
1 ,608 2,325
High school 307a 889
1 ,549
Higher education 19 168 255
Total 3,019b 8,356 10,654
Students
Primary school
1 ,366,024 5,749,301 5,040,958
Middle school 80,828 1 ,318,808 2,735,625
High school 40,271 a 590,382 2,092,401
Higher education 7,819 201 ,436 1,130,074
Total 1 ,454,671
b
7,859,927 10,999,058
a. These numbers are those of 1951.
b. These numbers do not include those of high school.
Source : Ministry of Education. (1985a). p. 20
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he number of schools increased from 3,019 in 1945 to 10,654 in
198^ and the number of students incneased ,.5 millon to n MUion.
Attendance at pnl„ary school Is fcee and compulsory. Aboye this
level tuition fees are oharged. Free and compulsory middle school
education was Introduced in the rural areas in ,985. and is to be
extended throughout the nation by ,991. In 1989, 98 percent of the
pr-imary school graduates moved on to middle schools and 88 percent of
who completed Junior secondary course advanced to senior high
achools (Ministry of Education, 1985a). About 30 percent of high school
leavers enter universities and Junior colleges. [1]
There are three types of educational institutions in Korea:
national, financed exclusively by the central government, public,
anced Jointly by the central and local government; and private,
financed by private organizations or individuals. Responsibility for
eduoatlonal administration In the public sector is shared between the
Ministry of Education and regional boards of education, which operate in
the nine provinces and four largest oitiP^.LcuytjbL c L es. These governmental bodies
bear a considerable portion of public education costs at the lower
levels of schooling, while private funding shares an increasing amount
at the higher levels. Table 2 shows the distribution of enrollments
among national, public, and private institutions in 1983.
13 ^
Table 2
Enrollment Distributi rm ilL Korean Educational Institution.^. 1983
Level Total enrollment Distribution (percent)
National Pnhiir. dv,,-
—
Primary school 5,257,1611 0.3 98.3
r I 1 vd ue
1 .4
Middle school 2,672,307 0.2 65.3 311.5
High school 2,013,0116 0.9 39.6 59.5
Higher education
1 ,013,6811 23.8 0.5 75.7
Soj£ce: Ministry of Education. (19810. pp. 33-iio
While the remarkable growth in education at all levels has greatly
expanded educational opportunities, it also has its negative aspects,
including: some primary schools in large cities have to operate on the
Shift system; class sizes are large, up to sixty students a class in
some middle and high schools; the curriculum in the general schools is
overacademic; opportunities are greater in urban than in rural areas;
there is little provision for part-time evening schools; and entry into
colleges and universities is highly competitive and restrictive.
The Higher education system. Higher education in Korea comprises
the following:
- Universities and colleges, whose task is to discover, preserve,
and impart knowledge through research and teaching, and to prepare the
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professionals needed by the nation. There were 98 ooUeges ahd
uhlversltles with an enrollment of 772,907 students In 1983
. 77 out of
which were private ones enrolling 566,165 students.
- Teaohers' colleges, whose function Is to train teachers for
primary schools. Secondary school teachers are trained In a college of
education in colleges and universities. There are ,, teachers'
colleges, all of which are nationally endowed.
- Junior vocational colleges, which offer two or three year
vocational education. In , 983
.
there were ,30 Junior colleges with an
6nrollm6nt of 216,210 studpni"^ infa np u • i-u aents, 106 of of which were private with an
enrollment of 188.531 students.
- Miscellaneous schools, created by private Initiative to
contribute to the formation of higher level technicians in various
disciplines. There were 19 such schools in 1983
. (Ministry of
Education, 1984)
Higher education In Korea has made progress of epochal dimensions
in the last forty years. The enrollment reached the figure of more than
one million in 19811
,
and an average annual growth rate of 13 percent for
the period ,995-1981, (see Table 1 ). Such rapid growth Is the result of
the decided interest of the Korean Government to develop the educational
sector. The manifest trend has been to expand education, particularly
higher education, to meet the ever-increasing needs of the people.
During the 1960s and 1970s, the rising aspirations of the Korean people
for higher education have led to a rapid Increase in the number of
colleges and universities with little deliberate regard for the nation's
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needs and for the Impact on the quality of education «ui a n. A new recognition
Of the importance of the link between education and the progress of
Korean society In the later 1960s and 1970s motivated educational
Planners to face the task of making higher education to better able meet
the developmental needs of the nation and. at the same time, to meet the
people’s requirements for more advanced education.
Several deficiencies, however are pvid«nf • 4-u, e e t in the current system of
higher education. First, the system cannot accomodate all the people
who want to receive some form of higher education. Only about 30
percent can be admitted into the higher education system. Hence, the
entry examination is very competitive, and its Influence Is felt
backwards down into the primary and secondary levels. On account of the
privileged benefits of higher education, this examination assumes
critical Importance In career of a young person, as Its results
determine later social status and future expectations. For these
reasons, thousands of candidates may be held up for as much as five
years while attemptlhg repeatedly to gain entry to the Institution of
their choice.
Second, the system offers little opportunity for the great numbers
of adults and elderly people, who could not attend an institution of
higher education in their youth because of the shortage of openings,
economic constraints, or for other reasons. College catalogs and
brochures are written for the young, and classes are scheduled 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, which prevents working adults
from attending.
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Third, the system does not resnonri t- «-upond to the changing demands for
an. s.Uls to „eet those nee.s that have e^en.e. fno„ the
natton.s napt. eoono^te gnowth an. In.ustntaUzatton. Tna.ittonal
untvenstttes an. ooUeges
.o not senve the eeono.te system weU t„ the
preparation they provide cradn;,^^.g uates required for the teohnologioal
careers.
Fourth, the system widens the disparity between rich and poor
through Its expensive tuition, restricted access to participation In
education, and consequential attribution of social benefits.
Finally, the system does not allow for transfers from junior
colleges to a four-year college or a university, although many gnaduates
from junior colleges want and are qualified to do so. This results not
only in personal disappointment but In the loss of professional manpower
for the nation.
in conclusion, education in Korea over the past four decades has
grown markedly In both the number of people in formal and nonformal
programs, and in the quality of schooling. These trends towards
increased amounts of formal education for the entire population and
towards flexibility in methods for educational preparation to changing
societal demands will apparently continue into the future.
The Rat ionale for Korean Open Colleges
Open Learning in Korea
As noted earlier, the Korean people have attached an unusually high
degree of importance to education compared to many other nations. The
remarkable growth of formal education described In the preceding pages
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owes much to the positive
Rationales underlying the
against the background of
attitude of Koreans toward education,
promotion of open colleges should be examined
a people actively seeking economic and social
betterment through education.
While the ideal of providing universal schooling opportunities has
been achieved by enrolling virtually all children in primary education,
by the late 1960s government officials and educators turned their
attention to those young workers and adults who had dropped out of
school or did not have the opportunities to advance to secondary and
post-secondary education. This situation not only resulted in personal
disappointment for individuals who wished to advance in economically and
socially, but also represented a loss of more highly trained manpower
needed for the nation's modernization program (Hong, 1983).
One approach toward resolving this problem was the introduction of
radio broadcasts and mail-correspondence courses at both the secondary
and tertiary levels in the 1970s. Such education was aimed primarily at
providing educational opportunities for those who had missed out on
secondary or higher education during their earlier years either because
of the shortage of openings or the cost of advanced education.
The Korea Air and Correspondence College (KACC) was established in
1972 to offer junior-college level courses in elementary teacher
education, government administration, business administration,
agriculture, and home economics. About 80 percent of its current
students are employed. Instruction is furnished through daily radio
broadcasts and reading materials delivered to students by mail. Texts,
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P-Pared by the college faculty, are supplied for self-study, and
regular assignments are allotted, marked, and evaluated. Two wee.s of
regular attendance during summer and winter vacations are repulred at
one Of the fifty higher education institutions for testing and face-to-
raoe instruction. The usual shortcomings, typical of distance learning
systems, are also evident at KACC. For examolep , the experience has been
percent drop-out rate during the first year ahd a modest overall
pass rate of about 30 percent. Nevertheless, more than 3^000 students
have graduated over the naoi years, and more than 100.000 applicants
are seeking the 30.000 places available in the college each year
(Ministry of Education, 1985b).
in 198,. KACC W.S expanded to a five-year, full university level
programs of study, offering twelve bachelor degree courses and one
junior-college course in the field of social science.
Based upon this experience, the Korean Government decided to
provide Similar opportunities for correspondence education at the high
school level, eveh though the need at this level was projected to
decline gradually as full-time regular high school education was
expanded. The Government approached the Koreah Educational Development
Institute (KEDI) to plan and operate the necessary services, including
developing textbooks, marking, tutoring, and broadcasting. Two air and
correspondence high schools were established In 1979
, as affiliates of
regular high schools. Since that time the number of such schools has
grown to fifty and the number of students to 93,799 by 1989 (Ministry of
Education, 1985b). The program covers all requirements of the regular
uo
high school curriculum, and uses the same principles and Instructional
methods and media as KACC.
Because of the successful experience of KACC, a number of Junior
colleges have been replaced by open colleges since 1982. The open
colleges offer course majors In the field of technical and vocational
education to those who missed such education in the past.
The Rationale
Open learning programs take many forms and have been developed for
a variety of reasons. Some of the most common reasons discussed in
Chapter II can also be applied to Korea’s open colleges. In addition to
those, other reasons as to why open colleges have been established in
Korea can be summarized as follows:
1 . Establishment of lifelong education system. The new
Constitution of Korea, revised in 1980, declares the promotion of
lifelong education of the people as one of the responsibilities of the
Government. To realize this interpretation of the Constitution, the
Government has undertaken several measures, whereby one can continue to
acquire new necessary knowledge and skills even after the completion of
formal education. One measure adopted since 1982 has been to replace
several junior colleges with open colleges.
2. Provision of second chance education. The Korean Government
has enunciated equity and social development as the key developmental
goals of the series of five-year plans which have been in operation
since 1960s. Those who missed the chance of pursuing formal education
for various reasons are to be given a second opportunity. It is clear
that there Is a continuing demand for education m Korea, especially athe post-secondary level.
„hlch cannot he
.et hy traditional
institutions, since there is no way to studv foy y r an external degree or
to study on a part-time basis through exisMn.n sti g colleges and
universities. To ™eet these unmet and increasing needs, the Korean
Oovernment has estahllshed several open colleges to oTTer technical and
in the social science field.
3- Disillusionment with formal education. Traditional colleges
and universities have not been responding to the continuing changes
effected In the nation's growing Industrial sector. The growing
sophistication of modern manufacturing process has, however, called for
a Change In the numbers and Kinds of workers required, with both skilled
workers and engineers shifting their attention to more advanced
processes, leaving a gap 1„ technical Jobs. In recognition of the
importance of educating more technicians and retraining others, the
Government has established more open colleges and Intends to replace
more junior colleges with open colleges.
>1. Provision of part-time study. Open colleges enable people who
cannot pursue education on a full-time basis because of work or family
responsibilities to get a degree or certificate through part-time study.
By providing an opportunity for part-time study, these colleges
contribute to the reduction of the disparity between the rich and the
poor, enabling students to earn their tuition while continuing their
education.
5. ProviMon of further education for transfer students. Open
colleges admit those who transfer from either Junior colleges or four-
year colleges and universities. Since there is no opportunity for
junior college graduates and drop-outs from a college or university to
continue their education, aooeptlng transfers is an important function
of an open college.
Curren t Practice of Open Colleges in Kor..
There are currently six open colleges in Korea, three of which are
national while the others are private. The first open college, Kyunggi
Technical Open College (KTOC)
,
was opened in 1982 with a view to
providing technical higher education to working people. Five more open
colleges were established in 198^1 and 1985, of which four are technical
and one a commercial open college. The success of KTOC and the great
interest demonstrated by many out-of-school youths and working adults
were factors contributing to their opening. The colleges are open in
the sense that they require less formal entry requirements than
traditional colleges and universities; charge relatively low tuitions;
enable students to study on a part-time basis; remain open all the year
round by offering Summer and Winter sessions; and are supposed to employ
varied instructional methods and media other than face-to-face teaching
on campus. This section uses the same education variables that were
used in the case studies in Chapter IV to examine the current status of
open colleges.
1 ^3
Purpose and Objectives
AS note, eanuen. the pnt^any punpoae or Korean open eoUeges ia to
pnovtoe technical an. vocational higher e.ucatlonal opportunities for
working people. The Ministry of Education (1981) outlined the purposes
Of an open college as follows:
peop°ie'r“' education opportunities to all
to expand opportunities for trainincr •
- to establish a lifelong education system
7?''""'’"’ """
Similar considerations are found m the Operational Pier o.
Establishment of an Open College (Ministry of Education, 1982). The
Plan Cited several reasons for establishing an open college:
realization of lifelong education, renovation of vocational and
technical education, expansion of educational opportunity, and reduction
of ©ducational costs.
To accomplish these purposes, each college has established Its own
institutional objectives. KTOC, for example, has stated its educational
aims as follows:
- to provide college education opportunities to all people widelv
system which can educate Ll peopl^by overcoming the restrictions of home circumstance, time, placeacademic background, age, and so on; ^ ’
® special, professional, technical education which Isapplicable to high level Industrial society. In accordance withone s individual situation, attitudes, and desires;
college as a systematic foundation of studyand to develop several administrative support systems which areneeded for its operation; and
-to establish the open college system as suitable for Korea's realsituation, to execute experimental study programs for its furtherdevelopment, and finally to create an operational, organizational
model. (KTOC, 1982
, p. 3 )
^u i
The educational objectives of other colleges are similar to those
Of KTOC.
Whether KTOC and other colleges have been successful In
accomplishing their objectives Is probably premature to assess at this
point since the open college has operated In Korea only for a few years.
Vet It seems evident that the open college system has attracted much
interest from many people. Two years after the establishment of KTOC in
Seoul In 1982. the Nonforraal Education Division of the Ministry of
Education was still receiving numerous calls and letters asking about
plans to establish open colleges in other regions. Although KTOC was
still at an experimental stage at the time, the Ministry of Education
was forced to expand the open college system to the regions where there
was so much demand.
Organization and Decision Maki ng
In Korea, the organizational structure and decision making process
of open colleges seems to be more centralized than in conventional
colleges. All open colleges are under the direct control of the
Ministry of Education. The Ministry is responsible for setting their
basic policies, including those of admission, graduation, and the
establishment of a study course. It also approves the establishment of
new open colleges, and provides their general supervision. The Advisory
Committee on Open Colleges, established under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of Education, advises the Minister of Education on important
matters concerning the establishment and operation of open colleges in
general.
The colleges develop curricula,
materials, and develop instructional
of a college represents the college
design instructional and evaluation
methods and media. The President
and is responsible for general
emic affairs and administration. He is assisted by the Faculty
Council and other committees on special matters. The Faculty Council
deliberates on matters of admission and graduation, schooling and
evaluation, and the award of a degree or certificate.
in order to maintain close relationship with related industries
and businesses, the colleges have a College-Industry Cooperation
committee in each major field. The roles of these committees includes:
exchange of up-to-date information on the industry; discussion on the
relevance of the college curriculum for industrial needs; development of
on the job training programs for students; and improvement of job
opportunities for graduates of the college (Ministry of Education,
1985b). To ensure the fulfillment of these roles, each committee
consists of at least two representatives of management from relevant
industries and faculty members of that field.
Staff
One of the most difficult tasks that has confronted Korean open
colleges was the retraining of the academic staff who had been working
for many years in traditional junior colleges. Since many of the tasks
which have to be performed in an open college are quite different from
those typical working experience of a traditional academic, a training
program had to be specially designed for them. However, many faculty
members were suspicious of the intended results of training, even to the
U6
point or reotsttns tne teo„
pant or tne raoulty towards tralntag, u was not nntU a mu year after
KTOC had opened that a training program for faculty was implemented.
in
.983, a 600-hour in-service training program was implemented for
the ruu-tlme raoulty members or KTOC over a period or eight months.
Similar programs were conducted in
.983 and 1989 at other colleges. The
primary objective of the training program was to introduce the faculty
to open learning systems in general and to the specific tasKs they were
P form in an open college. Five hundred and forty hours were
nevoted to individual self-study of reading books and relevant
-terlals, and sixty hours to special lectures, discussions, and
workshops led by outside specialists. The participants were asked to
submit a paper at the end of the program which would have a bearing on
their ohahoes for future promotion.
In addition to regular full-time faculty, the colleges employ many
part-time instructors, most of whom are from relevant industries and
businesses. This is one of the unique features of Korea’s open
colleges, not often found in traditional colleges and universities.
Most of the non-academic staff is composed of the general
administrative staff, whose number is relatively small, since most of
the college's tasks are done by the academic faculty. Therefore, the
recruitment and development of the academic staff is of primary
importance for the continued development of open colleges in Korea.
Finance and Costs
A3 is the case with Korea's other higher education institutions,
three national open colleges are financed principally by the central
government. The other three private colleges are financed by private
organizations and individuals. National open colleges receive 50 to 70
percent of their funding from the Government and 30 to 50 percent from
student fees. All student tuitions go directly back to government
coffers, the amount of which is about two thirds of what a national
college receives in return for operational expenses. Therefore, it can
be said that about 80 percent of funding actually comes from student
tuitions and fees.
Private colleges raise about 90 percent of their funding from
student tuitions and fees, and 10 percent from their foundation or
endowment. Government support is minimal and usually reserved for
special purposes such as staff training.
Student tuition is 13,^00 won (about 15 US$) per credit hour for
national college students and 23,900 (about 26 US$) for private college
students. Tuition increases gradually according to the credits a
student registers. The average cost per full-time national college
student is about half of that of regular national colleges. The average
cost per full-time private college student is about three fourths that
of conventional private colleges.
Student Character istics
The open colleges in Korea were established to serve primarily
those industrial workers denied access to vocational and technical
U8
higher education In the past. Hence, the collegea nepulne their
applicants to have at least one year of working experience at related
industries and businesses. Applicants are not required to take the
Scholastic Achievement Examination for the College Entrance (SAECE),
which every candidate to traditional colleges and universities Including
junior colleges must take. The applicant's previous level of academic
performance of the applicant at high school Is also not considered as a
criterion of admission. However. Korean open colleges are not quite
open. They still require a high school diploma or its equivalent and
select their students through the entrance examination.
In the spring of 1985, there were 20,259 students enrolled In six
open colleges. Among them only 2,216 students (10.9*) were female.
This ratio was much lower than that of female student representation in
all traditional higher education institutions in Korea (that was 35.0^)
(Ministry of Education, 1985b). The reason for this discrepancy might
be due to the fact that five out of six open colleges are technical
colleges. In 1983, 52 percent of the KTOC students were over 25 years
of age, that is, more than five years had passed since most students had
completed their high school education.
From the standpoint of the Korean Government, the most important
question today is whether these colleges really serve the target
population, that is, industrial workers, who have been precluded from
higher education. It is evident that statistics on the composition of
the student body are somewhat satisfying in this regard. Nearly 60
percent of the students were employed, with more than ilO percent in the
1industrial sector, although the ratio fluctuated - ^2.6
52.5 percent in 19811, and 110.6 percent In 1985 (see Tabl
percent
e 3).
in 1983,
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Table 3
22£^Patlonal Analysis of Open College St,ud>.n^.
198^1, and 1 Q 85
— 1983 198i|
1 Qftc:
No. of students
^.725a 6 , 600b
1 yOj
11 c: 0 0 ^
Government officials 8.9 9.11 8.2
Teacher
2.2 11.
0
3.6
Manufacturing
15.9 17.9 1 11 .11
Building & construction 10.6 8.5 11.7
Financial business
1 .2 3.3 1 .9
Electricity & communication 9.9 10.6 5.0
Trade
1 .11 1 .2 1.1
Military
1.1 7.6 3.3
Agriculture
n. a. 2.8 2.9
Sales & services 3.6 8.2 10.6
Others n
. 1 9.5 3.7
Unemployed
311.1 17.2 110.9
Total 100.0 100.2 100.3
No^. The numbers represent percentages.
a. Total number of students of KTOC.
b. Number of new students admitted into four open colleges.
c. Number of new students admitted into six open colleges
n.a.: not applicable.
Source : Ministry of Education. (1983, 1985b, 1985c).
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Co^se Structure and Curriculum
Open colleges offer undergraduate courses leading to a Bachelor of
science degree as well as other special courses. The curriculum of an
open college consists of a general and major program of study. The
general program serves as the basic foundation for advanced study. The
oomposltion of the major program depends upon the type of college.
Technical open colleges offer engineering courses. Including mechanical,
electrical, architectural, civil, chemical, environmental, and computer
engineering, engineering management, and industrial design. A
commercial college offers management and business courses such as
accounting, trade, management, travel administration, finance,
economics, communication studies, and commercial design. The major
program Is more oriented towards vocational training in order to supply
sufficient numbers of properly trained technical workers needed by the
nation's growing Industrial sector. Many courses are offered in the
evening for the convenience of the students who have to work during the
daytime, a benefit not easily found In traditional colleges and
universities.
Korean open colleges adopt the credit type of progression familiar
to American colleges to facilitate movement from one mode of education
to another. One example is when a student who has commenced study on a
part-time basis later moves to full-time study. The modular nature of
the credits approach also provides a wide range of choice for courses.
The B.S. degree is awarded to a student who has completed 1 ilO credits
and passed the graduation examination administered by the college.
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Those Who have co^pleteO 70 ooehUs
.ay he awaoheh a Janioo coUege
diploma.
The special courses are oroviripH * i"ain employees commissioned by
a company or Industry for a certain period of tl„e. These courses are
not offered for credit towards a degree. There are, therefore, no entry
requirements. As of thic? ting, no open college has yet offered a
special course.
Instructional Methods and Media
The open colleges of Korea were established to provide an
opportunity for technical and vocational higher education for working
people above the usual college age who cannot or will not fit into the
usual regimen of campus learning. To ensure this opportunity, the
Presidential Decree on Open Colleges (1982) stipulates that an open
college shall utilize broadcasting, correspondence, an industrial and
research organization, and other communication media and facilities for
Its instruction. However, no instructional method has of yet been
developed other than face-to-face instruction on campus and practical
training at related industries. The principal method of instruction of
face-to-face teaching on campus is characterized by lectures and
laboratory work. While practical training is utilized in a few courses,
only two credits are possible to earn through it (Ministry of Education,
1985b)
.
To resolve this problem and to help students better integrate
learning with the world of work, the Ministry of Education strongly
urges the colleges to develop at least one method of open learning and
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3ha.e It a^ong other ooUeges. Up to now, however, there have teen no
nottoeahle develop^enta. The previous efforts of the colleges have been
limited and Isolated from each other. Furthermore, the present efforts
of the colleges are directed mostly toward developing relevant texts for
self-study only. These efforts continue to be Initiated regardless of
the interests or needs of students and faculty. In other words, unless
such development efforts are based on the actual Interests and needs of
students and faculty members, this approach win not become a viable
strategy for the development of Korea's open colleges.
Issues and Problems to be Solve d
This review of the practice of Korea's open colleges points to a
number of Issues and problems which need to be resolved before further
development is possible.
I. Exemption of formal educational qualifications for entry. The
colleges are open only to those who have a high school diploma or its
equivalent. Those who have the ability and willingness to pursue higher
education but do not have those formal educational qualifications cannot
be served by the oolleges at this time. This situation Is made even
more deplorable by the fact that there Is currently no way of pursuing
any higher education In Korea without a high school diploma. A more
open requirement for entering an open college would be necessary If the
country wants more people, especially from disadvantaged groups, to gain
access to higher education. The fact that '10 percent of the unqualified
group among the 1971 entrants of the Open University in the United
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Kingdom have obtained a B.A.
contrasting respect.
degree is quite encouraging in this
Decentralization of decision making. As noted in the preceding
section, the basic policies for open colleges, including those of
ad^lsaion, graduation, and eataMlsH.ent or a counae. are deten„l„od ty
the Ministry of Education. This condition ™akes It difficult for an
open college to serve Its co^unlty according to the needs of its
regional context. In addition, there are at present too few
opportunities for translating community needs for education into college
curriculum offerings
exists in each major
not directly related
stipulation that the
. Though a college-industry cooperation committee
field, the input of these committees is limited and
to meeting community needs, owing to the
local college is not free to offer a course without
Ministry permission.
3. Finance and cost. There seems to be a problem of finance and
student cost at the open colleges. The colleges raise about 80 to 90
percent of their funding from student tuitions and fees. There is
virtually no support from the Government for the private colleges. Even
for the national colleges. Government support amounts to a very small
proportion of their funding, a sharp contrast with the fact the
Government gives KACC about 80 percent of its funding. As a result,
student tuition and other open college fees amount to three fourths
those of conventional colleges and seven times those of KACC. The
problem becomes even worse by virtue of the limited number of students
which any open college can admit owing to the college’s great dependence
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aditional classroom teaching. Unless the colleges find other
sources of funding, they win not be able to attract many of the
disadvantaged students they are established to serve.
Provision of short vocational courses. There is growing
consensus among adult educators that adult Interest In discipline-based
curricula is lessening in favor of stronger Interest in professional and
vocational training (Zigerell. ,98.). The fact the British Open
University, which has beeh concerned primarily with degree-oriented and
general curricula, announced its Intention to concentrate more on short
vocational courses might be seen as Illustrative of this trend. Yet
Korean open colleges offer only degree courses. No college has of yet
offered short training courses, although they are supposed to provide
special training courses for employees commissioned by industry. Up to
now, no plans have been developed by any college to offer even one
course for the people of the community. This problem poses a big
challenge to the colleges to provide the lifelong education as they are
intended.
5. Development of instructional methods and media. As of this
time there has been no significant development of Innovative
instructional methods and media in Korean open colleges. They still
largely rely on campus-based face-to-face teaching methods to deliver
all their courses. Consequently, students have to come to school to
receive their education, a problem for those who work. This poses a
aerious question for the future of those colleges established to provide
higher educational opportunities for working people, most of whom find
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education, in other words, Korea's open colleges cannot
accomplish their intended purpose without developing more varied
instructional methods and media, which reduce long-standing barriers
wording people have to continue theln ePucatlon anP enable them to stu„y
in their „„„ «,y, at their own pace, where and when they desire.
Summary
This Chapter examined the historical development of education In
Korea, and the rationales for, and the current practice of, the natlop.s
open colleges. Several Issues and problems to be addressed were also
Identified before further development of the colleges Is possible.
ng the Issues and problems, the study focuses particularly on the
development of Instructional methods and media, which, the researcher
believes. Is of vital Importance to the future of Korea’s open college
system.
ext chapter examines the problems and constraints of the
colleges’ current Instructional system as they are perceived by
students. Chapter VII assesses open college staff needs for resources
to develop appropriate Instructional methods and media. The final
Chapter weaves the main themes and conclusions of the study together,
and suggests recommendations useful for the further development of the
colleges
.
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Footnote
U™ior colleges were created in ,9>I8 to offer basic higher education to
those unable to complete the full i)-year cycle of higher education.
Since that time, the Junior colleges have encountered many problems.
Their programs have become more oriented toward occupational
preparation, with the results that they offer a catchall curriculum,
which is a diffuse goal not clearly directed at defined social needs.
In addition, there have been increasing difficulties in securing
employment for junior college graduates competing with those from H-year
colleges and universities. These colleges require as strict formal
entry requirements as 4-year colleges and universities, offer no part-
time study or evening classes, and charge almost as much tuitions as 4-
year colleges and universities. The inability of these colleges to
offer a viable alternative to 4-year programs of study has contributed
to the need for open colleges.
chapter VI
A SURVEY OF THE STUDENTS:
problems and constraints of the instructional system
Introduction
Adult learners are different fro™ children in ™any respects. A™ong
others, most of them have developed their own strategies for self-
directed learning through their long experience of studying. The
underlying assumption In andragogy, the art and science of helping
adults learn, is that the adult learner has a deep psychological need
not only to be self-directing but also to be perceived by others as
being self-directed (Knowles, 1970). Knowles believes that the greatest
learning takes places when teaching methods and techniques Involve the
learner most deeply in self-directed learning. In this sense, in
developing appropriate instructional methods and media, Korea’s open
colleges should know and consider the problems and constraints their
students perceive with the current instructional system. It is the
purpose of this chapter to examine those problems and constraints from
the viewpoint of students. A questionnaire was designed to carry out
this examination.
Me thodology
Development and Design of the Questionnaire
The essential component of the survey was a questionnaire
systematically developed by the researcher. Two instruments were
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employed in the pilot study to develop the multiple choice items of the
questionnaire, and to investigate whether the sample of subjects had
sufficient Knowledge and understanding to express a meaningful opinion
about a particular topic. One of t-ho imoi-v,ne instruments was an open
questionnaire which was administered to one hundred and twenty students
Of the Korea’s six open colleges. The other instrument was a semi-
structured group interview, which was administered to three groups of
five to seven open college students. Their responses have been used in
constructing the multiple choice items of the final closed
questionnaire. Efforts were made to use the students’ own language in
preparing those items in order to make the questionnaire content more
salient to the respondents.
Each questionnaire was composed of three categories of questions:
questions which asked the respondent to provide basic information
regarding their personal and programmatic background; those which asked
the respondents to give their opinions on their personal experience in
an open college; and those which asked them to give opinions about a
particular topic. Anonymity was considered to be an important condition
to be met to insure the information provided was reliable.
Survey Procedures
The questionnaires were sent to the Director of Academic Affairs of
the six open colleges, for later mailing to fifty randomly selected
students at each college. Each questionnaire, with introductory cover
letter and return envelope, was enclosed in another envelop and sealed
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prior to distribution to the directors in order to facilitate the
mailing process.
The purpose of the survey was explained briefly m the cover letter
in such a way as to help the respondent feel that the survey was
important and their response significant to the development of open
colleges in Korea. This was done to obtain a satisfactory percentage of
f’esponses.
Two weeks after the initial distribution of the questionnaire to
the respondent, another copy of the questionnaire with another return
envelop was sent to those who had not responded. This follow-up seemed
to have greatly enhanced the response rate. The salience of the
questionnaire content to the respondent, obtained through the pilot
study using the students’ own language in the questionnaire items, also
seemed to have had a positive effect on the response rate.
Analysis of the Data
This section presents findings and interpretations of the data
collected from the questionnaire. Frequency distributions and
percentages are used to show the most frequently occurring categories on
a particular topic. Chi-square ()f)
,
the best known nonparametric test
of significance, is employed to investigate whether there is any
statistically significant difference in the responses of the students
with respect to: funding (national versus private); sex (male versus
female); marriage (married versus unmarried)
; employment (employed
versus unemployed); or the kind of job (office work versus non-office
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won.). The nuU hypothesis to he tested Is that these Is no slgnlricant
difference among these different student groupings.
Summary of QuestionnairP...
AS indicated in Table more than 96 percent of the potential
pendents returned the questionnaire, of which more than 9^1 percent
were found usable.
Table
Summary of Questionnaires
Institution Number distributed Number returned ppr'oon t*
Kyunggi 50 50 100.0
Pusan 50
^9 98.0
Daej eon 50 46 92.0
Kwangju 50 47 94.0
Kyungbuk 50 44 88.0
Kunsan 50 48 96.0
Subtotal 300 284 94 ,7
Unusable /incorrectly
completed 6 2.0
Total 290 96.7
A recent questionnaire-based survey of the professors and students
in junior and four-year colleges in Korea produced a return rate of 80.8
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percent „oon et al.
.
, 98 ,). The netunn rate of the Junlon coUege
Studenta in that survey was 86.1 percent. The response rate of this
survey was considerably higher. It was understood that mailing the
follow-up materials to individuals who had not responded within two
weeks after the initial distribution of the questionnaire and the
salience of the questionnaire content to the respondents greatly
enhanced the response rate. A review of 98 experimental studies
regarding response rates for Initial mailing and follow-ups showed that
the response rate can be enhanced up to 19.9 percent with follow-ups
(Borg & Gall, 1983)
.
Media Access and Use for Study
Various instructional methods and media can be employed by an open
learning institution. Among them radio and television are the ones most
commonly used by many distance and open learning institutions. Audio
and video cassettes, and computer technology are also being employed by
increasing numbers of institutions in recent years. Considering this
trend, it might be useful to assess the current practice of students in
using such media for their study, although open colleges in Korea have
not developed any instructional methods using such media so far.
It was found from the survey that radio, television, and audio
cassette players are widespread in Korean society. More than 85 percent
of the respondents had or had easy access to all three of them, and more
than 90 percent had or had easy access to television or audio cassette
players (see Table 5). Not many students had ready access to a video
cassette player, personal computer, or computer terminal. But there was
an Indication that these technologies
Korean people.
were beginning to spread among
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Table 5
Media Access and Use for Study
Media
Radio
Television
Audio cassette player
Video cassette player
Personal computer
Computer terminal
None
Access
Frequency Fer cent
25 ^
262
268
53
18
3
1
92.3
94.11
18.7
6.3
1 .
1
0.4
Use
Frequency Percent
(n=28l
)
81
97
243
16
17
4
28
28.8
34.5
86.5
5.7
6.0
1 .4
10.0
The overall result is very encouraging for Korean open colleges if
they are planning to introduce radio, television, or audio cassette
players into their instructional systems. Even more encouraging is the
fact that 86.5 percent of the respondents have already used an audio
cassette player for their own study, and that 28.8 and 34.5 percent of
them respectively have used radio or television even though currently
there is no radio or television broadcast for them. However, as can be
seen later in Table 13
.
only 21 out of 164 students wanted their college
to develop correspondence education with radio or television broadcasts.
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video cassettes. The introduction of these media into
the instructional system of an open college in Korea, therefore, seems
to require further study and careful consideration.
Reasons for Going on to College
Adults participate in educational activities for various reasons.
One reason might Involve getting a new Job or advancement in one’s
current job, another meeting people, obtaining knowledge or skills, or
pursuing self-fulfillment.
The reasons given by the students of Korean open colleges why they
went on to college are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6
Reasons for Going on to College
Reason
Student
Frequenry
response
a. To acquire new knowledge 44
r t:l L. cil U
17.9
b. To acquire job-related skills 26 10.6
c. To get a degree
43 17.5
d. To get a (new) job 33 13.4
e. For self-development 98 39.8
f. Other
2 0.8
Total 246 100.0
More than a third of the respondents answered that they went on to
oollege for self-development. The result seems to reflect the long
tradition of high respect for educated literati in Korean society.
Since most students have been employed, what they wanted might be a
oollege education for their own self-development, which can easily be
related to self or social esteem.
This preliminary conclusion was supported by further analysis of
the data. Chi squareOf) test was done to Investigate whether there is
any significant difference between different groups due to funding, sex,
marriage, employment, or the type of Job. Applied to the data in Table
7, It was found that there were significant differences between groups
by sex, marital status, and occupational status.
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Table 7
Comparisons of the Re ason for GoIhr on to nnli«.,o.
^rled and Unmarried, and Employed and Unemplovart
Male and Female.
Reason ^ sex
Male Female
a. 38 ( 19.5) 6( 12.8)
b. 22( 11.3) M 8.5)
c. 39 ( 20.0) 4( 8.5)
d. 33( 16.9) 0
e. 63( 32.3) 33( 70.2)
Total 195(100.0) -Cr O o o
)(* 25.70 oVQ.
Marr i age
Married Unmarried
12(18.2) 31 ( 17.7)
7(10.6) 19( 10.9)
22(33.3) 21( 12.0)
3( il.5) 30( 17.1)
22(33.3) 7M 42.3)
66(99.9) 175(100.0)
18.75 (p<.01)
Employment
Employed Unemployed
20( 14.0) 23( 25.0)
17( 11.9) 9( 9.8)
3K 21.7) 11( 12.0)
12( 8.4) 20( 21.7)
63( 44.1) 29( 31.5)
143(100.1) 92(100.0)
16.47 (p<.01)
No^. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
In other words, a higher proportion of female students whose social
status IS regarded lower in general than that of the male in Korean
society; a higher proportion of unmarried students who may need a
college education more than married students for their future social
life; and a higher proportion of the employed for similar reasons, noted
before, indicated self-development as the reason for going on to
college.
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Reasons for At tending an Open College
The primary purpose of Korean open oolleges is to provide Mgder
educational opportunities for working people. It has been noted in
ehapter V that the colleges have been quite successful in this point.
In an attempt to appraise this conclusion, students were asked to
indicate the reason they attend an open college instead of a traditional
college. The results are presented in Table 8.
Table 8
Reasons for Attending an Open College
Reason
Student response
a. Being able to study while working
frequency
150
Percent
56.6
b. Easy admission or transfer 61 23.0
c. Inexpensive tuition 16 6 .
0
d. Lack of preparation
traditional college
to attend a
17 6.11
e. Too old to attend a
college
traditional
16 6.0
f. Other
5 1 .9
Total 265 99.9
More than half of the respondents indicated they attend an open
college because they are able to study while still working. This
supports the fact that the open colleges have been successful in
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providing higher education opportunities
admission or transfer was indicated by 23
to the working people. Easy
percent of the students as
their reason for attendance.
The chi square test showed
the response between groups due
(see Table 9).
that there is significant difference in
to funding, marriage, and employment
Table 9
Comparisons of the Reason for Attending an On.r college: M.t.nn.,
Pr ivate, Married and Unmarried, and Employed and Unemployed
Reason
National Private
Marriage
Married UnmarrieTT
Employment
a. 79( 59.0) 71 (56.3) 50 ( 65.8) 98(54.10 108( 68.8)
uuciup j.uy tru
36( 37.9)
b. 26( 19. iO 35(27.8) 11( 14.5) 48(26.6) 26 ( 16.6) 34( 35.8)
c. 15(11
.2) 1( 0.8) 1 ( 1.3) 15( 8.3) 4( 2.5) 11( 11.6)
d. 7( 5.2) 10( 7.9) 5( 6.6) 12( 6.7) 7( 4.5) 10( 10.5)
e. 7( 5.2) 9( 7.1) 9( 11.8) 7( 3.9) 12( 7.6) 4( 4.2)
Total 13^(100.0) 126(99.9) 76(100.0) 180(99.9) 157(100.0) 95(100.0)
X
X 1^.55 (p<. 01
)
1^1.26 (p<.01) 31 .52 (p<.01)
No^. National college: Kyunggi, Pusan, and Daejeon.
Private college: Kwangju, Kyungbuk, and Kunsan.
Figures in parentheses are percentages.
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While most respondents in every group indicated being able to
as their reason for attending an open college, a
significantly lower proportion of unemployed students indicated that as
their reason. A similar proportion of them indicated easy admission or
er as their reason, inexpensive tuition was indicated as their
reason by a greater proportion of national college, unmarried, and
unemployed students than that of private college, married, or employed
students. This might be Interpreted as follows: the relatively
inexpensive tuition of a private open college, as compared to that of a
private four year college, cannot be very attractive to students because
it is almost twice as expensive as that of a national open college and
even more expensive than that of a national four-college; and the
unemployed students found the tuition expensive because they cannot earn
their tuition and are usually supported by their parents, and more than
half of the unmarried students were unemployed.
Open College Education Viewed by Students
The education offered by Korean open colleges is supposed to be
oriented towards more vocational training based on the needs and demands
of the nation's growing industries. In order to assess student views of
the open college education they were receiving, three different but
related questions were incorporated into the survey instrument. Table
10 presents the results.
Table 10
Student View of Open College Edunahinn
Issue
Student
Fremipnnv
response
Satisfaction with the education
r til uen 1.
a. Very satisfied
35 12.4
b. Satisfied
14.9
c. Both satisfied and dissatisfied 55 19.5
d. Dissatisfied
77 27.3
e. Very dissatisfied
73 25.9
Total
282 99.9
Reason for dissatisfaction
a. Too much classroom teaching 34 17.8
b. Low quality of instructors 33 17.3
c. Lack of practical knowledge or
skills in the curriculum 99 51 .8
d. Low level of education 16 8.4
e. Other
9 4.7
Total 191 100.0
Desired education
a. Improved level of education 65 24.0
b. More general education 68 25.1
c. More vocational education 102 37.6
d. More education for further study 36 13.3
e. Other 0 0
Total 271 100.0
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More half or rne respondents relt tHat the ednoatton they were
heoelving at an open college was unsatisfactory. Almost 26 percent of
the™ indicated that they were very dissatisfied with the education.
The n,cst frequently Indicated reason for the dissatisfaction was
consequently.
the ™ost desired education was vocational education Nearly .0
percent of the respondents wanted to receive ™ore vocational education
at an open college. About 25 percent of the respondents wanted^
general education
, while another 25 percent Improved level of edncar.on
and 13.3 percent more education for further study
. The results indicate
that the education offered by Korea's open colleges was not practical
enough for students to apply what they learned at school at work. In
fact, many instructors still depend on theory-oriented lectures which
they had been accustomed to giving for many years. However, it should
also be noted that more than 60 percent of the students wanted some form
Of education other than vocational education. This also corresponds to
the fact that nearly AO percent of them indicated self-development as
their reason for going on to college (see Table 6).
There was a significant difference of the reason for the
dissatisfaction at the .01 level between national collegians and private
college students (see Table 11).
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Table 11
comp arison of the Reason for D i ssatisfaction:
Reason
a
Frequency
29
Percent
31.5
Private
rrequency Percent
5 5.6
b.
1
1
12.0 22 24.4
c. H2 ^5.7 57 63.3
d. 10 10.9 6 6.7
Total
2
92 100.1 90 100.0
23.86 (p<.oi
)
Almost six times as many national college students as private
college students indicated too much classroom teaching as the reason,
while more than twice as many private college students as national
college students indicated low quality of instructors as the reason for
their dissatisfaction.
Table 12 shows the difference of desired education between office
work and non-office work students.
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Table 12
Comparison of Desired Education: Office work and Mnn-nff.., work
Desired education Office work Non-office work
a.
rrequencv
30
Percent
33.3
Frequency
8
Percent
11.4
b. 28 31.1 19 27.1
c. 24 26.7 33 47.1
d. 8 8.9 10 1 4
.3
Total 90 100.0 70 99.9
X
13.82 OV
The difference was that almost half of the non-office work students
wanted more vocational education, while office work students wanted
improved levels of education, more general education, or more vocational
education almost evenly. The difference was found significant at the
.01 level.
The Instructional System
The open colleges are supposed to develop varied instructional
methods and media to enable students to study without being restricted
by place and time of study. As noted earlier, however, there has not
been much development in this area up to today. Instruction is still
carried out through classroom lectures in most cases, and students must
be present at class in order to receive an education. What, then, do
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the students thin, about this situation? Are they satisfied with the
instructional methods of their college? if not, what kind of
instructional methods do they want their college to develop? Do they
think the instructional system of their college Is suitable for the
working people to continue education? if not suitable, what can make it
more suitable for them? All these questions were included in the
questionnaire in order to assess the student view of the Instructional
system of Korean open colleges. Table 13 presents the results of those
questions.
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Table 13
^dent View of the Instructional
Student response
Frequency Percent
Satisfaction with the instructional mehhnrt
a. Very satisfied
39 14.1
b. Satisfied
47 17.0
c. Both satisfied and dissatisfied 49 17.7
d. Dissatisfied
78 28.2
e. Very dissatisfied
64 23.1
Total
277 100.1
Desired instructional method
a. Cooperatiye education 101 61.6
b. Correspondence education 10 6.1
c. Correspondence education with radio or
teleyision broadcast 6 3.7
d. Correspondence education with audio or
yideo cassette 15 9.1
e. Computerized education 24 14.6
f. Other 8 4.9
Total 164 100.0
(table continues)
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Issue
Student
Fppn 1 1 pnm/
response
Suitability of the instructional system for wnrlt’incT
a. Very suitable
***& F
62
J. C
22.5
b. Suitable
90 32.7
c. In between
39 U.2
d. Not suitable
117 17.1
e. Not at all suitable
37 13.5
Total
275 100.0
Measure for increasing the suitability
a. Introduction of more open learning methods 82 47.7
b. Giving credits to prior experience 39 22.7
c. Introduction of cooperative education 33 19.2
d. More weekend classes 15 8.7
e. Other
3 1 .7
Total
172 100.0
More than half of the respondents felt they were dissatisfied with
the instructional methods of their college, of whom 23.1 percent felt
very dissatisfied, while 31.1 percent felt satisfied. In contrast, the
proportion of students who indicated that the instructional system of
their college was suitable for working people to continue education was
surprisingly high. More than 55 percent indicated that the
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instructional system was suitable for working people. And there was no
significant difference between different groups. Seemingly, the
students were acknowledging the fact that open colleges offer courses in
the evening so that working people can continue their education while
still working.
The instructional method most students wanted their college to
develop was cooperative education. This result corresponded to the
result that many students wanted to receive more vocational education
(see Table 10). However, the introduction of cooperative education was
considered by only 19.2 percent of the students as being capable of
making the instructional system more suitable for working people.
Almost half of the respondents indicated that the introduction of more
Issrning methods as a correct measure for increasing the
suitability of the instructional system. But only 18.9 percent of them
wanted their college to develop correspondence education of any kind.
A greater proportion of non-office work students than office work
students indicated the introduction of cooperative education as being
able to make the instructional system more suitable for the working
people (see Table U). The difference was significant at the .05 level.
Table 14
comparison of the Mea.,,.. f.. Increasing the ..h, „
and Non-office Work
Office Work
Measure Office
Frequencv
work
Percent
Non-office work
a. 28 53.8
Frequency
16
Percent
34.0
b. 14 26.9 12 25.5
c. 5 9.6 17 36.2
d. 5 9.6 2 ^.3
Total 52 99.9 47 100.0
a
X
1 1.03 (p<.05)
Difficulties Students Perceive in Continuing Their Education
Nontraditional students have many barriers to continuing their
education, some derived mainly from previous educational failure,
absence from education for years, shortage of time to study, distance to
an educational institution, or poverty. The students of Korea’s open
colleges may have similar difficulties. A number of questions were
asked of students to address these difficulties and to suggest possible
solutions. Table 15 presents the results of this information.
Table 15
Student View of Difficulty in Conti,
iaaue
Student response
Degree of difficulty
Percent
a. Very difficult
ilO
1 A.7
b. Difficult
36 13.2
c. In between
3^ 12.5
d. Not difficult
106 38.8
e. Not at all difficult
57 20.9
Total
273 100.1
Reason for difficulty
a. Attendance to classroom teaching 31 22.6
b. Shortage of time to study 50 36.5
c. Economic difficulty
30 21
.9
d. Lack of basic knowledge 22 16.1
e. Other
4 2.9
Total
137 100.0
Possible solution
a. Introduction of more open learning methods 60 33.3
b. More help/cooperation from work place 36 20.0
c. Financial aids 51 28.3
d. Free tuition 16 8.9
e. Provision of convenient transportation 17 9.11
f. Other 0
Total 180 99.9
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There was close agreement between these data and the Information
aummarlsed In Table ,3. For example. 27.9 percent of the respondents
Indicated that It was difficult for them to continue education at an
open college while 30.6 percent Indicated the Instructional system of
their college was not suitable for working people to continue their
education at an open college. In addition 59.7 percent of the students
indicated that It was not difficult, while 55.2 percent Indicated the
instructional system was suitable for working people to continue their
education. While no attempt was made to compare each Individual
response to verify the relationship of the responses, the proportions
appeared very similar.
As the reason for the difficulty. 36.5 percent of the respondents
indicated shortage of time to study. Since most students were employed,
this result was understandable. The remaining respondents indicated
almost evenly attendance to classroom teaching
, economic difficulty
,
or
lack of basic knowledge as the reason for the difficulty.
To resolve the difficulty in continuing education at an open
college, 33.3 percent of the respondents indicated that more open
learning methods should be introduced, and 28.3 percent indicated there
should be more financial aids. The latter would have been a possible
solution of the first priority if coupled with free tuition
, which was
indicated by only 8.9 percent of the students probably because of its
perceived unrealizability. More help/cooperation from the work place
was indicated by 20 percent of the respondents as a possible solution.
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There was a significant difference in degree of difficulty between
national and private college students (see Table 16).
Table 16
Comparison of the Degree of Difficulty: National anrl Pr i „ ate
Degree of difficulty National
Frequencv Percpnh
Private
a. 17 12.3
i. 1
23 17.0
b. 12 8.7 24 17.8
c. 13 9.H 21 15.6
d. 65 47.1 41 30.4
e. 31 22.5 26 19.3
Total 138 100.0 135 101.1
/ 12.62 (p<.05)
A higher proportion of private college students found it difficult
to continue education at an open college, while conversely a higher
proportion of national college students indicated it was not difficult.
The difference was found to be significant at the .05 level by the chi
square test.
As for the reason of the difficulty in continuing education at an
open college, significant differences were found between different
groups due to funding and employment (see Table 17).
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Table 17
Comparisons of the Reason for Difficulty: National and
Employed and Unemployed
Reason for difficulty Funding Employment
a. 25 ( 39.1 )
r I
6(
J. V cU^fcJ
8.7)
Employed
19( 23.5)
Unemployed
11( 23.4)
b. 21( 32.8) 29 ( 42.0) 40( 49.4) 8( 17.0)
c. 9( n.i
)
21 ( 30.4) 9( 11.1) 19( 40.4)
d. 9( U.1 ) 13( 18.8) 13( 16.0) 9( 19.1)
Total
z
611(100.1 69 ( 99.9) 8l (100.0) 47 ( 99.9)
X 18.29 (p<.(31) 20.16 (p<.01
)
No^. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
Private college students attributed this difficulty more to
shortage of time to study or to economic difficulty, while national
college students indicated attendance at classroom teaching or shortage
of time to study as the reason for the difficulty to continue education
at an open college. For the employed students, shortage of time to
study was the main reason for the difficulty, while economic difficulty
was the main reason for the unemployed students. The difference was
significant at the .01 level.
There was also significant difference in the possible solution of
the difficulty between different groups due to funding, marriage, and
employment. The results of the chi square tests are presented in Table
18 .
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Table 18
C°garl3ona of the Possible Solution: National .n. -
.
^married, and Employed and Unemployed
- ruuuiiiK
solution National Private
Marriage
Married UnmarrioH
Employment
a. 28 ( 30.8) 32( 36.0) 27 ( 50.0) 33( 27.0)
uycu
1111(112.7)
unempioyea
15( 21 .7)
b. 2H( 26.11) 12( 13.5) 16( 29.6) 19( 15.6) 33(32.0) 2( 2.9)
c. 19( 20.9) 32 ( 36.0) 9( 16.7) 111( 33.6) 18(17.5) 30( 43.5)
d. 11 ( 12.1 ) 5( 5.6) K 1.9) 15( 12.3) 2( 1.9) 12( 17.4)
e. 9( 9.9) 8( 9.0) K 1.9) 11.5) 6( 5.8) 10( 14.5)
Total 91(100.1 ) 89(100.1 ) 511(100.1 ) 122(100.0) 103(99.9) 69(100.0)
X 9 .87 (p<.05) 21.811 (p<.01) 118.01 (p<.01
)
N^te. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
While the introduction of more open learning methods was indicated
by respondents of almost all groups, private college students, unmarried
students, and unemployed students favored financial aids as the
solution. These results reflect the fact that, as noted in the
discussion of Table 9, the relatively inexpensive tuition of an open
college, compared to that of a traditional four-year college, was not an
attracting factor to private college, unmarried, and unemployed
students. They indicated that there should be some financial help to
pay their tuition. In contrast, a higher proportion of national
college, married, and employed students indicated the introduction of
I8i|
more open learning methods or more help/oooperatlon from the working
Place as the solution for the difficulty of continuing education at an
open college.
Before the survey, it was supposed that many students would feel it
burdensome to attend classes, since most of them were considered to be
employed full-time. Surprisingly, almost seven out of ten responded
that it was not burdensome for them to go to school to attend classes,
even though almost all of them went to school at least four times a
week. Table 19 presents the information.
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Table 19
Student View of Burden in AttendiriR Classes
Issue Student
Frequencv
response
Percent
Degree of burden
a. Very burdensome 32 1 1 .4
b. Burdensome HH 15.7
c. In between 12 on
d. Not burdensome 122 43.6
e. Not at all burdensome 70 25.0
Total 280 100.0
Measure for reducing the burden
a. Introduction of more open learning methods 92 48.9
b. More help/cooperation from work place 33 17.6
c. Provision of convenient transportation 43 22.9
d. More weekend classes 14 7.4
e. Other 6 3.2
Total 188 100.0
There was some agreement between these data and those summarized in
Table 15. For example, 27.1 percent of the respondents indicated that
it was burdensome to attend classes, while 27.9 percent of them
indicated that it was difficult to continue their education at an open
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college. In addition, 68.6 Deroent- nf o*- ^ •. o D p cent o the students indicated it was not
burdensome, while 59.7 percent said it was not difficult. There was
also some similarity between these results and those of Table 13 in that
68.6 percent of the students Indicated it was not burdensome, while 55.
2 percent indicated the instructional system of their college was
'table for working people to continue their education, and that 27.1
percent of the respondents felt it was burdensome, while 28.6 percent of
them found the instructional system not suitable for working people to
continue their education.
In order to make it less burdensome for students to attend classes,
almost half of the respondents wanted the introduction of more open
learning methods other than classroom teaching. Provision of convenient
transportation was indicated by 22.9 percent of the students, and 17.6
percent of them wanted to get more help/cooperation from their work
place to attend classes.
More male, married, or employed students felt it burdensome than
female, unmarried, or unemployed students. The results of the chi
square tests to examine the difference between those groups are
presented in Table 20.
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Table 20
Comparisons of the Degree o f Burden, Male and Female. Married and
Unmarried, and Employed and Unemployed
Degree of Sex
burden Male Female
Marriage Employment
a. 32(14.1 ) 0 17( 21 .0) 15(
1 J. CU
7.7)
CiIIjp
24(
-Loyea
14.5)
unemp
8(
'loyed
7.8)
b. 37(16.3) 7( 13.7) 18( 22.2) 25 ( 12.8) 39( 23.5) 4( 3.9)
c. 8( 3.5) 4( 7.8) 2( 2.5) 9( 4.6) 7( 4.2) 5( 4.9)
d. 102(44.9) 19( 37.3) 30( 37.0) 91( 46.4) 56( 33.7) 57( 55.9)
e. 48(21.1) 21 ( 41 .2) 14( 17.3) 56 ( 28.6) 40( 24.1
)
28 ( 27.5)
Total 227(99.9) 51(100.0) 81(100.0) 196(100.1 ) 166(100.0) 102(100.0)
X
X 16.46 (p<.01
)
16.83 (p<.01) 25.10 (p.01
)
No^. Figures in parentheses are percentages.
More than 40 percent of the married students and 38 percent of the
employed students indicated it burdensome to attend classes, while 20.5
percent of the unmarried and 11.7 percent of the unemployed students
indicated it burdensome. The differences were found significant at the
.01 level.
Yet, as to the possible solution to reduce the burden, significant
difference was found only between groups of employed and unemployed
students. As can be seen in Table 21, almost half of the students of
each group indicated the introduction of more open learning methods can
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-educe the hunden, a higher proportion of the employee stuCents wanted
to get more help/cooperatlon from the working place, while a higher
P-oportlon Of unemployed studenta Indicated proyislon of convenient
transportation as a possible solution.
Table 21
Comparison of the Measure for Reducing the Burden : Rmn 1 nv oa
Unemployed
rieasure i or reducing
the burden
Kmploved
Frecuenev Ppr>r>oni-
Unemployed
a. 54 48.2
r I cq utiilUy
34
rercent
54.8
b. 30 26.8 3 4.8
c. 19 17.0 20 32.3
d. 9 8.0 5 8.1
Total 112 100.0 62 100.0
14.65 (p<.01
)
Conclusion
The findings emerging from the data presented in the preceding
pages can be summarized as follows:
- Most students had easy access to radio, television, and audio
cassette players, and most have used audio cassette players for their
study. They did not have easy access to a video cassette player and
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computer technology, but there was an indication that these technologies
were beginning to spread among them.
- The largest number of the respondents indicated that they went on
to college for self-development. To acquire new knowledge and to get a
degree were the next most Important reasons cited. A higher proportion
of female, unmarried, and employed students than male, married, and
unemployed students indicated self-development for their reason for
going on to college.
- The primary reason for attending an open college instead of a
traditional college was being able to study while working. Easy
admission or transfer was the next primary reason for attending an open
college.
More than half of the students were found to be dissatisfied with
the education of their college. The primary reason for their
dissatisfaction was lack of practical knowledge or skills in the
curriculum. Consequently, the largest number of the students wanted to
receive more vocational education from their college.
- More than half of the respondents indicated they were
dissatisfied with the instructional methods of their college, while a
similar number indicated that the instructional system of their college
was suitable for working people to continue their education. Most
students wanted cooperative education to be developed by their college,
while almost half indicated the introduction of more open learning
methods could make the instructional system more suitable for working
people to continue their education at an open college.
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Most students did not think i i- Hifr,- ij.ifficult to continue education at
an open college, nor feel it burdensome to go to school to attend
classes.
one conclusion which may be drawn from the survey is that many
students want their college to develop those instructional methods that
can enhance the practicality of the education they receive. It is
apparent from the results of the survey that students, most of whom are
employed full-time, were satisfied with the fact they were able to
continue their education at an open college without losing their jobs
and Without much difficulty. This implies that the open college has
been successfully implemented in Korea as an important provider of
continuing higher education for working people. However, most students
were not satisfied with the education and the instructional methods of
their college. The curriculum was indicated to lack practical knowledge
or skills, and most students wanted their college to develop appropriate
instructional methods such as cooperative education which may enhance
the practicality of the education.
Another conclusion which may be drawn from the survey is that many
students wanted their college to introduce additional open learning
methods other than classroom teaching. While most students indicated
that it was not burdensome to go to school to attend class, a large
number of them indicated the introduction of more open learning methods
could make it less burdensome and make the instructional system of their
college more suitable for working people to continue education.
However, it should be noted that not many students preferred
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correspondence education to be developed by their college. They
preferred cooperative education and computerized education more than
correspondence education. In fact, many students, especially those who
were unemployed, indicated in the space provided for further comments
that an open college should be differentiated from the Korea Air and
Correspondence College, which employs correspondence education as its
major instructional method.
With these conclusions in mind, the next chapter will assess the
needs for resources which the staff of Korea's open colleges need for
the development of instructional methods and media appropriate for their
students.
chapter VII
THE NEEDS OF KOREAN OPEN COLLEGE STAFFS FOR
developing appropriate instructional methods and media
Introduction
As noted earlier, there has not been much development of
instructional methods and media by Korea's open colleges. The colleges
atill depend heavily on face-to-face teaching on campus. Although some
efforts on the part of Ministry of Education to encourage colleges to
develop more open learning methods have been made, not much achievement
has been reported yet.
This chapter assesses the needs for various resources expressed by
Korea s open college staffs to develop varied instructional methods and
media appropriate for their students. The purpose of this assessment is
to provide the open college staffs and the planners in the Ministry of
Education with useful information regarding the needs of the open
college staffs for developing instructional methods and media, and thus
to facilitate the development process. The results of the assessment
suggest some policy considerations for the Ministry of Education. Since
the staffs play an essential role in the instructional process, and no
instructional methods or media are likely to be developed and employed
effectively without their understanding, this needs assessment is
important for the development of those instructional methods and media.
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Needs Analysis Methodology
The methodology used for the assessment Is a short form of the
Coffing/Hutohinson Needs Analysis Methodology (NAM), drafted by s B
Maxner In ,977 (see Appendix D)
. NAM was originally developed In ,973
by Thomas E. Hutchinson of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, and
Richard T. Cofflng of the Ohio State University. The reason for
employing NAM for assessing the needs of the staff of Korean open
colleges is that It is one of the most explicit and useful tools for
assessing need components In a participatory manner. The researcher
learned Its strengths and usefulness through his Implementation of NAM
at the university Without Walls ( UWW)
, University of Massachusetts, as
part of a cost effectiveness study of UWW. The purpose of NAM is to
provide useful Information about needs for Information users or decision
makers to help make decisions (Coffing & Hutchinson, 1974). To
accomplish the purpose, NAM is composed of a standard, systematic, and
operational set of rules and procedures, and provides a precise plan for
action.
While NAM is similar to other methods of needs assessment in that
It may use a questionnaire or an interview technique to determine needs
and to measure need fulfillment, and in that it allows for sampling and
other survey procedures, it is distinguished from others in the
following aspects:
Its broad applicability to many kinds of needs assessment;
its complexity of process responsive to a broad range of options;
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- U3 well-defined and stipulated assumptions, which offer an
explicit direction to be undertaken for each step,
- Us demand to operationalize definitions of needs as specifically
as possible In order to make the information produced more
useable by information users;
- its formalized process for measuring the extent to which
identified needs are met or unmet; and
- its process for evaluating and revising the Methodology Itself.
NAM has five sub-purposes which outline the basic elements of the
Methodology, which can be accomplished through the implementation of ten
sub-sets of procedures within NAM. The five sub-purposes and their
relation to the ten sets of procedures are as follows;
To manage the process, which is Implemented In the following four
sets of procedures:
1.0 Preparation
3.0 Planning
9.0 Evaluation of Needs Analysis
10.0
Revising
- To specify the basic scope and priorities, which is accomplished
with the following set of procedures:
2.0 Contract Negotiation
- To identify the information users’ concerns, which is
accomplished in:
4.0
Determination of Who-What-Whom concerns
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To obtain and report definitions of needs
with the following sets of procedures:
which is accomplished
5.0 Defining
6.0 Definition Reporting
To obtain and report measurements of need fulfUlment, which is
accomplished through the implementation of the following sets of
procedures
:
7.0 Measuring
8.0
Measurement Reporting (Coffing & Hutchinson. 197 ^4 ).
The relationship between five sub-purposes and ten sub-sets of
procedures is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Sets Of purposes and procedures within Needs Analysis
Methodology
Five Sub-purposes of
the Purpose: To Provide
Useful Information About Needs
Ten Sub-sets of Procedures
within Needs Analysis
Me th odology
1.0
Specifying the Basic
Scope and Priorities o n
Identifying Information
User’s Concerns
Managing
the Obtaining and Reporting
Process Definition of Needs
5.0
6.0
Obtaining and Reporting
Measurement of Need
Fulf illment
7.0
8.0
Preparation
Contract Negotiation
Planning
Determination of
Who-What-Whom Concerns
Defining
Definition Reporting
Measuring
Measurement Reporting
9.0 Evaluation of Needs
Analysis
10.0 Revising
Source ; Coffing & Hutchinson. (19711). p. 23
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The functions performed by a needs analyst (NA) In each of the ten
major steps in the NAM are as follows:
1
.0
Preparation
In this step, the NA performs the functions that-i iu-ui nat are necessary for
getting ready to implement the Methodology. The NA learns how to
implement the Methodology, identifies a list of the goals to be
aooomplished by Implementing NAM. and identifies a contract decision
maker (COM).
2.0 Contract Negotiation
The NA negotiates with the COM to produce a contract which may be
formal or Informal. The purpose of the contract is to specify goals and
objectives, scope and length of the analysis, resource needs and
allocations, etc. The COM identifies the decision maker (DM) who need
useful information for decision making.
3.0 Planning
The NA plans how the Methodology will be applied and constructs a
Needs Analysis Resource Allocation Chart (NARAC). This chart provides a
planning framework within which the NA allocates amounts of time for the
completion of each remaining step (3.0 - 10.0).
^.0 Determination of Who-What-Whom Concerns
The NA asks the DM for the following three lists:
a. A list of individuals, groups or categories of persons
(needers) whose needs are to be met.
b. A list of the types of needs which the DM is concerned about
meeting.
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0 . A list of individuals, groups or categories of persons
(deflners) who can best define the listed needs of the listed
needers.
The lists are then combined by the DM according to the DM’s
priorities for having information. The result Is a prioritized list of
phrases In the form, who needs what
, as defined hv whom for example:
"Students' needs for career education, as defined by the students
themselves.
"
5.0 Defining
In this step, the needers' needs are specified. What is the
operational definition of the needers' needs? What behaviors and/or
status comprise the needers' needs? The specifics of the needs
contribute the criteria by which need fulfillment must be measured, if
it is to be measured.
Some definers' definitions of the needs may be available through
analysis of their publications, if any. Other definers' definitions are
obtained by interview or survey. The definitional problem is
essentially one of obtaining an explicit description of what in the
definers' imagination would be present or would be happening if the
needers' needs were completely fulfilled
.
When the definitions are obtained by interview or survey, a
stimulus question appropriate to the DM's stated purpose is developed by
the NA. This question asks each definer to visualize to himself /herself
an ideal situation in which all the specific needs of the needers for
the type of need under discussion are fully met. Visualizing this
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the definer tells or writes down everything he/she sees which
Indicate that the specific needs of the needers are being folly met.
The NA then breaks down the responses to the stimulus question into
unitary response statements, which will then be compiled into a survey
instrument. Each definer is asked to prioritize the list of need
statements in the survey instrument.
6.0 Definition Reporting
The NA prepares and presents a report to the DM. The main part of
the report is the results of the defining process, that is, the
prioritized need items. The report also includes a statement of the
procedures used and difficulties encountered in the defining process.
The report is discussed fully with the DM, questions are answered, and
the need components for measurement are decided.
7.0 Measuring
This step is a unique feature of NAM. Since the already fulfilled
needs need not be met again, information users often want to know how
well the defined needs are being met. However, measurement is not done
automatically in NAM. It is done only if some resources are available
for the measurement and the DM wants measurement done on some or all of
the defined needs. When measurement is desired and resources are
available, then a measurement plan is developed and implemented with the
approval of the DM.
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B.O Measurement ReportlnR
When the measurement data are ooUected, the results are reported
to the DM. The report also doeuments procedures and any deviations from
the measurement plan.
9.0 Flvaluatlon of the Needs Analysis
The main concern or this step Is to rind out the extent to which
the data about needs are actually used by the DM In decision making. To
no this, the NA discusses with the DM the decisions made on the basis or
the data and the likelihood or mture decisions being made on the basis
Of the needs analysis.
10.0 Revising
The NA revises one or more applications of the Methodology in order
to improve the utility of the needs analysis and to remain focused on
the most important data concerns of the DM. The NA will commence the
process on his/her own or at the request of the DM or CDM.
Implementation of NAM to Open Colleges in Korea
A short form of the Coff ing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology
was implemented to six Korean open colleges from October through
December, 1985. The critical steps followed in carrying out the needs
analysis are described in the following pages. The numbers refer to the
steps and sub-steps featured in the short form. Problems encountered
and related comments are written next to the appropriate steps. Since
the study is mostly concerned with identifying the needs of Korea's open
college staffs for developing Instructional methods and media, the
analysis was carried out through the step of definition reporting.
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Preparation
1.1 - 1.2.2. The researcher did the following in preparation for
the analysis in addition to attending a course on NAM offered by T. E.
Hutchinson in the Fall semester, 1984:
Read a number of papers and dissertations on NAM including:
^eds Analysis Methodology.- A Prescriptive Set of Rules and
Procedures for Identifying
, Defining, and Measuring Needs
(Coffing & Hutchinson, 1974);
^eds Analysis Methodology: Short Form, Draft I, 1977 (Maxner,
1977);
Needs Analysis Methodology: The First Field Test of the
Determi ning and Defining Procedures (Thomann, 1976);
Menti fication of Client Demand for Public Services: Development
of a Methodology (Coffing, 1973).
Carried out a needs analysis to provide UWW staff. University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, useful information about the needs of UWW
staff regarding resources to provide services to UWW students.
1.3. The goals of the needs analysis are:
- To provide useful information to open college staff and Ministry
of Education regarding the development of instructional methods
and media for Korean open colleges;
- To examine the possibility of applying NAM in Korea.
1.4 - 1.5.3. Potential clients identified are:
- Open colleges in Korea;
- Nonformal Education Division, Ministry of Education, Korea;
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Korean Association for Higher Education;
- The NA.
The NA, the researcher, was determined to be the COM for the
following reasons:
- His experience of working for Nonformal Education Division.
Ministry of Education. Korea, which is in charge of open
colleges
;
- His knowledge of the students and faculty of those colleges;
His interest In the development of Korean open colleges.
Contract Negotiation
2.2. The CDM Identified the following resources for completing
this needs analysis:
- People: The staff of Korean open colleges presently working at
those colleges;
Time: Needs Analyst 35 hours
DM (also CDM) 7 hours
Definers 8 hours
2.3. The CDM is the only DM.
2.^ - 2.5. No additional contract negotiation was required since
the NA has decided to serve as both the CDM and DM. Although no
contract was written, the purpose of the needs analysis was to generate
needs data for decisions to be made regarding the instructional methods
and media for Korean open colleges. The duration of the analysis was
three months.
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Planning
3.2. According to Maxner’s recommendation for allocating
resources, speolflo amounts of time for the completion of each
Step were allocated as in Table 22.
remaining
Table 22
Needs Analysis Resource Allocation Chart
4.0 Determining W-W-W Concerns 3 10
5.0 Defining 2 15
6.0 Definition Reporting 2 10
Total
7 35
Note
. Unit: Hour
3.6. To secure the cooperation of Definers, the NA wrote them a
letter explaining the nature and purpose of the needs analysis, and the
importance of their cooperation for the successful implementation of the
project.
Determining Who~What~Whom Concerns
^.3.1. The needers, whose needs are to be met, are the staff of
Korean open colleges.
^.3.2. The needs to be met are those for resources to develop
instructional methods and media appropriate for open college students.
20i]
^•3-3. The def Iners
.
are presidents, professors,
colleges.
who can best define
and administrative
the needs of the needers,
staff of Korean open
^•3.^. The needs statement is;
"The needs of Korea's open college staffs for resources
necessary to develop instructional methods and media
appropriate for their students as defined by presidents,
professors, and administrative staffs of Korean open
colleges .
"
•3.^.1. Thirty staff members, that is, five from each of the six
open colleges in Korea, were selected as definers.
Defining
5.2.1. The DM would use data about the needs phrase to make
decisions about the resources necessary for open colleges to develop
appropriate instructional methods and media.
5.2.2. The hypothetical situation appropriate for stimulating
greater involvement of the definers as recommended by the Methodology is
as follows:
Imagine that your college is developing various instructional
methods and media which are most appropriate for the students of
your college and can meet their individual needs, and that in this
situation your college staffs' needs for resources necessary for
developing those instructional methods and media are being
fulfilled. As you observe this situation in your mind, what are
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all the things you see that indicate to you that your college
Staffs' needs for resources are being fully met?"
The NA developed a survey instrument, using the
hypothetical situation above as a stimulus question, to get definitions
Of the needs of open college staff from the deflners. The questionnaire
was sent by mail to the definers with return envelopes.
Twenty-nine out of thirty definers returned the questionnaire.
•5. 5. 2. 5.1.^. All the responses from the definers were
analyzed into unique statements and included in the second survey
instrument, which is for prioritizing the need items on the list
according to which are the most important components of the need.
Effort was made to use the definer's own language in the survey
instrument to avoid any possible bias.
As in the needs analysis study of the UWW staff, many needs
statements appeared to overlap with each other. The researcher,
according to T. E. Hutchinson's recommendation for the needs analysis
study of the UWW staff, placed similar need components next to each
other so that the definers could easily compare them for prioritization,
and included special instruction on that in the survey instrument.
The survey instrument was sent to ninety staff members, that is,
fifteen from each college, by mail for prioritization with return
envelopes. The reason for increasing the number of definers for
prioritization is to include as many staff members as possible, whose
job is closely related to the development of instructional methods and
media, and to get more relevant and useful information about the needs.
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Survey instrument
"Imagine a situation in which your college staffs needs for
resources, necessary for developing Instructional methods and media
appropriate for the students of your college, are fully met. Read each
in the list that follows. If the item is something that the open
college staff need, place
_a checkmark in the space provided. Note that
some items are similar in nature. You may check one or two or all of
those Items if that (those) is (are) something that the open college
Staff need.
After completing the above, go back over the list and circle the
numbers of the ten most important need items."
1
.
2 .
3.
Policy support for establishing cooperative
between college and industry
relationship
Cooperation between college and industry for technical
advice and practical research of college professors
Establishment of an organization for college-industry
Information on world highest technology
5. Correspondence of college education to the need of the
industry
_
6. Curriculum appropriate to current situation of society
_
7. Defining educational objectives of an open college in detail
_
8. Establishment of various courses of study
9. Experiment and practical training appropriate for current
situation of society
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_
10
.
_
n
.
_
12 .
_
13.
14.
15 .
_
16
.
-
17 .
_
18
.
_
19. Financial support of the industry for an educational
institution
_
20. Cooperation of the people in the industry regarding
development of instructional methods and media
_
21. Collaborative research with the industry
_
22. Advice and cooperation on college education from the industry
_
23. Institutionalization of industry participation in practical
training of students
_
24. Active participation of college academic in technological
development of the industry
25. Establishment of a professional graduate school connected
with the industry
26. Encouraging employees to participate in continuing education
by the industry
27.
education according to theacceleration of technological innovation
Encouragement of the participation of the people In theindustrial sector in open college education
rSSror*' through active industrial
Utilizing an industry as a classroom
Mutual utilization of the facilities between college andindustry
Interchange of instructional material and information with
open colleges in foreign countries
Establishment of an organization in charge of interchange ofinstructional material and information among college,
industry, and research organization
Collaborative research with other colleges
Technical support of the industry for an educational
institution
Help/cooperation from the industry for their employees to
attend a college
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' relations of an open college towards the
industry to commission an open college totrain their employees ^uii
30. Sufficient equipment for laboratory experiment and practice
31. Support of maintenance and operating expenses of the
equipment for experiment and practice
32. Sufficient number of laboratory assistants
33. Laboratory equipment for the research of professors
34. Development of the unit program
35. Development of educational programs for technician
36. Development of on-the-job training programs for students
37. Individualized modular instructional material
38. Assessing the scholastic ability of students
39. Educating students by group classified by the scholastic
ability
40. Establishing a variety of individualized instructional
program
41. Establishment of learning support center
42. Students* attitude of self-directed learning
43. Active cooperation of students
44. Encouraging students’ motive of achievement
45. Free and wide student choice of subjects
46. Enhancing the reputation of an open college among the general
public
47. Making all colleges and universities more open
48. Improvement and enlargement of existing open colleges
49. Establishing an open college suitable for the social context
of the region
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50 .
51 .
Operating an open college as a real open learning institution
Expansion of college library
52 .
53 .
54 .
55 .
56 .
57 .
58 .
59 .
60 .
61 .
62
.
63 .
64
.
65 .
66
.
67 .
68 .
69 .
establish?L^a°°^^^®^
deciding admission quota,ishing a course of study, and awarding a degree
Culture and Information, and Ministry of Communications
Computer system for ooUecting, analyzing, utilizing andinterchanging Information rapidly and accurately
materials utilizing Instructional
Computer-system for utilizing and evaluating individualizedinstructional programs
Improving and diversifying research on college education
Recruiting academic staff with professional skills
Security of the status of professors
Staff for examining and conducting research on education
Sufficient time for research
Opportunity of site observation for professors
Opportunity of on-the-job training for professors
Opportunities for professors to study abroad on the open
learning system
Exchange program of professors between national and private
colleges
Foreign language training for professors
Periodical retraining on new instructional methods, media,
and laboratory equipment
Efforts of professors to develop instructional methods and
media
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70.
71 .
72.
73.
7 ^.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80 .
81 .
related government officials to developinstructional methods and media ^
Research staff for developing instructional methods and media
foe research on the development ofinstructional methods and media
and"med?r°" instructional methods
Recognition of the meaning of an open learning methods
Development of an evaluation method suitable for an openlearning methods such as self-study, cooperative education.
Professional staff for the development of audio-visual media
Establishment of audio-visual center
More audio-visual materials for instruction
Classroom equipped with audio and video cassette recorder,
and overhead projector
Computerized education facilities such as computer terminal
Lending and supplying audio-visual materials which are not
profitable under government support
After completing the above, please go back over the list and
the numbers of the ten most important need items."
5.2.6. The result were tabulated by scoring one point for every
item checked and ten points for every item circled. Table 23 presents
the result.
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178
m
220
103
191
167
158
183
1 66
80
118
306
157
113
137
230
96
21
1
Score
83
192
118
1311
575
53
75
65
97
83
58
162
59
911
133
78
119
78
1711
1511
75
Item # Score I tern # Score Item #
21 156 ill 54 61
22 83 112 180 62
23 200 113 33 63
211 1 1
1
411 77 64
25 333 115 104 65
26 203 116 259 66
27 319 it7 63 67
28 279 118 272 68
29 130 49 134 69
30 259 50 160 70
31 1 1 11 51 261 71
32 355 52 256 72
33 165 53 58 73
311 1111 54 44 74
35 76 55 102 75
36 37 56 92 76
37 117 57 73 77
38 55 58 56 78
39 120 59 181 79
110 160 60 399 80
81
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Although the deflners were instructed to circle the ten most
important need items, many deflners circled less than ten items and
several deflners circled more than ten items. T. E. Hutchinson
(personal communication, January Hi, 1986 ) suggested to score one
hundred points divided by the number of items circled for the Items
circled by a definer who circled more than ten items, but, he said. It
would not make much difference In the priority. The researcher found
that It did not change the order of priority to score either ten points
or one hundred points divided by the number of items circled. So the
researcher, as the DM, decided to score ten points for every Item
Circled for the convenience of calculation.
'
Definition Reporting
6.2. The NA took the top fourteen need components as the most
important needs of the Korean open college staffs for developing
instructional methods and media for Korean open colleges. Those need
components are presented in Table 24.
Table 2H
21 3
Need Components of Higher Priority
Priority Weight Item
1 575 # 65 Opportunities for professors to study abroad onthe open learning system
2 422 1 Policy support for establishing cooperative
relationship between college and industry
3 399 # 60 Security of the status of professors
4 355 # 32 Sufficient number of laboratory assistants
5 333 25 Establishment of a professional graduate school
connected with the industry
6 319 # 27 Help/cooperation from the industry for their
employees to attend a college
7 306 # 15 Interchange of instructional material and
information with open colleges in foreign
countries
8 292 2 Cooperation between college and industry for
technical advice and practical research of
college professors
9 279 # 28 Active public relations of an open college
towards the industry
10 272 48 Improvement and enlargement of existing open
colleges
1
1
261 # 51 Expansion of college library
12 259 # 30 Sufficient equipment for laboratory experiment
and practice
12 259 # 46 Enhancing the reputation of an open college
among the general public
14 256 52 Autonomy of a college in deciding admission
quota, establishing a course of study, and
awarding a degree
6.3. The pr*OC GS S us
G
c3 to Ob t"3ln 1"ho •*-*oD ai the definition of the needs can be
summarized as follows: The open college staffs were provided with the
stimulus question and their resoonse^^ in ih.t-ponses to that question were compiled
into a survey instrument,
results obtained from the
The survey instrument was distributed and the
survey provided the prioritized needs of the
open college staffs.
e.*). The dlffioulties encountered in the Defining Process were:
itemizing the responses of deflners into single need components,
especially those similar in nature; and scoring the items circled by a
deflner who circled more than ten items. The rele;,ant comments to these
problems were made next to the relevant steps.
Conclusion
This chapter identifies the fourteen most important need components
the staff of Korean open colleges need to develop instructional methods
and media appropriate for their students through the implementation of
the short form of NAM. Several of the fourteen need components do not
seem directly related to the development of instructional methods and
media. However, these need components should be given due consideration
by decision makers since these are the ones identified as most important
by the definers whose job, as noted earlier, is closely related to the
development of instructional methods and media.
Several important implications can be derived from the results of
the analysis as to possible policy considerations for the development of
open colleges in Korea, especially for the development of the
instructional methods and media of those colleges.
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First, more opportunities to conduct research on the open learning
system in other countries should be provided for open college staffs,
whether by sending some of them to other countries or establishing a
Channel for exchanging information with foreign open colleges. The
former is certainly a way to introduce them first-hand to what others in
the field are doing, although It is relatively expensive. Since
educational technology is so foreign to most academics, a variety of
efforts and training programs may be useful to introduce faculty
adequately to issues, problems, and techniques involved. Furthermore,
the personal contacts established may help them cope with the many
unforeseen problems which doubtless lie ahead.
Second, the cooperative relationship between college and industry
should be more strengthened through policy support, collaborative
research, active public relations, establishment of a professional
graduate school connected with the industry, etc. The expansion of the
function of the existing college-industry cooperation committee would be
a way to strengthen the relationship.
Third, the existing open colleges should be firmly established as
institutions of technical and vocational education for working people by
securing the status of the professors at those colleges, furnishing
sufficient laboratory assistants and equipment for experimentation and
practice, and by expanding the college library. Through these efforts,
an open college can establish itself as an important provider of higher
education for working people. Further expansion of the open college
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syste™ to other regions should be based on the firm establishment of the
existing colleges as institutions for working people.
Finally, the open colleges should be given the autonomy to make
decisions on all matters regarding admissions quotas, establishment of a
course of study, and awarding a degree or certificate.
It might not be possible to implement all these suggestions in the
near future. Several may need more careful consideration to be
implemented. However, it should be possible to implement most of them
in the foreseeable future. Since they are based on an assessment of the
actual needs, the suggestions in the final analysis are vitally
important to the development of Korean open colleges as open learning
institutions in the true sense of the word.
Chapter viii
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This Chapter weaves together the „ain themes ahd conclusions of the
study, and suggests recommendations useful for policy makers who are
concerned with the development of open colleges in Korea. The study
specifically addresses the Issue that if Korea's open colleges are to
establish themselves as Important providers of continuing higher
education for working people, they should develop appropriate
instructional methods and media which would enable students to study in
their own way, at their own place, where and when they desire. The
study places more emphasis on practical aspect of the development of
instructional methods and media than to matters of instructional theory
or even broader philosophical considerations.
Open learning is understood in this study more from a philosophical
rather than an administrative perspective that describes, for instance,
colleges with open administration policies. In this sense, its meaning
IS derived from efforts to expand the options of learners with respect
to policies on admissions, selection of courses and learning goals, and
time and place of study. Although there are criticisms and problems
associated with it, open learning has contributed much to the
democratization of higher education by increasing its access to
previously excluded groups, mainly through innovations in various
communications technologies. By employing new technologies to deliver
21 ?
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education, open learning Institutions have overcome problems of distance
and reach those unable to attend school regularly because of job or
family responsibilities.
Modern technology offers many alternative ways to design
instruction. This study focuses on the didactic potentials and
limitations of major instructional methods and media either in current
use or soon to be used in open learning, it was found that each has its
strengths and weaknesses in delivering certain kinds of instruction to
learners. The study also concludes that the choice of instructional
methods and media by an institution does not depend solely on their
inherent instructional capabilities. Such other factors as the role of
faculty, the development level of the particular technology itself, and
the socio-economic and political context into which it is introduced
should be carefully considered in the selection of which instructional
methods and media are appropriate to develop. This interplay of factors
is amply demonstrated through the examination of the case studies
presented in the study.
The Open University in the United Kingdom has developed a multi-
media based instructional system to serve widely scattered students
around the nation. Holyoke Community College in the U. S. A. has
developed a strong cooperative education program to serve those
nontraditional students who might not have been able to enroll in higher
education without their co-op jobs. Through this program, HOC offers
education which is practical in nature and relevant to community needs.
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Open colleges were established In Korea to provide opportunities
for technical and vocational higher education to working people, most of
whom perceive distance and time as major barriers to participating in
conventional education. However, as of this time, no innovative
instructional methods have been developed by open colleges that serve to
reduce long-standing barriers for working people to continue their
education.
While Korea’s open colleges are continuing some efforts to reach
more working people, the limited efforts are not based on student and
academic staff interests and needs. The current approach is not likely
to result in a viable strategy for the further development of open
colleges in Korea. A new approach and a major effort to help working
people continue their education without being restricted by time and
place of study is urgently needed today. This study concludes that the
development of varied instructional methods and media is a necessary
component of this new approach.
The survey of open college students found that most students were
dissatisfied with the instructional methods of their college. The
students preferred cooperative education as the most suitable
instructional method for their education which, they indicated, should
be more practical and relevant to the needs of society. In addition,
most students believe the introduction of more open learning methods
would make the instructional system more suitable for working people to
continue education at an open college and make class attendance less
burdensome. Taken as a whole, the findings tended to reinforce the
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urgency for the development of more innovative and varied instructional
methods and media in Korea's open colleges. The methods should be
developed so as to enhance the practicality of their education and
permit working people to continue their education at an open college
more conveniently.
The study uses the Coffing/Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology to
identify the fourteen most important open college staffs’ need
components for developing appropriate instructional methods and media.
As the study’s most important part, this assessment was specifically
designed to provide useful information on the college staffs’ needs for
resources to develop instructional methods and media appropriate for
their students. The needs assessment also suggested the following major
policy considerations:
More opportunities to research the open learning system in other
countries should be provided for the open college staff;
- The cooperative relationship between college and industry should
be strengthened;
Existing open colleges should be augmented as institutions of
technical and vocational higher education for working people
before expansion of the system to other regions is considered;
and
The colleges should be given the autonomy to make decisions on
all internal matters.
Based on the literature review, case studies, the results of the
student survey, and the needs analysis of the staff, the following
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recommendations are
development of Korea
made. They are designed to be useful for further
's open colleges in regard to their role as
Important providers of higher education for working people.
1. Open colleges need to secure appropriate political support from
the Government and the lecri <^iun g slature. Such political support is essential
for the successful establishment of the colleges as a low-cost
alternative to higher education for disadvantages students, especially
in a country where resources for education are very limited. Support
from the Government would also be helpful in obtaining necessary
cooperation from the industrial sector. This cooperation would help
open college staff to develop innovative instructional methods and
media, such as cooperative education or practical training for students.
Support from Government, on the one hand, does not always work in a
positive way. As noted earlier, a number of value issues are raised in
the study that concern the expansion and development of open learning,
especially distance learning methods. Political support can work
positively only if the Government encourages the colleges to take their
own initiative. Government support, in other words, should be offered
in the spirit of a political and attitudinal climate which is responsive
to the interests of students.
2. If open colleges are to serve more disadvantaged students
without a high school education, then they need to eliminate formal
educational requirements. In addition, they should upgrade student
support services by making them more easily available through
supplemental instruction, counselling, etc. Without this measure, these
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students ™ay become frustrated and leave the college even though they
are capable and motivated to pursue higher education.
3. The target population of Korean open colleges, working people,
has many barriers to continuing their education. Among the barriers,
one Of the most serious seems to be economic difficulty. Although the
tuition costs of open colleges are relatively lower than those of
conventional colleges and universities, they are still very expensive
for many working people of Korea. If the colleges are to serve more
economically disadvantaged students, the tuition costs should be
lowered. The British Open University, which has been able to keep its
student costs low through economies of scale by employing varied
instructional methods and media, might be a good example for Korea's
open colleges to follow.
Open colleges should be given the autonomy to decide such
internally important matters as establishing a course of study,
selecting students, and awarding academic credits and degrees. If the
colleges are in the position of having to obtain approval for each and
every innovation and new instructional method and medium they wish to
develop, this condition would be detrimental to their ability and
willingness to respond creatively to the needs of their clientele.
5. All higher education faculty have a need for further
development. This conclusion is especially true of the faculty of
Korea's open colleges. Many of the tasks which they have to perform by
virtue of being in an open college are quite different from those they
may be used to in a traditional junior college. Although the faculty
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participated in an In-service training program on open learning systems,
many Indicated their interest in more research and information on open
learning systems In other countries in order to develop instructional
methods and media appropriate for their college. Therefore, more
programs for faculty development. Including overseas training
opportunities, would seem to be in order.
6. The training of technical workers for growing industries
requires close cooperation between the colleges and the industrial
sector. Such cooperation is also essential for the establishment and
expansion of cooperative education and the practical training of
students. While political support from the Government would be helpful
for establishing such cooperative relationships between college and
industry, of greater importance is the colleges' own efforts to identify
the industrial needs and to offer education that is responsive to those
needs.
7. There is growing consensus among adult educators that adult
interest in discipline-based curricula is declining in favor of
professional and vocational training in response to the acceleration of
technical changes occurring in every aspect of human life. Even the
Open University of Great Britain, which since its inception has been
concerned mostly with degree-oriented and general education curricula,
has announced its intention to concentrate more on short vocational
courses through an institution of lifelong learning. Therefore, efforts
to make various continuing education programs available at open colleges
to meet Korean society's changing educational needs would seem to be
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called for. However, this does not mean that general education may be
disregarded in those colleges. Those fundamentals essential to the well
being of cultivated man cannot be ignored even in professional
education. These essential ideas and intellectual skills must then be
brought together in systematic and intelligible fashion in order that
students will be motivated to comprehend and respond maturely to the
world around them.
As a provider of technical and vocational higher education for
working people, Korea's open college system seems to have been
implemented successfully. What is now needed to further its process is
the development of instructional methods and media which can reach more
people, adapt to the new needs of the working population, and respond to
the personal requirements and capabilities of its students. The needs
components and other findings addressed by the study would hopefully
facilitate this development process and contribute much to the further
development of the open learning system in Korea.
f
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APPENDIX A
^e-test Questionnaire for the Students
(Your name is not required)
1 . Sex?
a. Male
b. Female
Age 9
a. 20 or less
b. 21 - 25
c. 26 - 30
d. 31 - 35
e. 36 - iio
f
.
Over 110
3- Marital status?
a. Married
b. Unmarried
Your present average monthly income?
a. 100,000 Won or less
b. 100,001 - 200,000 Won
c. 200,001 - 300,000 Won
d. 300,001 - 1100,000 Won
e. 1100,001 - 500,000 Won
f. 500,001 Won or more
5. What is your occupation?
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6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10
.
1
1
.
12
.
13.
How many hours do you work in a week?
How many hours do you study at home in a week?
Do you go to school from your home or from your work place?
How long does it take to go to your college?
What is the main reason why you go on to college?
What do want to get out of your college?
Are you satisfied with^tne education you receive from your college?
1^. If not, what are the reasons?
15. How many credits are you currently taking?
16. How many times do you go to school in a week?
17. Is it burdensome to you to go to school?
18. If so, how could it be less burdensome?
19. Among the followings, what do you have at home or are easily
available to you?
a. radio
b. T.V.
c. Audio cassette recorder
d. Video cassette recorder
e. Personal computer
f. Computer terminal
20. Have you used it (them) for your study?
21 . If yes, what have you used?
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22
. Are you satisfied with the instructional methods of your college?
23.
2H.
If not, what are the reasons?
Do you think the instructional system of your college isppropriate for the working people to continue their education?
25.
26 .
27.
28 .
If no, how do you think it could be more
working people? appropriate for the
Do you want your college to develop various
methods which satisfy the needs of working
kinds of instructional
people?
"ouese ^develop/^
instructional methods do you want your
Do you get enough cooperation/help from your company or work place?
29. If not, what kinds of cooperation/help do you want to get from your
company or work place?
30. What are the major difficulties in continuing your education at an
open college?
31 . How do you think it could become more convenient for you to
continue education at an open college?
32. What further comments do you have?
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1 .
2 .
3.
4
.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10
.
1
1
.
12 .
13.
111
.
15.
16.
17.
APPENDIX B
Group Interview Guideline
What is the main reason why you go on to college?
What do you want to get out of it?
What is the main reason why you attend
traditional college?
an open college instead of a
Are you satisfied with the education you receive from your college?
If not, what are the reasons?
Is it burdensome to you to go to school?
If so, how could it be less burdensome?
Are you satisfied with the instructional methods of your college?
If not, what are the reasons?
Do you think the instructional system of your college is
appropriate for the working people to continue their education?
If not, how do you think it could be more appropriate for them?
Do you want your college to develop various kinds of instructional
methods which satisfy the needs of working people?
If yes, what kinds of instructional methods do you want your
college to develop?
Do you get enough cooperation/help from your company or work place?
If not, what kinds of cooperation/help do you want to get from your
company or work place?
What are the major difficulties in continuing your education at an
open college?
How do you think it could become more convenient for you to
continue education at an open college?
18. What further comments do you have?
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appendix c
Questionnaire for the Students
(Your name is not required)
1
.
Sex? a. Male b. Female
2. Marital status? a. Married b. Unmarried
3. What kind of job do you have?
a. Office work b. Non-office work c. None
n. Your present monthly income?
b. 100,000 Won or less c. 100,001-200,000
d. 200,001-300,000 e. 300,001 400,000 f. 400,001 or more
5. Among the followings, what do you have
available to you?
at home or are easily
a. Radio b. Television c. Audio cassette player
d. Video cassette player e. Personal computer
f. Computer terminal g. None
6. Among the things you checked above,
study?
what have you used for your
a. Radio b. Television c. Audio cassette player
d. Video cassette player e. Personal computer
f. Computer terminal g- None
7. What is the main reason why you go on to college?
a. To acquire new knowledge b. To acquire job-related skills
c. To get a degree d. To get a (new) job
f. Other (specify)e. For self-development
an open college instead of a
attendtraditional college?
a. Being able to study while working
b. Easy admission of transfer c. Inexpensive tuition
d. Lack Of preparation to attend a traditional college
e. Too old to attend a traditional college
f. Other (specify)
How many credits are you currently taking?
a. Less than 6 b. 6-9 credits c. 10-12 credits
d. 13-15 credits e. More than 15 credits
How many times do you go to school to attend a class in a week?
b. Twice c. 3 times
d. 4 times e. 5 times f. 6 times
Is it burdensome to you to attend classes?
a. Very burdensome b. Burdensome c. In between
d. Not burdensome e. Not at all burdensome
If burdensome, what can make it less burdensome?
a. Introduction of more open learning methods other than classroomteaching
b. More help/cooperation from work place for attending classes
c. Provision of convenient transportation
d. More weekend classes e. Other (specify)
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13 Are you satisfied with the education you are receiving fromcollege? j i t: your
a. Very satisfied b. Satisfied
c. Both satisfied and dissatisfied
d. Dissatisfied e. Very dissatisfied
If dissatisfied, what is the main reason?
a. Too mdoh classroom teaching b. Low quality of instructors
c. Lack of practical knowledge or skill in the curriculum
d. Low level of education e. Other (specify)
15. What kind of education do you want to receive from your college?
a. Improved level of education b. More general education
c. More vocational education
d. More education for further study
e. Other (specify)
16. Are you satisfied with the instructional methods of your college?
a. Very satisfied b. Satisfied
c. Both satisfied and dissatisfied
d. Dissatisfied e. Very dissatisfied
17. If dissatisfied, which of the following instructional method do you
want your college to develop?
a. Cooperative education b. Correspondence education
c. Correspondence education with radio or television broadcast
d. Correspondence education with audio or video cassettes
e. Computerized education e. Other (specify)
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18
19
20
21
Do you think the instructional system of your college is suitahiofor working people to continue their educLion?
ble
a. Very suitable b. Suitable c. In between
d. Not suitable e. Not at all suitable
If not suitable, what can make it more suitable for them tocontinue their education?
a. Introduction of more open learning methods
b. Giving credits to prior learning
0 . Introduction of cooperative education
d. More weekend classes e. Other (specify)
Is it difficult for you to continue education at an open college?
a. Very difficult b. Difficult c. In between
d. Not difficult e. Not at all difficult
If difficult, what is the main reason?
a. Attendance to classroom teaching
b. Shortage of time to study c. Economic difficulty
d. Lack of basic knowledge e. Other (specify)
22. If difficult, how can it be less difficult?
a. Introduction of more open learning methods
b. More help/cooperation from work place
c. Financial aids d. Free tuition
e. Provision of convenient transportation
f. Other (specify)
23 . What further comments do you have?
Thank you.
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APPENDIX D
Needs Analysis Methodology
Short Form, Draft I. 1 Q 77
The following set of procedures is designed to provide a decision
maker with useful information about needs. This short form version of
the Coffing/Hutohinson Needs Analysis Methodology is applicable for
needs analysis problems which can be utilized for complex needs analysis
aituatlons. In order to accomplish the stated purposes of providing
useful information about needs, a person should do, in turn, each of the
following steps:
STEPS
1
-0 PREPARATION
1.1 The person reads the sub-steps of the short form of the Needs
Analysis Methodology.
1.2 The person learns how to implement this methodology.
1.2.1 The person reads available documentation of the short form
of the methodology including both its rationale and its
procedures.
1.2.2 The person participates in a course on Needs Analysis
Methodology, if available.
1.3 The Needs Analyst, "NA", writes a list of the goals she/he
wants to accomplish by implementing Needs Analysis
Methodology.
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1-4 The NA identifies potential clients for her/his applying
Needs Analysis Methodology where the list of clients is
consistent with the goals of the NA. The NA may also be a
client.
1.5 The NA contacts potential clients for the purpose of
determining what interest they may have in negotiating for an
application of the Needs Analysis Methodology.
1.5.1 To each potential client she/he contacts, the NA briefly
explains the purpose and nature of the short form of the
Needs Analysis Methodology.
1.5.2 The NA determines if the potential client is interested and
if an application appears appropriate and desirable.
1.5.3 When a client is found, that person is the Contract
Decision Maker, proceed to step 2.0.
2.0
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
2.1 The NA arranges with the Contract Decision Maker, "CDM", to
begin negotiations.
2.1.1 The NA and CDM determine in general, what kind of things
the contract must or might contain, whether it is to be
formal or informal, its scope, its possible length, and
other broad aspects of the possible contract.
2.2 The CDM identifies preliminarily what resources can be made
available for applying the short form of Needs Analysis
Methodology.
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2.2.1 The NA explains to the COM that implementing the
methodology will require peoples' time and expenses—not
only the time of the NA but also of the COM. the Decision-
makers for whom the data are to be provided, the Definers,
and so on; furthermore, the NA explains that Needs Analysis
work must be done within the actual resources that are
available.
2.3 The CDM identifies the Decision-makers for whom needs data
are desired. There must be at least 30 hours of NA time per
Decision-maker.
2.3.1 The NA explains to the CDM that Decision-makers have to be
willing to participate in any Needs Analysis work done for
their use.
2.H The CDM allocates resources to those Decision-makers for whom
needs data are to be provided.
2.4.1 The NA asks the CDM to consider the availability of the
following kinds of resources:
Decision-makers time, Definers time, CDM's time, volunteer
time, clerical time, salary funds, consultant funds, supply
and expense funds, office space, clerical equipment.
2.5 The NA and the CDM develop a contract document or informal
agreement to complete the needs analysis. It is recommended
that an informal agreement be in writing in the form of a
memorandum.
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3.0
PLANNING
3.1 The NA plans how the methodology will be applied in
accordance with the contract.
3.2 The NA constructs a Needs Analysis Resource Allocation Chart
(NARAC). This chart (see figure I) provides a planning
framework within which the NA allocates specific amounts of
time for the completion of each remaining step (3.0 - 10.0)
of the short form of the methodology for a given DM (see
figure II). These percentages provide a reasonably accurate
time allocation for completing each step.
3.3 The NA secures the cooperation of the Decision-makers and
explains the nature and purpose of Needs Analysis Methodology
and of the contract.
3 .^ The NA plans the beginning and ending dates for steps 4.0 -
10.0 for each Decision-maker.
3.5 The NA goes to step 4.0 .
3.6 The NA secures the cooperation of Definers and Needers.
3.7 The NA contacts each Definer specified by the DM and informs
them about the nature of the Needs Analysis and about the
specified needs phrases for which the Definer has been named
by the DM.
3 . 7.1 The NA finds out from the Definer, the first and last dates
of the Definer 's availability within the contract period.
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3.8 The m reports the status of plans to the COM, pointing out
the beginning and ending dates of each of the remaining steps
of the methodology.
3 • 9 The NA goes to step 5.2.4.
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FIGURE I
NEEDS ANALYSIS RESOURCE ALLOCATION CHART
(NARAC)
Steps of Needs
Analysis Methodology
3.0 PLANNING
4.0
DETERMINING
W-W-W
CONCERNS
5
DEFINING
6.0
DEFINITION
REPORTING
7.0
MEASURING
8.0
MEASUREMENT
REPORTING
9.0
EVALUATION OF
NEEDS
ANALYSIS
2nd Priority
NA Time DM Time DM Time
10.0
REVISING
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FIGURE II
SOME PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS
OF RESOURCES AMONG STEPS 3.0 - 10.0
OF THE SHORT FORM OF THE
METHODOLOGY FOR A GIVEN DM
STEP NA TIME DM TIME
3.0 PLANNING 8% 5%
11 1
-t
1
o
1
DETERMINING
w-w-w
CONCERNS 5% ^0%
5.0 DEFINING 20% 23%
6.0 DEFINITION
REPORTING 5% 1055
7.0 MEASURING 40^ 3055
8.0 MEASUREMENT
REPORTING
^0% 1055
9.0 EVALUATION
OF NEEDS
ANALYSIS 2% 2%
10.0 REVISING ^0% O
TOTALS W0% 10055
DETERMINING WHQ-WHAT-WHOM CONCERNS
't.I Determine from the NARAC how much time Is available for this
step. All of step 11.0 must be accomplished within this
amount of time.
4.2 Determine the Decision-makers concerns about ^ needs^
according to whom.
^•3.1 NA has the Decision-maker name: (the Who)
the one person or group (a "Needer") whose needs are
most important to her/him. e.g. citizens.
4.3.2 NA has the Decision-maker name: (the What)
the type of need that most concerns her/him with
respect to that needer. (What kind of need is most
important). e.g. educational programs.
4
. 3.3 NA has the Decision-maker name: (the Whom)
for the person or group and the need, who can best
define the specifics of the need. e.g. citizens.
4
. 3 . 4 . 1 The NA informs the DM that she/he must limit the number
of possible Definers to a maximum of 12. If the DM
requires more than 12 Definers, the NA suggests the use
of the long form of the methodology, which provides
sampling procedures.
4*3 *5 If resources allow, ask other people who are concerned with
the same issues or problems, to do 4.3.1 - 4. 3.^1. Show
these responses to the DM and ask if she/he would like to
change her/his needs statement.
2H2
5.0
DEFINING
5.1 NA determines from the RAC how much time is available for
this step. All of step 5.0 must be accomplished within this
amount of time.
5.2 The NA obtains an operationalized definition of the Needer’s
need according to the Definer.
5.2.1 The NA asks the DM to say how the DM would use data about
the needs phrase.
5.2.2 The NA develops a hypothetical situation appropriate to the
DM’s stated purpose in manner similar to the following:
Imagine (hypothetical situation), and in that situation
imagine that (name of Needer's) needs for (type of needs
being defined) are fully met. Observe this situation in
your mind. What are all the things you see in the
situation that indicate to you that (name of Needer's)
needs for (type of need being defined) are fully met?
Note: Here is an example of a stimulus where the DM's
purpose is to use needs data in planning an
individualized program for a child. The "what" in
this situation is the child’s need for "emotional
support" and the Definer is the child's parent.
"Imagine that our school is providing individualized
instruction for your child and in this instruction
all of your child's needs for emotional support are
being fulfilled. As you observe this situation in
2H3
your mind, what arp sii •, licit e a l the things you see that
indicate to you that your child's needs for
emotional support are being met?"
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.5.
The NA goes to step 3.6 .
NA asks the Definerf s) t-o lioi- ..i-
•
1 st the things which indicate to
her/him that the need is being fully met.
Have the Definer(s) prioritize the components.
If there is only one definer, NA asks the Definer to
prioritize the items on the list according to which are
the most important components to the need.
5. 2. 5. 1.1 When more than one Definer is involved, the NA analyzes
the total number of responses into unique statements
and produces a survey instrument in the form below:
1. (Item)
2. (Item)
3. (Item)
(Item)
5. 2. 5. 1.2 Each Definer is asked to prioritize the list.
(Survey instrument)
5. 2. 5. 1.3 NA asks each Definer to read the open ended stimulus
question and then place a check mark (V) next to each
item on the survey instrument that she/he feels is a
part of who s need for what
. (Refer to W~W~W phrase).
5. 2. 5.
1.4
The Definer(s) are now asked to go back over the items
they checked and circle the
J_0 most important items.
5.2.6 The NA tabulates the results and records the top ten
prioritized items by utilizing the following procedure:
(a) Score or^ point for every item checked.
(b) Score ten points for every item circled.
(c) Put the
_items into rank order based on the weight
obtained from adding the scores given as a result
of (a) and (b) above.
Example :
(W-W-W phrase):
Students needs for emotional support according to
students
.
Survey Instrument: (2 Definers)
0^^ 1 • Teachers respect students.
2. Students enjoy coming to school.
^ 3. Students and teachers cooperate.
Teachers are flexible with regard to how
individual students learn.
5. Students attend assembles with
enthusiasm.
N.
Tabulation of Results
Item 22 points
#1 12 points
#2 2 points
n 1 point
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^<^5 0 point6.0
DEFINITION REPORTING
6.1 The NA determines from the RAC the time available for this
step. All of step 6.0 must be accomplished within this
amount of time.
6.2 The NA compiles the results, (prioritized items), of the
Defining Process for the particular who-what-whom phrase.
6.3 The NA writes a statement of the procedures used to obtain
the definition which is being reported.
6.4 The NA describes and difficulties encountered in the Defining
Process.
6.5 The NA writes and delivers the report to the DM.
6.6 The NA answers any questions the DM asks.
6.7 The NA asks the DM to decide which need components should be
measured to determine the degree to which those need
components are met or unmet.
7.0
MEASURING
7.1 Determine from the RAC the time available for this step. All
of step 7.0 must be accomplished within this amount of
resources.
7.2 The NA determines which need components the DM wants to have
data about.
7.3 The NA designs an ideal measurement plan for the chosen
component. (The procedures of the plan are called the
observational technique.)
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7.3.1 The NA conceptualizes and records how to directly observe
the actual number of occurances of the operationalized need
component, under natural conditions and unobtrusively
.
— observe in such a way that the observer
can actually see or hear the occurances of the component.
NATURAL means: that no conditions are imposed by the
measurement technique that elicit the kind of behavior to
be observed, the only stimuli present are those normally
present in the situation being observed.
UNOBTRUSIVELY means: in the case of observation of
behavior, the persons being observed are not aware that
they are being observed and can never become aware that the
observation has or is being made.
7.3.2 The NA designs an observational technique that meets the
requirements of directness, naturalness, and
unobtrusiveness, even though in many cases, the resources
are not sufficient to carry out this plan.
7.4 The NA designs a practical measurement plan.
7.4.1 The NA alters the ideal measurement plan in ways that will
permit measurement to be carried out within the available
resources.
7.4.2 If necessary, the NA plans an altered degree of
obtrusiveness that will have a short term and minimal
effect on the operationalized need component.
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7.^.3 If necessary, the NA alters the degree of naturalness by
planning a stimulus situation as nearly natural as
possible.
r-X.X If necessary, the NA alters the degree of directness by
planning an indirect measurement that is as close as
possible to the direct measurement.
7.5 The NA determines the populations (e.g. people, times, and
places) for which the observation is to be carried out.
7.6 The NA determines whether sampling is required to reduce the
cost of observation. If sampling is required, the NA designs
a complete plan for sampling from the population of
observations.
7.7 The NA designs a recording device which includes the
following information:
— name of the DM
— name of the Need Phrase(s)
name of the Need Component(s)
— name of the Definer(s)
the category of Needers who are being observed
— the time of observation, year, month, day, time
the names of Needers being observed or some other way
of recording essential information regarding Needers,
e.g. if recording according to street address, note
that
— for each Needer, the actual observations made
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7.8 The NA tests the proposed measurement plan for completeness
£j-6ld testing the observational technique and the
recording device.
7.8.1 The NA tries out the measurement plan on a group or
individual similar to (but not the same as) the actual
group to be measured.
7.8.2 The NA documents all problems encountered with the
measurement plan and the recording device and redesigns
when appropriate.
7.9 The NA reports the measurement plan to the DM and includes
estimates of costs, time of observers, cost of equipment and
supplies.
7.9.1 The NA documents the proposed measurement plan as
contrasted with the ideal measurement plan pointing out all
threats to validity and documenting all tests made.
7.9.2 The NA asks the DM if the data produced by the measurement
plan would really be used by her/him in the decision making
process.
7.10 The NA implements the measurement plan.
7.10.1
The NA draws the sample (if appropriate) and plans the
exact time at which each member of the sample will be
observed.
7.11 The NA carries out the actual observations.
7.11.1
The NA records all observations on the recording device.
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8*0 MEASUREMENT REPORTING
8.1 Determine from the RAC how much time is available for this
step. All of step 8.0 must be accomplished within this
amount of time.
8.2 The NA reports the results of measuring to the DM.
8.2.1 The NA plans to present the report orally, except she/he
will provide, in writing, the cover page, the numerical
presentation of data, and graphic or tabular presentation
of data.
8.2.2 The NA writes out any deviations from the measurement plan
that occurred.
8.3 The NA writes the report which should note the following:
date of the report, the need phrase, the need component, name
of observational technique and dates of observation.
8.3.1 The NA presents the report to DM and answers any questions
the DM may have.
9 .0 EVALUATION OF NEEDS ANALYSIS
9.1 Determine from RAC how much time is available for this step.
All of step 9.0 must be accomplished within this amount of
time.
9.2 The NA evaluates the extent to which the data are actually
used by the DM in her/his decision making.
9.2.1
The NA discusses with the DM the decisions that were made
on the basis of the data and the likelihood of future
decisions being made on the basis of the needs analysis.
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10.0
REVISING
10.1 Determine from the RAC how much time is available for thla
Step. All of step 10.0 must be accomplished within this
amount of time.
10.2 The NA revises one or more applications or the methodology.
Depending on the circumstances, the NA will commence the
process on her/his own or at the request of a DM or CDM.
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CONTRACT DECISION
DECISION MAKER --
DEFINER —
NEED —
NEEDER —
NEEDS ANALYST — '
RESOURCES —
GLOSSARY
MAKER — "CDM" — the potential client or the agent
with whom the Needs Analyst negotiates. The CDM is
expected to be a person who controls the resources
that can be made available for needs analysis.
"DM" — individuals or groups for whose use, data are
desired.
person or group who can best define the specifics of
the identified need of the needer.
a concept of some desired set of conditions; a concept
of what should be.
person or group whose needs are important to the DM.
'NA" the person who is carrying out the Needs
Analysis Methodology.
the CDM's time, other peoples time, the NA’s time,
expense funds, funds for an application of the
methodology, materials.
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